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July 16, 1976

Abstract

TIlE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

The project is to edit a complete edition of the writings of

the great scientist, philosopher, and humanitarian, to be published

in a multi-volume edition by Princeton University Press. The

volumes will include published and unpublished writings, scientific

and non-scientific, in accurate texts in the original languages,

arranged with appropriate editorial notes and explanations so as to

be of maximum use to physicists, philosophers, historians of science,

and other scholars. About two-thirds of the material is in German,

but certain of the more important writings will be translated and

published in English. Einstein's correspondence, mostly unpublished,

will be especially important. It includes letters to and from

scientists such as Schroedinger, Planck, Pauli, Curie, Cartan, Lorentz,

Bohr, Ehrenfest, Born, as well as cultural and political figures

including Freud, Russell, Roosevelt, Wei tzmann , Schweitzer, Mann,

and Shaw. In addition to scientific questions, the letters deal

with philosophy, ethics, justice, war, peace, music, the establish

ment of Israel, world government and other matters.
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July 16, 1976

THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EDiSTEIN

THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN, encompassing both his scientific and

non-scientific papers and books, as well as his rich and voluminous cor-

respondence with leading figures in the worlds of scienc~ and affairs, will

be published in a multi-volume series under the supervision of a distin-

guished Editorial Advisory Board. The Trustees of the Einstein Estate,

Dr. Otto Nathan and Miss Helen Dukas, have arranged for publication by

Princeton University Press. Funds are. being sought to support editorial

preparation.

The Editorial Advisory Board includes:

Valentine Bargmann, Professor Mathematical Physics, Emeritus,
Princeton University

Marshall Clagett, Professor, School of Historical
Studies, Institute for· Advanced Study

Freeman J. Dyson, Professor, School of Natural
Sciences, Institute for Advanced Study

Charles C. Gillispie, Shelby Cullom Davis Professor
of European History and Professor in the Program
in History and Philosophy of Science, Princeton
University

Gerald Holton, Professor of Physics, Harvard University

Res Jost, Professor of Theoretical Physics, Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich

~~rtin J. Klein, Professor of the History of Physics,'
Yale University

Thomas S. Kuhn, M. Taylor Pyne Professor of the
History of Science, Princeton University

Marston Horse, Professor Emeritus, School of Mathematics,
Institute for Advanced Study

Shmuel Sambursky, Professor of the History and Philosophy
of Science, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Charles Scribner, Jr., President, Charles Scribner's Sons

John A. Wheeler, John Henry Professor of Physics, Emeritus,
Princeton University; Department of Physics, University
of Texas at Austin
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With the advice of the Board, the Estate and the Press have selected an

outstanding scholar, Professor John Stachel of Boston University, as Editor

to carry out the project.

Einstein's Contributions. The magnitude of Einstein's contributions

to the theoretical physics of the 20th century was described by Lee A.

DuBridge, then president of the California Institute of Technology, who

wrote, soon after Einstein's death:

"To describe and to evaluate Einstein as a scient.ist is at

once a very easy and a very difficult job. It is easy to

say that Einstein towers far above any scientific figure of the

20th Century--a statement I believe to be true. It is even

easy to say that he is the greatest figure in science since

Isaac Newton--a statement I also believe to be true.

"But, even though we see the towering peaks of Einstein's

achievements, we are still too close to t.hem to be able to

evaluate them accureately. Einstein's work, without quest~on,

marked a turning point in the history of physics. But the

full significance of that revolution will be more clearly

visible 100 years from now than it is today."

Einstein's rich work in physics is too well known to require elaboration

here; it should also be emphasized that Einstein was a great philosopher

and humanitarian, and his writings, especially his correspondence, is a

rich treasure for humanistic and social study. What is most immediately

needed is the full, definitive, authoritative edition of Einstein's

Writings, which, one hopes, will hasten full appreciation of their signif

icance and vision.

In the course of his research Einstein published numerous papers, and

- 2 -
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he entered into signif~cant correspondence, very little of which has ever

been published. His writings to such eminent scientific thinkers as Erwin

Schroedinger, Max Planck, Wolfgang Pauli, Marie Curie, Eli Cartan, H. A.

Lorent~ Nils Bohr, Paul Ehrenfest, and Max Born, for example, provide

splendid insight into the development of 20th century physics. They sug

gest, as well, further avenues for research, which Einstein himself was

unable to follow. Just as he sought harmony in the universe, so, too, did

he seek it in the world he lived in. His correspondence on non-scientific

topics will not only remind scholars of his devotion to the problems of

the world, which he never ignored for the intellectual problems of the

universe; it will also show the range of his interests and his agile mind.

His concern with the questions of philosophy, ethics, justice, war, peace,

music, culture, world government, and the establishment of Israel is the

frequent subject of his correspondence with such notable.contemporaries as

Sigmund Freud, Bertrand Russell, Franklin Roosevelt, Chaim Weitzmann,

Albert Schweitzer, Thomas Mann, and George Bernard Shaw. Only with publica

tion of the complete corpus of his work will the world at large come to

know Albert Einstein's true dimensions as scientist~ philosopher, and

humanitarian.

The Einstein Legacy. Albert Einstein published during his lifetime 274

scientific papers and 332 papers of general content. Only a few of his

writings were published in book form. Access to these papers is difficult

because they were published in a large number of European and American

journals, magazines, and newspapers. Besides this published material,

Einstein left a large archive of scientific and non-scientific documents.

A limited amount of unpublished material was assembled in several antholo

gies and published partly during Einstein's lifetime and partly after his

death. The Einstein archives fill 28 file drawers, and are kept

- 3 -
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at the Institute for .Advanced Study in Princeton, under the care of Miss

Helen Dukas, Einstein's former secretary who is one of the Trustees of the

Estate.

Einstein stipulated in his last Will that the literary property in

all his published and unpublished material be vested in a Trust to be

established after his death and to be administered by two Trustees. Upon

assuming the responsibility with which Einstein had honored them, the

Trustees considered it one of their foremost obligations to make the

Einstein material accessible to competent scholars and, eventually, to

help prepare the publication of Einstein's complete writings.

Activities of the Einstein Trust Since Einstein's Death. In the

years since Einstein's death, besides organizing his archives for the use

of scholars, the Trustees have been able to add a large number of often

very important documents to the collection. Through extended correspondence

with scholars, libraries, and dealers of rare documents in different parts

of th~ world, it was possible to obtain originals or copies of letters or

other writings of Einstein, particularly from his earlier years when he

mailed letters and papers written in longhand, without retaining copies.

Arrangements, frequently difficult to accomplish, to exchange Einstein

material for copies of ~terial owned by the archives often produced precious

additions to the Trust's collections.

Besides the many successful efforts of the Trustees to enlarge and

enrich the archives, other steps were taken that will be helpful in editing

. and publishing the Writings. An indexed microprint collection of Einstein's

published writings has been prepared. The Einstein correspondence has been

microfilmed. Correspondence between Einstein and four of his friends (Maurice

Solovine, Arnold Sommerfeld, }~ Born, and Michele Besso) has been published as

has a collection of Einstein's writings on peace. These publications are of

- 4 -
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course only a small part of the collected writings, but their existence

will make easier the tasks of the editors of the comprehensive collection.

Arrangements with Princeton University Press. The Trustees have

entered into agreement with Princeton University Press to assume respon

sibility for the publication of Einstein's Writings in book form. For a

number of reasons, the Press seemed to be the most appropriate publishing

house for that great venture. Ever since the death of Einstein, the

Press has expressed its interest in the publication of Einstein's collected

writings. The Press is one of the oldest publishers of Einstein's scien

tific works. One of his most famous books, THE MEANING OF RELATIVITY,

was published by the Press in 1922; the 5th edition of that volume was

prepared by Einstein himself as his very last scientific work, and was

published in 1956, the year after his death. The experience the Press has

gained through the publication of similar works, such as the Papers of

Thomas Jefferson and Woodrow Wilson, will be of great assistance to the

Einstein project. Moreover, the physical proximity between the Press and

the Institute for Advanced Study, where the archives are housed, will be

very helpful.

The Trustees have also been in communication with The Hebrew University

in Israel because Einstein's Will provides that, upon termination of the

Trust, the archives and all other assets of the Trust will become the

property of The Hebrew University. The President of the University welcomed

the initiative of the Trustees in making arrangements with the Press for

editing and publ~shing Einstein's papers, and has assured them that the

University will cooperate with them and the Press to the fullest possible

extent.

The agreement between the Press and the Trustees stipulates that the

initial edition of the \,ritings will reproduce all of Einstein's papers

- 5 -
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in their original languages (this refers also to writings by others,

which may have to be included in the volumes for a fuller understanding

of some of the Einstein documents); this means that a very large part of

the material will have to be published in German. l~is decision was made

since the Press and the Trustees are convinced that, for the purposes of

historical scholarship, papers of such significance should be preserved

in print exactly as the author had prepared them. It is envisaged that

the Press will also publish an English translation of a substantial selec

tion from the Writings, and it may itself publish, or license to be pub

lished, translations in other languages. ~e published volumes will be

copyrighted in the name of the Estate of Albert Einstein.

The Editorial Work. The editorial work will be done in cooperation

with the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton with which Einstein was

closely associated during the 22 years he spent in the United States after

emigrating from Germany. The Institute continues to make space available

for the archives, plus some additional space for researchers. The

Editor will need several Associate or Assistant Editors, themselves scholars

in physics, philosophy, politics, or the history of science. It is expected

that the editorial work on the scientific and non-scientific material can

be done simultaneously, with the participation of scholars particularly

qualified for the various aspects of this complex undertaking.

A Monument to Albert Einstein. Albert Einstein made it known to those

who were closest to him that there should not be any funeral or memorial

services; there should not be a marked grave or monument, and his name

should not be used for multifarious pruposes and interests. As far as

humanly possible, these wishes have been obeyed. Although he often wondered

about the reverence in which he was held throughout the world, for he con

sidered it undeserved, he realized--and so expressed himself once more

- 6 -
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shortly before his death--that some of his scientific work would constitute

a lasting contribution to the knowledge and understanding of man. In

giving the Trustees explicit authority to publish tbe documentation he

left, Einstein made it clear that this was the area of memoralizing to

which he did not object.

The Writings will be the most fitting monument to Albert Einstein.

They will show a man of most extraordinary stature and significance.

Among the truly great men of history, there are not many who not only

opened new vistas of thought and knowledge, but who also applied themselves

to the many political, social, and human problems facing the world in which

they lived. Einstein is one of them. The Writings, and particularly the

many letters that will be incorporated, will bring to light the human being

that Einstein was, and not only the scientist. They will make obvious his

deep interest in securing political and intellectual freedom for men and

women throughout the 'lorld, his oppasition tc any kind of authoritarianism,

his unequivocal antagonism to all types of prejudice and discrimination,

his long, never-ceasing struggle against war and in favor of orderly and

peaceful relations among the nations of tbe globe, his devotion to the Jewish

people in their efforts to find a home of their own, as well as many other

interests to which he gave his active support.

The Writings will be a unique publication of the work of a truly

unique man. He exchanged letters, often over many years, with most of the

great personalities of his time in science, in political affairs, in art,

and in literature, yet he never tired of corresponding with the humble and

unknown who had addressed themselves to bim in anxiety or despair or in

hope of obtaining information or advice that they felt he alone could supply.

Einstein's letters make manifest his wisdom and concern about scientific and

purely human problems, and also his outspokenness and humility.

- 7 -
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Research Grant Proposal Budget: TIle Writings of Albert Einstein

Beginning January 1, 1977 (See attached number~d sheets)

July 16, 1976

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

A. Salaries and fringe benefits: 1977 Salary Fringe

l. Editor (Prof. Stachel) 35,000 6,300 41,300 44,200 47,300 50,600 54,200

2. Assoc. Editor (7 mo.) 17,500 3,400 20,900 22,300 23,900 25,600 27,400

3. Editorial Assistant 15,000 2,200 17,200 18,400 19,700 22,600* 24,200*

4. Secretary (English, German) 10,000 1,800 11,800 12,600 13,500 15,500* 16,600*

5. Short-term assistant eds. - - - 10,000 10,700 11,400 12,200

6. Translators 1,000 2,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

7. Student assistants 2,000 2,000 2,500 2,500 2,500

94,200 111,500 118,600 129,200 138,100

B. Other editorial costs

8. Editorial Committee expenses 5,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

9. Travel 3,000 5,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

10. Photoduplication 19,500 1,000 1,000 1,200 1,200

1l. Publica tions 200 200 200 300 300

12. Rights and legal expenses - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
27,700 9,200 7,200 7,500 7,500

C. Office expenses

13. Telephone, office supplies, postage 7,500 8,000 8,600 9,200 9,800

14. Space cost 7,000 7,500 8,000 8,600 9,200

15. Office furniture and equipment 10,000 1,000 1,000 1,500 1,500

24,500 16,500 17,600 19,300 20,500

Continued on page 2
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Research Grant Proposal Budget: lbe Writings of Albert Einstein

Beginning January 1, 1977 (See attached numbered sheets)

July 16, 1976

page 2

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

continued

o. Other expenses

16. Moving expenses for Prof. Stache1 to
Princeton

E. Indirect costs at 5%

Total requested

Total requested over 5 years: $787,300

2,000

6,000 I 6,900 I 7,200 I 7,800 I 8,300

154,400 144,100 150,600 163,800 174,400
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

The Writings of Albert Einstein

Notes to Budget

1. Professor Stachel will be on leave from Boston University. He is
under contract to Princeton University Press and the Estate of
Albert Einstein, under which we agree to pay his salary as indi
cated, and we also agree to pay the fringe benefits that would
ordinarily be paid by Boston University so that he can maintain his
pension and fringe benefit program there (figured at 18%).

2. It is expected that the Associate Editor will also be on leave,
probably one term each year, and fringe benefit arrangements will
be similar to those for Professor Stachel.

3 & 4. These will be regular employees of Princeton University Press and
come under our fringe benefit program. They will become eligible
for our pension plan after three years (indicated by *). In pro
jecting salaries and some other items into the future we have
allowed for 7% inflation. There will of course be an annual review
and close accounting of actual expenses.

5. Special assistant editors will be needed from time to time, though
this is difficult to anticipate now. For example it would be
desirable to arrange for a specialist in science policy to go
through the Einstein papers and annotate them for the use of the
Editor. It would also be desirable to get temporary assistance
from a specialist in the history of the development of general
relativity.

6. As a special supplementary volume it is desired to issue a collec
tion of Einstein's most important scientific papers in English.
About 20 or 30 papers will need to be translated.

7. Graduate students on a part-time basis will be used where possible
for semi-routine work.

8. This will be an advisory group of five or six people who will pro
vide expert guidance, especially at the beginning. They will be
paid on a per-diem plus travel basis.

9. The staff, especially the Editor, will need to travel to various
libraries and other sources of information. It will be desirable to
interview correspondents and others who knew Einstein. A trip
abroad for this purpose is contemplated in the second year.

10. To avoid handling the originals, it will be necessary to make full
size photocopies of everything from the existing microfilm. 200
reels at $80 per reel, plus purchase or duplication of published
articles.

conLinued on p. 2
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
The Writings of Albert Einstein
Notes to Budget

continued

11. Self-explanatory.

July 16, 1976

12. Because it will be necessary to acquire rights to letters .rritten
l£ Einstein and possibly some other rights, there will be some
expenses of this kind. At this point it is impossible to
estimate how much will be needed. Special funds may need to be
raised.

13. Self-explanatory.

14. We have not as yet procured office space. Four or five offices
will be needed. The Einstein Office will probably be either at
The Institute for Advanced Study or Princeton University. The
sum listed here is based on rental rates in Princeton.

IS. Desks, chairs, typewriters, file cabinets, dictaphones, bookcases,
etc.

16. Our contract with Professor Stachel provides for $2,000 toward moving
expenses.

E. Based on allocated administrative and accounting 3alaries plus related
fringe benefits, plus all other related indirect costs (such as
associated space allocations, auditing, telephone, depreciation, etc.).
Certain start-up costs which do not seem applicable have been excluded
from the calculation.
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John Stachel - Curriculum Vitae

Education: B.S., City College of the C.U.N.Y., 1956

M.S., Stevens Institute of Technology, 1959

Ph.D., Stevens Institute of Technology, 1962

Professional History:

Lehigh University: Instructor of Physics, 1959-51

University of Pittsburgh: Instructor of Physics, 1961-62

Research Associate, 1962-64

Boston University: Assistant Professor of Physics, 1964-69

Associate Professor of Physics, 1969-72

Director, Institute for Relativity Studies, 1972 -

Professor of Physics, 1972 -

Visiting Posts:

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Warsaw: Visiting Research Associate,
one half-year, 1962

TeffiPle University Relativity Group: Research Associate, Summers of 1965,
1966 and 1968.

Centro de Investigacion y de Estudios Av~zados del I.P.N., Mexico:
Visiting Professor, summers of 1966 and 1967.

King's College, University of London: Visiting Professor, 1970-71 aca
demic year.

Institut Henri Poincare, Paris: Visiting Professor as guest of the
C.N.R.S., April-May, 1971.

International Center for Theoretical Physics, Trieste: Visiting Scientist,
summer 1972.

Institute for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, University of Paris VI:
Exchange Professor, January 1974.

Institut des Hautes ~tudes Scientifiques, Bures (France): Visiting Pro
fessor, March 1974.

Publications

Articles:

"Cylindrical Gravitational News", J. Math. Phys., 1., 1321 (1966).

"Einstein Tensor and Spherical Symmetry", J. Math. Phys., 1, (1968)

"Structure of the Curzon Metric", Phys. Letters, 27A, 60 (1968).

"Corrments on I Causality Requirements and the Theory of Relativity' II in R. S. Cohen and
M.\-1. j'!artofsky (eds) , Boston Studies in the PhilOSJr.hy of Sci~n I, vol. \, p.Q6
(Reidel, 1969).
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John Stachel - 2.

(1968).

(1969) .

5169

1251

"Behavior of Weyl-Levi Civita Coordinates for a Class of Solutions Approximating the
Schwarzchild Metric", Nature, 219, 1346 (1968).

"Perturbations of an Arbitrary Spherically Symmetric Netric", Nature, 220,

"The Pure Radiation News Function in General Relativity", Phys. Rev., 179,

"Covariant Formulation of the Cauchy Problem in Generalized Electrodynamics and Gen-
eral Relativity", Acta Physica Polonica, 35, 689 (1969).

"Specifying Sources in General Relativity", Phys. Rev., 180, 1256 (1969).

"Invariances of Approximately Relativistic Lagrangians and the Center-of-Nass Theorem
I", with P. Havas, Phys. Rev. 185, 1636 (1969).

"Einstein Tensor and.3-P3rameter Groups of Isometries with 2-Dimensional Orbits", with
H. Gooner, J. Hath. Phys., 11, 3358 (1970).

"External Sources in General Relativity", GRC Journal, 3, 257 (1972).

"Comments on Two Papers in Quantum Mechanics", in R.S. Cohen and M.W. Wartofsky (eds),
Logical and Epistemological Studies in Contemporary Physics, Boston Studies in
the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XIII, p. 214, p.309 (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston,
1973).

"The Rise and Fall of Geometrodynamics", in K. Schaffner and R.S. Cohen (eds), Pro
ceedings of the 1972 Biennial leeting, Philosophy of Science Association, Boston
Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XX, p. 338 (Reidel, Dordrecht and
Boston, 1974).

tt:Introduction" to Symposium on "Current Problems in Cosmology" in R.S. Collen and R.J.
Seeger (eds), AAAS Symposium on Philosoohy - 1969, Boston Studies in the Philosophy
of Science., Vol XI (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston, 1974).

"A Note on Scientific Practice", in R.S. Cohen, J. Stachel, M.W. Wartofsky (eds) , For
Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XV (Reidel, Dor
drecht and Boston, 1974).

"Space-Time Problems", Review of General Relativity, Papers in Honor of J.L. Synge,
Science, 180, 292 (1973).

"Invariance of Approximately Relativistic Hamiltonians and the Center-of-Mass Theorem",
Phys. Rev., D13, 1598 (1976).

"Center of Mass Theorem in Post-Newtonian Hydrodynamics", to appear in Phys. Rev. D.

"The 'Logic' of Quantum Logic', to appear in Vol. XXXII o[ Boston Studies in the Phi 1
osophy of Science (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston).

"Comments on 'Some Logical Problems Suggested by Empirical Theories' by Professor
Dalla Chiara", to appear in Vol. XXXI of Boston Studies in the Philosophy of
Science (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston).

In Active Preparation:

"Conformal Two-Structure as the Gravitational Degrees of Freedom in General Relativity",
with R. D'Inverno.

"Do Quanta Need a New Logic?" to appear in University Pittsburgh Series in the Philos
ophy of Science.

"Gravitation and Quantization!!, to appear in University of ?ittsburgh SerjLs in PhiJos
ophy of Scien ce.

"The Post-Newtonian Approximation in Relativistic Hydrodynamics", with T. Pascoe (based
on his Thesis, 1973).
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Theses:

"Energy Flow in Cylindrical Gravitational Haves", (~l. S. Thesis, Stevens Institute
of Technology, 1959).

"The Lie Derivative and the Cauchy Problem in the General Theory of Relativity",
(Ph.D. Thesis, Stevens, 1962).

Abstracts of APS Talks:

"New Solution to the Einstein Field Equations", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc . .§., 305 (196l).

"Variational Principle and Conservation Laws in Post-Newtonian Hydrodynamics", Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc. '. li, 69 (1969) (with T. Pascoe).

"Bohm-Aharonov Effect and its Gravitational Analogue", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 14, 16
(1969) •

"Quasi-Newtonian Approximation Hethod in General Relativity", with G. Gonzalez, Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc., II, 12, 881 (1970).

"Variational Principles as a Basis for Approximation Hethods in General Relativistic
Hydrodynamics", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. II, 15, 882 (1970).

Editorial Hork:

"Selected Problems in General Relativity", by C. Holler, in Brandeis University 1960
Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics Lecture Notes, notes by J. Stachel and
L. Pande.

Prcceedings of the Inte~national Conference on Relativistic Theories of Gravitation,
Harsaw 30-31, July, 1962 (Gauthier Villars and P~~l, (1964) ed. by J. Stachel and
others).

For Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XV (Reidel, Dor
drecht and Boston, 1974), ed. by J. Stachel and others.

Editing Selected Papers on History and Philosophy of Science by Leon Rosenfeld, with
R.S. Cohen, for Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, forthcoming volume.

Editing Proceedings of the Andover Conference on "Absolute and Relational Theories of
Space and Space-Time", together with those of a similar Conference held at the
University of Hinnesota, with John Earrnan, Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of
Science, forthcoming volume.

Conference Organization:

Organized Symposium on "Current Problems in Cosmology", at 1969 Boston Meeting
of the AAAS.

Member, since 1972, of the Organizing Committee for biennial "Texas" Conferences
in Relatavistic Astrophysics, held in New York (1972), Dallas (1974) and Boston
(1976) .

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Studies Conference on "Gravi
tation and Quantization", held at B.U. Conference Center, Andover, Hass., Oct.
31 - Nov. 3, 1972 {See report on Conference in Nature, vol. 240 (Dec. 15, 1972).

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Sludi(;u Conference on IfAbso
lute and Relational Theories of Space and Space-Time", held at B.U. Conference
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Center, Andover, Mass., June 3-5, 1974. (Proceedings to be published jointly
with those of a similar conference at the University of Minnesota, by the Uni
versity of Minnesota Press.)

Chairman, Local Organizing Committee for the Eighth "Texas" Symposium in Rela
tivistic Astrophysics, to be held in Boston Dec. 13-17, 1976. (Proceedings to
be published by the N.Y. Academy of Science.)

Courses Taught:

Undergraduate

Physics for the Life Sciences
Electricity and Hagnetism
Einstein: The Han, the Times, The Achievement
Modern Physics and Political Problems
Vibrations and Waves

Graduate

Quantum Hechanics
Thermodynamics
Electrodynamics
Special and General Relativity
Seminar in Relativity
Classical Mechanics

Reviewer for:

Articles: Annals of Physics, American Journal of Physics, Physical Review, GRG Journal.

Research Proposals: NSF Division of Theoretical Physics, Division of History and Phil
osophy of Science, Latin American Cooperative Science Program; CUNY Faculty Re
search Award Program.

Current Research Grant:

Quantum Logical Approaches to the Interpretation of Quantum ~lechanics: Their Relation
to Logical Theory, Space-Time Structures and Quantization of the Gravitational
Field (NSF 1975-77).
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY OSHO (TEL. 609-152-4900)

•.
Pruidnlt, HAJlOLD W. MCCM.W, JL TrusU~/J CY1IL £. BLACK, JOHN TYLEI BONNER,

WILLIAM: G. BOWEN, MIlON LEMONICK, llICAJU>O A. MESTIlI.5, :EAlU. },m-.U, JOHN F. PECKHAM,

CARL Eo SCHOJlSKE, CHAJ.LES SCJ.IBl\,"Ell, ]1l., AJ.TB01 H. 'IBOIl.""'B1LL, JI.'J EDWARD R. TUFTE,

AJlTHUR S. WIGHTMA..,,", maMAS H. WRIGHT

May 27, 1976

TO:

FROM:

The Editorial Advisory Board of the
Writings of Albert Einstein

H. S. Bailey, Jr.

As you know, we have had a series of disappointments in our
efforts to arrange for the appointment of an editor and for the
financing of the editing of the Einstein Papers. Although at
times we have been discouraged, we have not ceased working on the
problem, and without recounting the history of our efforts I can
now say that Otto Nathan and I believe that we are making progress
again. Most recently we asked ~~rtin Klein, Peter Bergmann, and
Arthur Wightman to act as an informal advisory group to help us
get a fresh start. Following their recommendations, we have
recectly talked with Professor Allen Janis of Pittsburgh, Professor
John Stachel of Boston University, and again with Professor Russell
McCormmach of Johns Hopkins. Having been unsuccessful in findiIIg
an historian of science to head the project, our thoughts have
turned more toward finding a physicist with an interest in the
history and philosophy of science who would find suitable collabo
rators.

Our position at the moment is that Professor Stachel is the
most likely candidate for appointment as editor of the Einstein
Papers, though before reaching that definite decision we would like
to have as many reactions as possible from members of the Editorial
Advisory Board.

Accordingly we have in'~ted Professor Stachel to come to
Princeton for several days beginning on June 9, during which time
he will have a chance to meet with as many as possible of the
Princeton members of the Board. We also hope that he will be able
to meet or talk on the telephone with other members of the Board.
It will not be possible for him to meet those of you who are abroad,
and in any case it is unlikely that we will be lucky enough to
arrange for him to meet even all of the Princeton members. There
fore I would like to ask all of you to give us your thoughts by mail
based on your personal knowledge (if you already know or can meet him)
or your knowledge of his writings (vita enclosed).

+ }tUBLISllERS OF BOLLI 'G:E~' SBRIE.S
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To The Editorial Advisory Board of the
Writings of Albert Einstein

Page 2
May 27, 1976

Professor Stachel is forty-eight years old, a specialist in
unitary field theory who does and would expect to continue to do

theoretical research. His interests in recent years, however,
have extended to the philosophy and to some extent the history of
science. He participates in the Center for the History of Philosophy
and Science at Boston University, as an editor of the Boston Studies
in Physics, and teaches a course on Einstein's ideas in the history
of science program. He has a strong interest in the Einstein Papers,
has consulted them in the course of his own work, and is very enthusi
astic about the project. He would be prepared to make it his major
commitment for a long period of time. He seems to be an outgoing
and active person, accustomed to collaborating with others and eager
to engage others for the good of the project. His colleague R. S.
Cohen at Boston recommended him to me in the highest terms, saying
that he has a historical-philosophical mind, and that he is "totally
reliable, honorable, and selfless." One possible difficulty, which
Stachel himself brought out, is that although he has a fluent reading
knowledge of German, he is not a native German speaker. He said that
he is aware of Einstein's sophisticated use of language, and that he
is concerned that he might not always recognize every nuance. He felt
that if he were to be involved with the project he would want to be
associated with a native German speaker who could help inthis regard.

We do not have a professorship to offer to the editor of the
Einstein Papers at this time, but we believe that funding (probably
from NSF) is available, and fortunately Professor Stachel is due for
leave from his post at Boston University. He thinks it is even
possible that he might be on leave from Boston for as long as two
years to work on the Einstein Papers, giving us time to work out
more permanent arrangements. The availability of this leave is not a
factor in our feeling that Professor Stachel would be a fine choice
as editor, but it is a fortunate circimstance.

We shall be grateful for any advice you can give us. On behalf
of Otto Nathan and myself, I want to thank you for your continuing
interest.

cc: Arthur S. Wightman

Peter Bergmann
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John Stachel - Curriculum Vitae

Education: B.S., City College of the C.U.N.Y., 1956

M.S., Stevens Institute of Technology, 1959

Ph.D., Stevens Institute of Technology, 1962

Professional History:

Lehigh University: Instructor of Physics, 1959~1

University of Pittsburgh: Instructor of Physics, 1961-62

Research Associate, 1962-64

Boston University: Assistant Professor of Physics, 1964-69

Associate Professor of Physics, 1969-72

Director, Institute for Relativity Studies, 1972 -

Professor of Physics, 1972 -

Visiting Posts:

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Warsaw: Visiting Research Associate,
one half-year, 1962

Temple University Relativity Group: Resear~h Associate, Summers of 1965,
1966 and 1968.

Centro de Investigacion y de Estudios Avanzados del I.P.N., Mexico:
Visiting Professor, summers of 1966 and 1967.

King's College, University of London: Visiting Professor, 1970-71 aca
demic year.

Institut Henri Poincare, Paris: Visiting Professor as guest of the
C.N.R.S., April-May, 1971.

International Center for Theoretical Physics, Trieste: Visiting Scientist,
summer 1972.

Institute for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, University of Paris VI:
Exchange Professor, January 1974.

Institut des Hautes ttudes Sc~entifiques, Bures (France): Visiting Pro
fessor, March 1974.

Publications

Articles:

"Cylindrical Gravitational News", J. Math. Phys., 7..., 1321 (1966).

"Einstein Tensor and Spherical Symmetry", J. }Iath. Phys., ~, (1968)

"Structure of the Curzon Metric", Phys. Letters, 27A, 60 (1968).

"Comments on 'Causality Requirements and the Theory of Relativity'" in R.S. Cohen and
M.W. Wartofsky (eds), Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, vol. V, p.96
(Reidel, 1969).
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(1968).

(1969) •

5169

1251

"Behavior of Weyl-Levi Civita Coordinates for a Class of Solutions Approximating the
Schwarzchild Metric", Nature, 219, 1346 (1968).

"Perturbations of an Arbitrary Spherically Symmetric Metric", Nature,

"The Pure Radiation News Function in General Relativity", Phys. Rev.,

"Covariant Formulation of the Cauchy Problem in Generalized Electrodynamics and Gen
eral Relativity", Acta Physica Polonica, 35, 689 (1969).

"Specifying Sources in General Relativity", Phys. Rev., 180, 1256 (1969).

"Invariances of Approximately Relativistic Lagrangians and the Center-of-Mass Theorem
I", with P. Havas, Phys. Rev. 185, 1636 (1969).

"Einstein Tensor and.3-Parameter Groups of Isometries with 2-Dimensional Orbits", with
H. GOnner, J. Math. Phys., 11, 3358 (1970).

"External Sources in General Relativity", GRC Journal, 1, 257 (1972).

"Comments on Two Papers in Quantum Mechanics", in R.S. Cohen and M.W. Wartofsky (eds),
Logical and Epistemological Studies in Contemporary Physics, Boston Studies in
the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XIII, p. 214, p.309 (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston,
1973).

"The Rise and Fall of Geometrodynamics", in K. Schaffner and R.S. Cohen (eds), Pro
ceedings of the 1972 Biennial Meeting, Philosophy of Science Association, Boston
Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XX, p. 338 (Reidel, Dordrecht and
Boston, 1974).

"Introduction" to Symposium on "Current Problems in Cosmology" in R.S. Cohen and R.J.
Seeger (eds), AAAS Symposium on Philosophy - 1969, Boston Studies in the Philosophy
of Science, Vol XI (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston, 1974).

"A Note on Scientific Practice", in R.S. Cohen, J. Stachel, M.W. Wartofsky (eds), For
Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XV (Reidel, Dor
drecht and Boston, 1974).

"Space-Time PrOblems", Review of General Relativity, Papers in Honor of J.L. Synge,
Science, 180, 292 (1973).

"Invariance of Approximately Relativistic Hamiltonians and the Center-of-Mass Theorem",
Phys. Rev., D13, 1598 (1976).

"Center of Mass Theorem in Post-Newtonian Hydrodynamics", to appear in Phys. Rev. D.

"The 'Logic' of Quantum Logic', to appear in Vol. XXXII of Boston Studies in the Phil
osophy of Science (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston).

"Comments on 'Some Logical Problems Suggested by Empirical Theories' by Professor
Dalla Chiara", to appear in Vol. XXXI of Boston Studies in the Philosophy of
Science (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston).

In Active Preparation:

"Conformal Two-Structure as the Gravitational Degrees of Freedom in General Relativity",
with R. D'Inverno.

"Do Quanta Need a New Logic?" to appear in University Pittsburgh Series in the Philos
ophy of Science.

"Gravitation and Quantization", to appear in University of Pittsburgh Series in Philos
ophy of Science.

"The Post-Newtonian Approximation in Relativistic Hydrodynamics", with T. Pascoe (based
on his Thesis, 1973).
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Theses:

"Energy Flow in Cylindrical Gravitational Waves", (M.S. Thesis, Stevens Institute
of Technology, 1959).

"The Lie Derivative and the Cauchy Problem in the General Theory of Relativity",
(Ph.D. Thesis, Stevens, 1962).

Abstracts of APS Talks:

'~ew Solution to the Einstein Field Equations", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. ~, 305 (1961).

"Variational Principle and Conservation Laws in Post-Newtonian Hydrodynamics", Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc., 14, 69 (1969) (with T. Pascoe).

"Bohm-Aharonov Effect and its Gravitational Analogue", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 14, 16
(1969).

"Quasi-Newtonian Approximation Method in General Relativity", with G. Gonzalez, Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc., II, IS, 881 (1970).

'~ariational Principles as a Basis for Approximation Methods in General Relativistic
Hydrodynamics", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. II, 15, 882 (1970).

Editorial Work:

"Selected Problems in General Relativity", by C. Moller, in Brandeis University 1960
Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics Lecture Notes, notes by J. Stachel and
L. Pande.

Proceedings of the International Conference on Relativistic Theories of Gravitation,
Warsaw 30-31, July, 1962 (Gauthier Villars and P~~I, (1964) ed. by J. Stachel and
others).

For Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XV (Reidel, Dor
drecht and Boston, 1974), ed. by J. Stachel and others.

Editing Selected Papers on History and Philosophy of Science by Leon Rosenfeld, with
R.S. Cohen, for Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, forthcoming volume.

Editing Proceedings of the Andover Conference on "Absolute and Relational Theories of
Space and Space-Time", together with those of a similar Conference held at the
University of }linnesota, with John Earman, Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of
Science, forthcoming volume.

Conference Organization:

Organized Symposium on "Current Problems in Cosmology", at 1969 Boston Meeting
of the AAAS.

Member, since 1972, of the Organizing Committee for biennial "Texas" Conferences
in Relatavistic Astrophysics, held in New York (1972), Dallas (1974) and Boston
(1976).

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Studies Conference on "Gravi
tation and Quantization", held at B.D. Conference Center, Andover, Mass., Oct.
31 - Nov. 3, 1972 (See report on Conference in Nature, vol. 240 (Dec. IS, 1972).

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Studies Conference on "Abso:'
lute and Relational Theories of Space and Space-Time", held at B.D. Conference
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Center, Andover, Mass., June 3-5, 1974. (Proceedings to be published jointly
with those of a similar conference at the University of Minnesota, by the Uni
versity of Minnesota Press.)

Chairman, Local Organizing Committee for the Eighth "Texas" Symposium in Rela
tivistic Astrophysics, to be held in Boston Dec. 13-17, 1976. (Proceedings to
be published by the N.Y. Academy of Science.)

Courses Taught:

Undergraduate

Physics for the Life Sciences
Electricity and Magnetism
Einstein: The Man, the Times, The Achievement
Modern Physics and Political Problems
Vibrations and Waves

Graduate

Quantum Mechanics
Thermodynamics
Electrodynamics
Special and General Relativity
Seminar in Relativity
Classical Mechanics

Reviewer for:

Articles: Annals of Physics, American Journal of Physics, Physical Review, GRG Journal.

Research Proposals: NSF Division of Theoretical Physics, Division of History and Phil
osophy of Science, Latin American Cooperative Science Program; CUNY Faculty Re
search Award Program.

Current Research Grant:

Quantum Logical Approaches to the Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics: Their Relation
to Logical Theory, Space-Time Structures and Quantization of the Gravitational
Field (NSF 1975-77).
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FRANK E. TAPLIN
ONE PALME.R SQUARE

PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08!540

TEL.EPHONE leOD) D24·70oo

October 30, 1975

Dear Dlllon:

he e met recently Ln ashington, you
handed me copies of the correspondence between you and
Carl aysen of the Institute for Advanced St dy concerning
the E inste Ln papers.

I have had an opportunity to talk this over with
Dr. Kaysen, and he agrees with me that The Smithsonian
proposal which you outlined in your letter of April 4, 1975
is by all odds the most desirable way to proceed. Unfor
tunately, the roadblock remains Dr. tto Nathan, and
there doesn't seem to be any way evident to us to eliminate
his opposition to the kind of arrangement you su ..est. I
think we shall therefore simply have to let the matter rest
!!!.statu guo, unless some way can be found to change Dr.
Nathan's mind. If you have any further thoughts on this,
please don't hesitate to get in touch with me.

arm regards.

Sincerely,

Dr. S. Dillon Ripley, Secretary
The Smithaonian Institution
1000 Jefferson DrLve

ashington, D. C. 20;,60

jcc: Dr. Carl Kaysen

/
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609·452-4900)

I

./
President, }lAR.OLD W. ),iC CIlAW, ]1.. Trwtus, CYllIL E. Due.., WILLIA."- C. BOWEN,

W. FI.ANI: CRAVEN, SHELDON HACKNEY, RAYMOND C. HAllWOOD, AAIlON LEMOSICK,

I.ICAIlOO A. MESTIlES, JOHN F. PECKHAM, CARL E. SCIIORSKE, CHAllLES SCRIBNE~ JR.,

ARTHUR H. THORNHt~ JR., EDWARD R. TUFTE, ARTHUR S. WICHTMAN. THEODORE ]. ZIOLKOWSKI

June 25, 1975

Dr. Otto Nathan
24 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York lOOll

Dear Otto,

At John Wheeler's suggestion, I just had an interesting dis
cussion with Professor Van der Laan, whom you met at the Institute
when he delivered the Einstein-De Sitter Correspondence. Van der Laan
had written to Wheeler saying that he thought the Einstein-De Sitter
Correspondence should be published as a small book, making various
suggestions as to the editing ar:d with regard to possible editors. He
says that the correspondence is really quite important, showing that
the conventional history of cosmology is wrong in some respects.
There are seven or eight letters each way between Einstein and De
Sitter, and about the same number of postcards. They should be pub
lished in both English and German, with some explanatory notes and
references to the published literature (unpublished at the time).
There are also a few letters referred to that are not in the files,
and these should be found.

Van der Laan suggests three possible editors, namely: Dr.
Sebastian Von Horner of the National Radio Astronomy Laboratory in
Charlottesville, Virginia; Professor G. C. McVittie, formerly director
of the Observatory at the Universi ty of Illinois and now retired in
England (Professor ~lcVittie is a student of Eddington and is mentioned
in the correspondence); and Professor Mac Crea, recently retired from
Queen Mary College in London.

This project is attractive to me both for its own sake and because
it might help us to get the larger project of publishing the Einstein
Papers under way. In particular, Professor Van der Laan says that Dr.
Von Horner (originally a German) might be a candidate to be editor of
the larger project. He estimates that he is in his mid-fifties, and
says that he believes Von Horner might be interested in leaving the
Radio Astronomy Lab to take up the Einstein editorship. At least
that would be something worth exploring. ~lcVittie and Mac Crea, both
recently retired, would probably not be candidates to edit the Einstein
Papers, but if we wanted to go ahead with the Einstein-De Sitter
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Dr. Otto Nathan
Page 2
June 25, 1975

Correspondence, they might be interested, and at least we would be
getting something in motion.

I'll be interested to hear what you think of all this.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

cc: Carl Kaysen
Helen Dukas
John A. Wheeler
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Princeton niversity Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)

Presidellt. HAROLD \Y, Me CIlAW. JR.. Trustus, CYRIL E. BLACK, WILLIAM C. BOWEN,

TO:

w. FllANK CRAVEN, SHELDON HACKNEY, RAYMOND C. HAllWOOD, AARON LEMOSTCI:,

RICARDO A. MESTRES. JOHN' F. PECKHAM. CAll E. SCHOJ.SKE, CHAR.LES SCRIBSE~ JIl.,

ARTHUI. H. THORNIULL, JR., EDWARD ll. TUFTE, ARTHUR S. WICHTMAN'. THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

June 18, 1975

Editorial Advisory Board of
The Einstein Papers

FROM: H. S. Bsiley, Jr.

SUBJECT: An Editor for The Einstein Papers

On behalf of Dr. Nathan and myself, '1 am vri ting to let you knov
that our discussions with Paul Forman and tee Smithsonian Institution
have not worked out satisfactorily. This is Co matter of regret, and
it is difficult to knov where to turn next.

I am writing to keep you informed, and also to sa:y that any sug
gestions would be welcome. Dr. Nathan and I will be consulting
among ourselves and with some of you, in the hope of finding a
promising line of action.
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June 18, 1975

Dear Harry:

Thanka for the copy of your note to Wheeler about the Einstein
DeSitter correspondence. I agree with your basic proposition that
it would be nice to bring this out. A question that arisea in my
aind is whether it would be necessary to draw on other aaterials in
the linstein filea beside the aaterial you contributed. If so, thia
would involve Dr. Nathan and the general publ1cation plans which, as
you know, are in a state of areat uncertainty.

However, leaving thia .side I have no doubt that if a suit.ble
editor is available and the materials that he needed were open to him,
that s~ arrang...nt could be ..de whereby he would be invited to
visit the Institute. Obviously, it is i1llpoaaible for _ to ke a
coaa1~nt in advance without kn.,..ing who would be involved and whether
circumstances would be such that the project was feasible.

Cordially,

Carl Kayaen

Dr. Harry van der Laan
School of Natural Sciences
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THE INSTITLITE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRlNCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

5O-fOOl OF NATURAL SCIENCES
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

1rd<phon<-609-91~-4~OO

50-1001. OF NATURAL SCENCES

Professor John A. Wheeler
DepartTnent of Physics
Princeton University
Via Campus Mail

June 16, 1975

Subject: The Einstein-DeSitter correspondence

Dear Professor Wheeler,

In a few days our sabbatical year draws to a close and we return
to Leiden. As you know, I brought copies of the letters and postcards
Einstein wrote to De Sitter, found in the Leiden sterrewacht by Mrs. Carla
V. Kahn, on October 10, 1974, to Princeton last January. One of the high
lights of this delightful year has been the reading of this correspondence.
It is a fas:cinating if incomplete account of the earliest conceptual struggle
to relate general relativity and observational cosmology. These com
munications also provide many glimpses of personal traits and human con
cerns of the correspondents. Moreover, they are an example of a physicist
astronomer dialogue which is startling in its contemporary flavour.

May I respectfully suggest that you use your decisive influence to
make this correspondence available in published form? In the regrettable
absence of an editor for the whole of the Einstein legacy, it is quite con
ceivable to publish these letters and postcards in a very simple format.
Personally, I should prefer a small book that contains the German original;
an English translation; bibliographic references to the papers the correspon
dents refer to directly or obliquely in their letters (often befqre publication,
using manuscript copies or page-proofs to send one another) and some brief
connective commentaries. I should think given the linlited amount of
material, that a few man months would suffice.

I strongly feel this work should be done by some one who knows the
field and has an historic interest. Two names occur to me: Dr. Sebastian
von Hoerner, Nat. Radio Astron. Obs. Green Bank, native of Germany, student
of C. F. Von Weisszacker, and a competent cosmologist; Professor G. C.
McVittie, retired and living in England and'no doubt well known to you.
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Professor John A. Wheeler
Page 2
June 16, 1975

We have become very fond of Princeton; the Institute and its
village. It has been our loss that you were on leave el·sewhere!

Our warm best wishes to Mrs. Wheeler and yourself. We hope
for the privilege of seeing you in Leiden in the forseeable future.

Yours sincerely,

Ha rry van de r Laan

HvdL/ mo

cc: Prof. Carl Kaysen
Miss Helen Dukas
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June 16, 1975

Dr. S. Dillon Ripley
Secretary
Smithsonian Institute
1000 Jefferaon Drive, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20560

Dear Dr. Ripley:

I write formally to say that the kind of proposition which you
put to me in your letter of 8 May i. unacceptable to Dr. Otto Nathan,
as you may know already from hi. communication with Dr. Paul Forman.
I regret this greatly, but as you know Dr. Nathan has the final power
of decision. in auch tters and be haa clearly made up his mind.

Thank you again for your time and trouble.

Sincerely youra,

Carl Kaysen

cc. Dr. Otto Nathan
Mr. Herbert BaHey
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May 12, 1975

Mr. S. Dillon Ripley
Secretary
Smithaonian lnetitution
1000 Jefferson Drive. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20560

Dear Dr. Ripley:

Thank you for your letter of 8th May. I understand the reasons
for your response to the arrangement I proposed on the 4th of April.
Before I csn reply to your own propoaals I ahall, of course, have to
consult with Messra. Ba11ey and Nathan. Aa soon as we have aOlllllthing
definite to aay I will be in touch with you again.

Sincerely yours,

carl Kaysen

cc. Mr. Herbert Balley

/
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Ih'. Paul Fo=
The liational. !luseum of !iistor,r and Tecimology ,
8mlthaonlan Institution ~

Ws ahington, D. C. 20560

Dear Dr. Fonnan:

I Mould like to advise you of a recent =etinc; abo t . e ::108 .1n 1'9.p.3:'a in ..hich
1>'11'. Be..1ey, Dr. Kayssn, ~I1BS Dukas and eolf rnrtic ~t-)d. Tl:.; ~etinl3 VBU called
for R detailed discussion of the present status of tr.e E:!:lstein project, r:-, ticul.arl,v
in liGht of Secretary} 1 pley 's lett'll" to Dr. KAy en of ¥':J.y 8, 1975 ("With ..hich, I
DSS'.2ItS, you ue cqualntod) •

I inforned you over "\.Vo months I; (on "'A.·eh 17, ~975) that the Zstate ad no dssire
to eo'.6r into nny ar="el:l6nta Ilith the S=11thsonisn Inetitution. Secre~ry ipley's
letter he.s in no VP.::f ch=god the ::;st.e.te '!l :;>oci tio!l, :L:J. fact, j t tas O:lly co inned.
giostein's Trostces in the b911ef tlnt.

I
,.arnC;SC1!lan.ts \lith the S tl:.sonicn \I uJ.d.

a'broG'loto tn9 trust e.nd res;JO:191bill t;;'";:'::!:ic~ !:"-=:ntoiC). h0::!0r:;A ~~;;I, W1 c:rtent
\thieh th9Y find. unacc,,?t3ble. \':"1163S th!!;r x.sir, ~r?I'51.e·i S~cr3';.:l.ry l>iplay '6 rdcent
letter, his propos1t~on !l:l.S • t t 0 ~ thsDui!l.D 110uld virtU31 . e.ssu:ne ~ 1'8
sponelblli ty for tho edi t1nB of Einstein' a p:lpl3TS 8.'1 "" d c-"ec te, at Dest, a very
1lln0r poa~t1oo for t~3 ovnera or ths .l:'ssical cnd:_ ·,n~.. y rroper J in ~ins in's
wr1tL"1ga.

The Truotoos then discusaod 'ith l-'.r. EPlley 8!ld l)r. "~;·t n the i!::?l1catio!lB of th9ir
deciG1cn about he- Emi thsoninn u;on YOl~r c~<tid.!-c~- e!! C' Ll tor-in-c ief. I _ call
that you ndvissd ~ laot October ho ;osition an c itor·. -Chief would only OJ
acceptsble to you if oi tl:or I'rlncoton Un 'lord ty vI' .e :;::J.ot:tute for A 'lanced Study
Should aesura you of a teourGd posi t1an at ettb3r inoti :J.t10n upon co plotion of the
e1.1torls.l vork. Since it vas mO\lJ1 that tho Univor i y \lould not assllnO ucn a
COIiil:u:bnsnt, Mr. &:110y and ouroolvss appro'\ched tho etitutB and ad'll ad you of
the re~' t of the1r dicc:.lSalcn \/ith Dr. !CnySGn, 28 t.e h:L.self did auoseq;um At
tho recent ceeting, Dr. yOetl van 1008 certain about tho poes1b1111..1 of ilscurins
a cborship appointI!:9nt for you at the !natitute, >nrticularly 111 '11(;\/ of l1ia
ree11;"U\t10n e.s Diroc 1', e.nu \las not suro how t1sf!lct'.~ JOur """stU at tuo
!natituw mi(;l1t e upon tenn1n:ltio:1 of your vork !l.B edito?, lie n.J.:d that. he had
diOCUSBO wah you hece cont!.nscl"lcioo in detail at his z::.oot1cgs 1:1th you. I
suppose that thCS3 uncer1a1nUea about a x;<ls1 tion at the lusti t.ute, \/hich appeared
r!o.t ~+~ -:1.... .. _.. . .~ !.-, .. ., ~\C.~ ~ ~':".~_=:tJl~ !.::Jr
you to 1l1Y()~1:1VlW v3~n ~:.(J aitntion "tI,e Sm:thsonilLl,
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- 2 - June 3, 1975

Un~r tbo circu:nate!lces, the state has co to tha conclusion that it \iould. be
to no avail to continue negotiating with you. The Estate reached that conc:l.us10n
most ro:l.nctantly and only after l.cngthy, most care:fu:l. ccnsideretion of all 1 to
implications. \18 aro truly grnteful to you for the interest and p;1t1ence you
have eho;m, and for the efforte you baTe de to eeek a vorlmb:l.e llolution of the
probl~ you and the Einstein project wera faced uith.

Wi th IlBIlY ro~rdll,

Otto Nathan
TF<1JITJ.EE

OJ l Jb

,
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June 6, 1915

Dr. PaU1 011U!1
D1vision o~ lUectricity, Ro 5014

e o~ Hiator;r o~ 'l'echn010U
The 8JI1thaODian In.atitution
Wuhington, D. C. 20560

By the time TOIl t thia TOIl v1ll han rece1wd athan 'a
1etter o~ June 3. I am sure it Yill c~ aa a disappointment to 7011,
and alao to TOur colleaguea at the 8llI1thaonian, but or course none
o~ Ila can aaaUllle the rellponsibilltT that Dr. inatein p1 d 011 Dr.
Bathan and aa Dultaa. I vill add, aa • Bathan knava, that the
dec1aion vas a diaappointment to _, aince I had re1t that the poten
ti&1 arrangementa vith the 8llI1thllon1an vere proad.a1ng. In thia
regard, Dr. R:l.p1ey Yill be hearing a arate4' traa Dr. ~en.

I atraid there 18 not cb to add.
ve vill turn next, or hOll ve vill proceed, but
great project t be accompl.1ahed a hOll.
the events o~ the paat ti_ Tears, I am trulT
thing that ao c1ear~ needs to b done ahould
C'U1t.

I do not knOll' \/here
it ia clear that thia
en I tbinlt b over

tODiahed that llZIY
rove to be ao di~-

Fina14' I v t to add that, in a ite o~ thia diaappointin out
ca., I haw enjoyed tting to knOll TOIl, and I hope there Yill be
aecuiana WeD va can work together in the hture. '. are haPPY' to
be publlahing Tour vork vith John H.Ubron in the Con.ach aenea,
cd shall do our bellt ~or that in IIZI;Y cue.

With beat viahea,

Sincere~,

Herbert B. Ba11e;y, Jr.

/ba

cc: otto. athan
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Einstein Search Committee

June 6, 1975

Dr. otto Nathan
24 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York Wall

Dear otto,

e enclosed copy o~ a letter to Paul Forman speaks ~or itsel~.

The question is, \/here do we go nov? As I have ruminated on the
problem, I have increaein~ ~elt that we have not been able to
succeed partly because we have approached the matter on a scale that
is too large. The difficulties o~ ~ding a single man and o~

~inancing a fifteen to twenty year e~~ort have proved to be very
great. Perhaps we should breek the prbJect into parts, and ~ind a
good editor and ~ancing ~or each part separately. One might think,
~or example, o~ doing the relativity papers up to 1906 I~ editor
could be ~ound ~or that task, perhaps another editor could take th
period 1907 to 1916. or sanething like that. Meanwhile another editor
could be putting together volumes o~ non-scientitic papers ~or

Einstein's early li~e, up to some designated turning point. I am con
~ident that it would be much easier to ~d people to undertake such
taaks. and they could be coordinated by arranging ~or periodic 1JlglI.
without having an overall. ditor. Obviously the volUJ:les could be pub
lished in a uni~orm ~ormat. Probably leaves could be obtained during
lIhich the various editors o~ the various volumes could spend a year
or so at t e Institute. Duplicate micro~ilms could be provided ~or

the use o~ editors at various locations. In short, I think that this
approach rill have much II:Ore likelihood o~ success than to continue
along the line we have been ~ollawing so ~tlessly. I also think
it might be easier to finance this kind of effort, since one would
seek smaller sums f'ran various places to support the efforts o~ indi
vidual. editors.

We must also decide what to s~ to our Editorial Advisory Committee.
I~ we are to change the dire,ction o~ our ettort in the direction I have
suggested, we must call. a meeting o~ the EdJlDrial Advisory Ccmnittee
to discuss the idea, to suggest e~... 0 ~orth. They
could also advise on how t material. is to be broken up.

Many th lII1lta ~or your
to discuss these matters.
best wishes,

/ba

otter to come to Princ ton. Certainly we need
I shall. phone to arrange a date. Meanwhile

Sincerely.

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

P.S. Since dictating this letter I have talked to you on the phone. I
shall. look ~orvard to seeing you on Tues~, June 17 at 3: 30 p.m.
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Kay 15. 1975

Dr. Otto Nathan
24 Fifth Avenue
New York. New York 10011

Dear Dr. Nathan:

I look forward to 8eeing you and Mr. Bailey on Tuesday next
so that we can di8cus8 the next step8 in the Bin8tein papera. I
attach for your information copies of my letter to Mr. Ripley of
April 4. and his reply to me which I received just the other d y.

Sincerely.

Carl Xaysen

Bncl08ures

CC. Mr. H. Bailey
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8 May 1975

Mr. Carl Kaysen
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Mr. Kaysen:

Thank you for your letter of 4 April in which you suggest an
arrangement by which the Smithsonian Institution might enter into
cooperation with the parties and institutions presently committed
to promote the publication of the Papers of Albert Einstein.

Much as we would like to be able to contribute to the advancement
of this enterprise, the outstanding importance of which we fully
recognize, I fear that there would be considerable difficulties for
this Institution under the arrangement which you suggest. While
the Smithsonian enjoys considerable latitude in the management of
its affairs and of the resources it receives from the Congress, its
position is essentially different than that of a fund-granting institution
like the National Science Foundation or the National Historical Publi
cations Commission. The Smithsonian receives its appropriation
essentially to advance the work of and in the Institution. While we
have no doubt of the appropriateness of this project to the mission of
the Institution, it is incumbent upon us to limit the application of our
resources to enterprises which are to "a sufficient degree undertakings
of the Smithsonian. Viewing the matter in this light, you may see
that the arrangement you suggest could occasion various doubts that
would be far less likely to arise were the Editor, and his staff,
Smithsonian employees in a bureau of the Institution here in Washington.

I do therefore, although regretfully declining the arrangement you
suggest, welcome this opportunity to affirm our great interest in and
appreciation of the significance of the proposed edition of the Papers
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of Albert Einstein, fully agreeing with you that Einstein was the
greatest natural scientist of this century, and believing that the
docwnentation of his role in science and hwnan affairs could con
stitute one of the most important publication projects in the history
of science. We have confidence that Paul Forman could, as Editor,
realize this possibility, and we therefore would like very much to
be permitted to consider a substantial and genuine sponsorship of
the editorial project. I have in mind here an arrangement like that
of the Joseph Henry Papers, which the Smithsonian sponsors in con
junction with the National Academy of Sciences and the American
Philosophical Society, and for which it bears the principal financial
and administrative burdens, providing offices in the Smithsonian
headquarters building and paying the full salary of the Editor and
of several other staff members. A joint conunittee of the
Smithsonian, the NAS and the APS is responsible for the scholarly
integrity of the enterprise. Were it to prove possible for us to
join with the Institute for Advanced Study, and perhaps with other
institutions, in a more or less similar way I think it would then be
possible for us at the outset to contribute the Editor and to provide
space for the project here. I would imagine that the next step
would be for the sponsoring organizations to join in seeking long
range outside financial support. I personally would be optimistic
about the prospects for such support, but if it should fall short of
the needs of the project, we would then be happy to consider the
possibility of an additional Smithsonian contribution.

In closing I want to say what I hope will have been evident from
the foregoing, namely that all of us regret that Dr. Nathan has
formed an unfavorable impression of the Institution; we would like
very much to win him to a different view by demonstrating our
appreciation of the privilege it would be to contribute centrally and
essentially to the production of the fullest and the most fitting
monwnent to Albert Einstein and his role in world history.

Sincerely yours,

S. Dillon Ripley
Secretary
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pdl 4. 1975

Dr. S. Dillon Ripley
Secretary
S=1thsonian Institute
1000 Jefferson Drive. S.W.
Washington. D.C. 20560

Dear Dr. Ripley:

Thank you again for your patience in receiving me on March 27.
nd giving me some time to tslk about the problem of the Einst.in

papers. Since then I have had an opportunity of s further cOllvers.tion
with Paul Forman. It now .eems uaeful for me to give my propo.als re
preci.e form by putting th.~ in writing.

Wh.t I suggest 18 th.t the Sa1thaon1.n enter into a cooperative
arr.ngement with the pre. nt partie. involved in the production of
The Papera of Albert Einatein. The pr ry parties involved are. of
cour.e. the Eatate. repre.ented by Dr. Otto Nathan. and the Princeton
University Pr•••• represented by Herbert Batley. The Eatate nd the
Pres. have de. contract whereby the Preas agrees to publish. under
certain re.trictions .s to per.on.l nd family it.... The Institute
for Advanced Study is not a party to the contract. but it is recognized
as an intere.ted party that viII cooperate with the enterprise. As you
know. the Einstein .rchive is now houeed in the Inatitute. and the
Institute provides ••nd viII continue to provide. working space for those
uaing it. The Inatitute'. concern with the project 18 recognized by the
membership of three Inatitute faculty mbera on the Editorial Advi.ory
Bo rd that haa been created to provide guidanc. to th. Editor.

I propose to you that the S=1thson1en enter into cooper.tion vith
the joint enterpri•• in e relation to it .i=1l.r to that of the Institute.
The Smith.onian'a major contribution would be to provide the aervicea of
a me r of its st.ff as Editor in Chief. namely Dr. Paul Fo n. In
return, the =1thsonian would receive .ppropriate r.cognition and the
d&bt to nan1nate auttabl.... bers of the Editorial Advisory Board.
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Although the tenu of this proposed coopeyative arrang nt s
to me fair, I have not yet discussed them with Dr. Nathan, and will do
so only if you believe they provide a poasible basis for greement.

It is hardly necessary to urge the rits of the project, or the
appositeneBB of the Smithsouian' s cooperation, in view of ita own
history. Einstein VBa the greatest natur I scientiat of this century.
Bis Irlgrat10n from Gennany to the United Stat.. .. symbolic of the
greatest change in the ecology of science in this century. A project
that will provide the indispensable foundation for understanding
central phenomena in the growth aud development of modern science, Bnd
the shift in the relative positions therein of Europe and ...riea,
should certainly coamend itaelf to th Inatitution.

Sincerely yours,

Carl Kaysen
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THE I STITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETO • EW JERSEY 085+0

Telcphonc-609-9 2 t-HOO

THE DlRECfOR

Memorandum for the File

March 31, 1975

I met with Mr. Dillon Ripley at the Smithsonian on Thursday,
March 27, at 4:00 p.m. for about an hour regarding the Einstein
papers. I presented the nature of the problem to him with emphasis

_ for doing the work in Princeton, the sensitivities of Dr. Nathan,
and some of the problems arising from his veto power, and with great
emphasis on the intrinsic importance of the project. I pointed out
some of Dr. Forman's uncertainties about the arrangements that had
been proposed whereby he would come to the Institute as a member
during the term of his editorship with some safety margin.

I then requested Mr. Ripley to consider the possibility of
Smithsonian cooperation in the project. This cooperation would take
the form of the Smithsonian providing the services of Dr. Foreman
as editor to work principally at the Institute while still maintaining
his connection with the Smithsonian. This contribution would, of
course, be acknowledged as would the Smithsonian's role in the enterprise.

Mr. Ripley said he would consider the matter and respond to me as
soon as possible.

Carl Kaysen

NOTE: I conveyed the substance of this orally on the telephone to
Herb Bailey on Saturday, March 29th.

CK
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President, HAROLD W. MCCa.AW. JR. Trw/us, WILLIAM C. BOWEN, W. FRA..'iK CRAVEN,
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RICHARD H. ULLMAN, ARTHUR S. WIGHTMAN, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

March ll. 1975

Dr. otto athan
24 Fifth Avenue
Nev York. ev York lOOll

Dear otto.

First of all I vant to thank you for your kind note about Doris
Grumbach's piece in The ev Republic. We are grateful for her kind
vords about Princeton University Press. and ve shall try to live up
to them. I also appreciate very much your confidence in us and
especially your kind vords about me. That vas a pleasant trip to
Washington. though the results there vere not all that ve had hoped.

It is most unfortunate that the fire in the telephone buildin
put so many phones out of order. including yours. since it vould have
been good if we could talk to ether. I agree with you that Forman's
letter to Elkana vas entirely out of order. but I don't think that
his discussions with Carl Ks;ysen are of that character at all. Indeed
you will recall that at our meeting with Paul in lIlY office I encouraged
Paul to talk with Dr. Ks;ysen about the situation at the Institute.
including especially vkat it means to be a "permanent member." I've
talked with Carl Kaysen. and I understand that his discussion with Paul
Forman vas very ch along this line. and that seems to me to Be
entirely proper.

As ve both know. you and I have taken pains to keep each other
informed at every step. since nothing can go forward unless ve work
together. In view of what has happened. I don 't believe that Paul 111
continuing further negotiations with the Smithsonian. though it seems
unlikelJ that there would not be some further discussion within the
Smithsonian Institution-but that is none of our business. We both
know that Paul has not yet actually been appointed Editor. and the
responsibility has not been turned over to him. though he is still our
first choice if arrangements can be worked out.

In this regard. Carl Ks;ysen called l!Ie the other ds;y to say that
he had been thinking further about the various institutional relation
ships involved in the Einstein project. and he thought it would be use
ful if he himself were to talk to Dillon Ripley. who as you know is
the Secretary (chief executive officer) of the Smithsonian. I had told
him how discouraging our meeting at the Sm1thsonian vas. and he said
that he felt ve should not take that as definitive. at least until
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Dr. Otto Nathan
Page 2

ch ll. 1915

there had been a discusaion with the top man. Thus he proposes. sa
a triend of the project. to attempt to see Dillon Ripley in person
in the near future. and he said that he would like me to 0 along
not to negotiate but as an obserrer. Of course I would be willing
to do that, and I trust that ,"OU wouldn't object. Again, obviously.
nothing can be def1n1te4 arranged vithout our concurrence.

I haven't h ard trail Carl, but I believe that nothing definite
hea yet been arranged with Dr. Ripley, though Carl is att pting to
reach him. I 8llI sorr)' that ve didn't have a chance to discuss this
on the phone. but I trust that I'll get a call from you as soon 88

your phone is in order again. anwhile I'd be glad to hw:ve your
reaction to all this.

With best wishes,

Sincerely.

Herbert S. Bailey. Jr.

/ba

cc: Dr. Carl ICll\Ysen
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV.ANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08Ho

Telephone-609-9 z+-HOO

THE DIRECTOR .

February 21, 1975

Dear Dr. Forman:

Thank you for your two notes of 13th February. Let.me respond
to the several inquiries they contain.

First, ~s to your combining the ~ditorship with a reasonable
balanced variety of other academic activity, I would be certainly
for it. It is of the essence of an appointment at the Institute
that it leaves to the member that he decide what his best intellec
tual interests are. Of course, this is a. matter in which I alone
cannot speak and we have to see 1,hat Hr •.. Bailey has to say. He is
presently on vacation and I will be in touch with him upon his return.

On the matter of Institute fringe benefits, I can speak simply.
The Institute funds pensions through TIAA-CREF, according to the
following scale of contributions, which would also apply to you •

...M.£ Contributions LA.S. Contributions Self

30 5% 0
35 5% 2.5%
40 7.5% 2.5%
45 10% 5%
50 10% 5%
55 10% 5%

You would also be eligible to participate in an Institute
group health insurance program under the New Jersey Blue Cross-Blue
Shield plan. The current rates are:

Single
Husband and Wife
Full Family
Sole Parent and Child

or children

$14.24
36.68
39.56
25.33

/ ...
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The Institute group policy with TIAA supplements the Blue Cross-
. Blue Shield by providing for 80% of additional costs after the
first $100 of expenses not covered by Blue Cross-Blue Shield up
to $10,000 and 100% after $10,000 up to $250,000. You would also
be covered by a group life insurance policy of $25,000 during the
period of your appointment.

Sincerely yours,

;:..fb~
Carl Kaysen

cc: Mr. H. S. Bailey, Jr.

Dr. Paul Forman
NMHT 5025
Smithsonian Institute
Washington, D. C. 20560
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08Ho

Tdephonc-609-9z+-++oo

THE DJRECfOR

Memorandum for the Record

February 12, 1975

1. On February 11, 1975, I met in my office with Messrs. Bailey,
Nathan, and Miss Dukas, to discuss the present state of the publication
project for the Einstein papers. Bailey and Nathan reported on their
discussions with the Smithsonian about the possibility of their taking
over the project, and some of the difficulties they had encountered in
exploring this question.

In the light of these difficulties Nathan and Bailey raised the
possibility of centering the program at the Institute, and making the
editor an Institute member. Dr. Nathan asked whether, if finance were
available, the Institute would appoint Paul Forman a Professor for the
purpose of editing the Einstein papers. I said that this was not
possible, that a Professor had to be appointed solely on his academic
merits. Even if we were given the resources for a new Chair in the
history of modern science, there would be several more meritorious
candidates than Forman. This point was accepted. We moved on to the
possibility of term or permanent membership for Forman as editor, again
assuming that the Estate and the Press would provide the funds. I said
I thought that it was more likely that this could be done. Of course,
it would require the approval of the Faculty, and I was in no position
to forecast the likelihood of such approval before informal explorations
with the most interested members of the Faculty. During the course of
this discussion, Dr. Nathan suggested that the Institute might be
attracted by a permanent endowment which would be available for general
Institute use, after the end of Forman's tenure. I agreed that this
would be an additional attraction, but was not certain that it was
necessary. Perhaps an annuity arrangement, in which funds sufficient
to pay Forman's salary and other costs during the tenure of his appoint
ment were provided as in the Bernard Lewis situation, would suffice.

We also discussed other Institute resources that might be made
available for the project. I pointed out our space constraints at
present, but said that if all the other problems could be resolved
I thought we would find some way of getting around the space constraints,
including the use of cage space in the library, or the like.

/ ...
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2. February 12, 1975. At Mr. Bailey's request, I went over this
ground again with Dr. Paul Forman. In the course of this discussion,
Forman reminded me of the nature of the agreement between the Estate
and the Press, concerning the tenure of the editor, i.e., that they
jointly could dismiss him at any time, and asked whether, in view of
this agreement, it would be possible for me to offer him a permanent
membership. I agreed that this put the situation in a new light.
After some further discussion, I suggested that in these circumstances,
perhaps the most sensible arrangement would be for the membership
during the tenure of his editorship, plus a period of five years,
and again indicated that this, of course, was subject to agreement
by the Faculty. That agreement would involve two issues. First,
was the issue of his academic merit, on which I felt reasonably
confident. The second and more difficult question was whether in
principle a "project" should be supported within the framework of
the Institute and appointments made in relation to the "project".
I indicated that many of the Faculty would be reluctant to accept
any project, although the Einstein papers might be treated differently
than other projects.

In the course of discussion, Forman asked what the reason for my
own willingness to have the project at the Institute was. I responded
in terms of two concerns; one, my general intellectual interest in the
enterprise, which I thought of great importance; and second, the
Institute's interest in the connection with Einstein, that would make
the enterprise peculiarly appropriate. Absent the second reason, I
would not be willing to explore the possibilities.

Forman asked about the administrative framework that would
constrain him within the Institute and about his salary. I said in
effect that he would be subject only to his own discretion and the
instructions of the Press and the Estate; the only responsibility
that members in the Institute had, other than to their work, was that
of being present during term time, and even this was not interpreted
narrowly and literally. Salary would be a matter for negotiation
between the Press and the Estate. It was my suggestion that after an
initial salary was fixed, increases could be tied to changes in the
level of Faculty salaries, and explained what that would mean in
practice.

Forman closed the discussion by commenting on the Bailey and
Nathan discussions with the Smithsonian. He felt that they had not
been fortunately cast, and that perhaps Dr. Hindle has not yet fully
grasped the possibilities of his new situation. In response to my
inquiry, he said that the matter has not yet been discussed directly
with Dillon Ripley, and that it might well benefit from such discussion.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08;+0

Jrdephone-609-9"f-+fOO

THE DIRECTOR February 12, 1975

Dr. Otto Nathan, Executor, Einstein Estate
Mr. Herbert Bailey, Director, Princeton University Press

Gentlemen:

I talked with Paul Forman for an hour this morning, and went over
with him some of what we discussed yesterday. In the course of the
discussion, Dr. Forman pointed out to me a provision of the proposed
agreement between Estate, Press, and Editor that was not present in
my mind during our discussion yesterday; namely, that the Editor serves
essentially at the pleasure of the Estate. and Press. He then asked
whether, in the light of this provision,· the Institute really could
offer him a permanent membership, since it had at least to contemplate
the possibility that his tenure of the editorship might be short.
With this point in mi~d, I could respond only that we could not do so,
and that at most I would propose an appointment for the term of his
editorship plus a period of years, and I mentioned five. All of this
was, of course, in the framework of assumptions of our discussion
yesterday: that the Press and the Estate would provide the resources
to support such an appointment. (Incidentally, Forman said that he
expected that the work would take twenty years, and that therefore
an appointment for the duration of the editorship plus five years
would in effect be a tenure appointment, since he is now 39).

Forman indicated that this kind of arrangement would not in
principle be unacceptable to him. I, of course, repeated all the
necessary cautions about my inability to make a commitment of this
nature without Faculty approval, and indicated some of the problems
that would be involved in securing approval. Forman is still divided
in his mind as to the relative advantages of doing the work at the
Institute, if that could be arranged, or doing it at the Smithsonian,
if that could be arranged. He feels that the Smithsonian should not
be ruled out as a host.

Sincerely,
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609·452·4900)

Pruuunt, HAROLD W. Me CRAW, JR. TrustUl, CYRIL E. BLACK, WILLIAM C. BOWEN,

W. FUNK CRAVEN, SHELDON HACKS[Y. kAY~O:-l'D C. !iARWOOD, "AROS LEMOSICK,

RICARDO A. ME5TRF-S, JOHN F. PECKIIA:'I, ALBERT REES. '.ARL E. SCHORSKE, CHAllES SClliBNUt., JR.,

AATHUR H. THORNHILL. JR.. ARTHUR S. WICHTMAN, THEODOIlE]. ZIOLKOWSJ;r

December 12, 1974

Dr. S. Dillon Ripley
Secretary, The Smithsonian Institution
Constitution Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20560

Dear Dr. Ripley:

As I think you already know, the Estate of Albert Einstein and
Princeton University Press are anxious to appoint Dr. Paul Forman
of The Smithsonian IS !fuseum of History of Technology to be the
Editor of The Papers of Albert Einstein. We have been discussing
plans and arrangements with Dr. Forman for some time, and one inter
esting prospect is the possibility that Dr. Forman might edit The
Einstein Papers at the Smithsonian Institution under some form of
joint sponsorship. We already have a strong expression from the
National Science Foundation, which feels that it could support the
project to the extent of $50,000 a year for the first five years.
Both the National Historical Publications Commission and the National
Endowment for the Humanities ha'le expressed interest informally. Of
course there are other possibilities. I am writing at this time to
say, on behalf of both the Estate and the Press, that we are very
hopeful that arrangements can be worked out at the Smithsonian, and
we would be very happy to discuss possibilities with you or your
colleagues.

I thought it might be worthwhile at this point to explain the
status of the project. The Estate of Albert Einstein and Princeton
University Press have signed a contract to carry the project forward
under the informal designation "The Papers of Albert Einstein." We
have been seeking to appoint an editor, to make suitable arrangements
fer the editorial office, and to find the necessary funding. As you
can see, we have made some progress, but many matters remain to be
decided. Until recently we had planned to locate the project in
Princeton, but Dr. Forman has a preference for staying with The
Smithsonian, and this seems to us an interesting possibility. I
should add also that the Institute for Advanced study is associated
with us in this project, since it has generously provided offices for
The Einstein Papers, which are under the care of Professor Eins-cein I s
former secretary, Miss Helen Dukas. Also we have appointed a dis
tinguished Editorial Advisory Board of historians and scientists, to
help us guide the project.
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Dr. S. Dillon Ripley
Page 2
December 12, 1974

I am enclosing a copy of a prospectus that we put together some
time ago, which I think you will find interesting. We look forward
to providing further information in discussion. It needs hardly to
be said that of all possible projects in the history of science this
one is preeminent, and we hope very much that The Smithsonian will
vant to playa part in carrying it forward.

Sincerely yours,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director

/ba

cc: Dr. Paul Forman
Dr. Carl Kaysen

Institute for Advanced Study

Dr. ott.o lat.hBll
",stat of Albert inllte1n

:
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SHELDON HACKNEY, RAYMOND C. HARWOOD, AARON LEMONICK, RICARDO A. MESTRES,

JOHS F. PECKHA)'1, ALBERT REES, CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ARTHl:R H. THOiL'iHILL, JR.,

RICHARD H. t:LL),!A:>;, AllTHl"R S. WICHT).1AS, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

r"C S PRI";CETON, NEW JERSEY 08540Pnnceton l llye r

President, HAROLD W. MCCRAW, JR.

r~.

Trustees, WILLIAM G. BOWES, W. FRANk CRAVEN, !

TO:

FR0I4:

The Search Committee
(Einstein Editor)

E. S. Bailey, Jr.

DATE: Octooer 22, 1973

SUBJECT: ~leeting at 2: 30, Wednesday, October 24, at the
Press

At our last meeting we agreed to proceed with inter
viewing our three leading candidates: Paul Forman, Russell
McCorm:nach, and Gerald Holton. We have now met with Forman
and J.lcCormmach. Holton continues to be a candidate but
felt that we know him well enough to make an interview un
necessary at this point.

Before Wednesday's meeting please determine your own
rank-order of preference for the appointment. We shall
have a thorough discussion before deciding how to proceed,
but I think the discussion will be more fruitful if each of
us hl>S thought through the matter and made a preliminary
choice in advance.
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March 31, 1975

for the PUe

I ... t with Mr. Dillon Upley at the Smithsonian on Thursday,
March 27, at 4:00 p.m. for about hour regarding the Binstein
papers. I present d the nature of the probl to him with emphasie
for doing the work in Princeton, the sensitivities of Dr. Nathan,
and sa- of the problems arising from hie veto power, and with great
emphssia on the intrinsic import nce of the project. I pointed out
some of Dr. Forman's uncertainties about the arrangements that had
been proposed hereby he would come to the Institute as a member
during the term of his editorahip with some safety rgin.

I then requested Mr. Ripley to consider the possibility of
Smithsonien cooperation in the project. This cooperation would take
the form of Smithson18n providing the servicea of Dr. Foreman
as editor to rk principally at the Institute while still maintaining
his COllDaCtion with the SmithsOll1en. This contribution would, of
course, be acknowledged as would the thsonian's role in the enterprise.

Hr. Ripley said be would consider the matter and reapond to s
soon s possible.

Carl ~ysen

O'IB: I conveyed the subatance of this orelly on the telephone to
Herb Bailey on Saturday, March 29th.
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THE I lSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

Tclcphonc-6"9-9 2 +-Hoo

THE DIRECTOR

February 21, 1975

Dear Dr. Forman:

Thank you for your two notes of 13th February. Let me respond
to the several inquiries they contain.

First, as to your combining the editorship with a reasonable
balanced variety of other academic activity, I would be certainly
for it. It is of the essence of an appointment at the Institute
that it leaves to the member that he decide what his best intellec
tual interests are. Of course, this is a matter in which I alone
cannot speak and we have to see what Mr." Bailey has to say. He is
presently on vacation and I will be in touch with him upon his return.

On the matter of Institute fringe benefits, I can speak simply.
The Institute funds pensions through TIAA-CREF, according to the
following scale of contributions, which would also apply to you.

~ Contributions LA.S. Contributions Self

30 5'0 0
35 5io 2.5%
40 7.57. 2.5%
45 10% 5%
50 107. 5%
55 107. 5%

You would also be eligible to participate in an Institute
group health insurance program under the New Jersey Blue Cross-Blue
Shield plan. The current rates are:

Single
Husband and Wife
Full Family
Sole Parent and Child

or children

$14.24
36.68
39.56
25.33

/ ...
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The Institute group policy with TIAA supplements the Blue Cross
Blue Shield by providing for 80% of additional costs after the
first $100 of expenses not covered by Blue Cross-Blue Shield up
to $10,000 and 100% after $10,000 up to $250,000. You would also
be covered by a group life insurance policy of $25,000 during the
period of your appointment.

Sincerely yours,

~b~
Carl Kaysen

cc: Mr. H. S. Bailey, Jr.

Dr. Paul Forman
NMHT 5025
Smithsonian Institute
Washington, D. C. 20560
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVA CED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08Ho

Tdephone-609-9'+-i+OO

THE DIRECTOR

Memorandum for the Record

February 12, 1975

1. On February 11, 1975, I met in my office with Messrs. Bailey,
Nathan, and Miss Dukas, to discuss the present state of the publication
project for the Einstein papers. Bailey and Nathan reported on their
discussions with the Smithsonian about the possibility of their taking
over the project, and some of the difficulties they had encountered in
exploring this question.

_ In the light of these difficulties Nathan and Bailey raised the
possibility of centering the program at the Institute, and making the
editor an Institute member. Dr. Nathan asked whether, if finance were
available, the Institute would appoint Paul Forman a Professor for the
purpose of editing the Einstein papers. I said that this was not
possible, that a Professor had to be appointed solely on his academic
merits. Even if we were given the resources for a new Chair in the
history of modern science, there would be several more meritorious
candidates than Forman. This point was accepted. We moved on to the
possibility of term or permanent membership for Forman as editor, again
assuming that the Estate and the Press would provide the funds. I said
I thought that it was more likely that this could be done. Of course,
it would require the approval of the Faculty, and I was in no position
to forecast the likelihood of such approval before informal explorations
with the most interested members of the Faculty. During the course of
this discussion, Dr. Nathan suggested that the Institute might be
attracted by a permanent endowment which would be available for general
Institute use, after the end of Forman's tenure. I agreed that this
would be an additional attraction, but was not certain that it was
necessary. Perhaps an annuity arrangement, in which funds sufficient
to pay Forman's salary and other costs during the tenure of his appoint
ment were provided as in the Bernard Lewis situation, would suffice.

We also discussed other Institute resources that might be made
available for the project. I pointed out our space constraints at
present, but said that if all the other problems could be resolved
I thought we would find some way of getting around the space constraints,
including the use of cage space in the library, or the like. -

-I •••
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2. February 12, 1975. At Mr. Bailey's request, I went over this
ground again with Dr. Paul Forman. In the course of this discussion,
Forman reminded me of the nature of the agreement between the Estate
and the Press, concerning the tenure of the editor, i.e., that they
jointly could dismiss him at any time, and asked whether, in view of
this agreement, it would be possible for me to offer him a permanent
membership. I agreed that this put the situation in a new light.
After some further discussion, I suggested that in these circumstances,
perhaps the most sensible arrangement would be for the membership
during the tenure of his editorship, plus a period of five years,
and again indicated that this, of course, was subject to agreement
by the Faculty. That agreement would involve two issues. First,
was the issue of his academic merit, on which I felt reasonably
confident. The second and more difficult question was whether in
principle a "project" should be suppor-ted within the framework of
the Institute and appointments made in relation to the "project".
I indicated that many of the Faculty would be reluctant to accept
any project, although the Einstein papers might be treated differently
than other projects.

In the course of discussion, Forman asked what the reason for my
own willingness to have the project at the Institute was. I responded
in terms of two concerns; one, my general intellectual interest in the
enterprise, which I thought of great importance; and second, the
Institute's interest in the connection with Einstein, that would make
the enterprise peculiarly appropriate. Absent the second reason, I
would not be willing to explore the possibilities.

Forman asked about the administrative framework that would
constrain him within the Institute and about his salary. I said in
effect that. he would be subject only to his own discretion and the
instructions of the Press and the Estate; the only responsibility
that members in the Institute had, other than to their work, was that
of being present during term time, and even this was not interpreted
narrowly and literally. Salary would be a matter for negotiation
between the Press and the Estate. It was my suggestion that after an
initial salary was fixed, increases could be tied to changes in the
level of Faculty salaries, and explained what that would mean in
practice.

Forman closed the discussion by commenting on the Bailey and
Nathan discussions with the Smithsonian. He felt that they had not
been fortunately cast, and that perhaps Dr. Hindle has not yet fully
grasped the possibilities of his new situation. In response to my
inquiry, he said that the matter has not yet been discussed directly
with'Dillon Ripley, and that it might well benefit from such discussion.

~
cakKaysen
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRJ 'eETON, NEW JERSEY 085+0

Telcphonc-60<)-9 zf-HoO

THE DIRECTOR February 12, 1975

Dr. Otto Nathan, Executor, Einstein Estate
Mr. Herbert Bailey, Director, Princeton University Press

Gentlemen:

I talked with Paul Forman for an hour this morning, and went over
with him some of what we discussed yesterday. In the course of the
discu~sion, Dr. Forman pointed out to me a provision of the proposed
agreement between Estate, Press, and Editor that was not present in
my mind during our discussion yesterday; namely, that the Editor serves
essentially at the pleasure of the Estate and Press. He then asked
whether, in the light of this provision, the Institute really could
offer him a permanent membership, since it had at least to contemplate
the possibility that his tenure of the editorship might be short.
With this point in mind, I could respond only that we could not do so,
and that at most I would propose an appointment for the term of his
editorship plus a period of years, and I mentioned five. All of this
was, of course, in the framework of assumptions of our discussion
yesterday: that the Press and the Estate would provide the resources
to support such an appointment. (Incidentally, Forman said that he
expected that the work would take twenty years, and that therefore
an appointment for the duration of the editorship plus five years
would in effect be a tenure appointment, since he is now 39).

Forman indicated that this kind of arrangement would not in
principle be unacceptable to him. I, of course, repeated all the
necessary cautions about my inability to make a commitment of this
nature without Faculty approval, and indicated some of the problems
that would be involved in securing approval. Forman is still divided
in his mind as to the relative advantages of doing the work at the
Institute, if that could be arranged, or doing it at the Smithsonian,
if that could be arranged. He feels that the Smithsonian should not
be ruled out as a host.

Sincerely,
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Princeton Cniyersit) pre S PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL 609-152-BOO)
/

Pre.sitknt, HAROLD w. Me CRAW, JR. Trustul, CYRIL E. BLACK, WILLIAM C. BOWEN,

\Y. FRANK CRAVEN, SHELDON HACKNEY. RAYMOND C. HARWOOD, AARON LEMONICK,

RICARDO A. MESTRES, JOHN F. PECKHAM, ALBERT REES, CARL E. SCHORSKE, CHARLES SCRIBNI:.R, JR.,

ARTHUR H, THORNHILL, JR., ARTHUR S. WICHTMAN, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

conFIDENTIAL October 31, 1974

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board J:or THE HRITINGS OF
ALBERT ElliSTEIN

FROI~: H. S. Bailey, Jr.-, Cbairman

SUBJECT: Report of Status and Future Plans

To date the editorship of this project has been offered to
Martin Klein, John Heilbron, and Russell McCo:nnmach, all of whom have
declined it for various personal reasons. Following the negative
decision of Russell McCormmach last January, the donor of the
Einstein Professorship in the University withdrew his offer of an
endowment. Thus it became necessary to start anew, with a different
orientation, to assure the successful editorial preparation and publi
cation of the ,",orks of Professor Einstein.

The first alternative vas to consider whether some partnership
or other combination could be arranged between some of those who had
declined the editorship as individuals. Despite promising initial
discussions, the arrangement seemed to the Estate and the Press to
have some serious disadvantages. Therefore it seemed desirable to
consider again how to bring an individual full-time editor to Princeton
with a full-time appointment.

Consequently, the next choice of the Search Committee, Paul
Forman, was approached to learn whether he would consider accepting
the editorship if a way could be arranged to bring him to Princeton
in a full-time position independent of professorial or other academic
responsibilities. Dr. Forman's continuing interest in an arrangement
of this kind suggested further inquiry into the availability of funds
to support the editorial work.

In response to an inquiry from the Press, the National Science
Foundation eA~ressed an interest in supporting the project for a
period of five years. Some other federal agencies have expressed pre
liminary willingness to sponsor the project, possibly to furnish long
tern financial support at an adequate level, once the project itself
is \tell underway.
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CONFIDENTIAL p. 2

At a neeting on October 15, 1974, following general discussion
of these developments, the Princeton members of the Editorial
Advisory Board advised the Estate and the Press to start at once to
secure assurances of short-term and long-term financial support with
the goal of appointing Paul Forman to the editorship.

Under this arrangement Dr. Forman' s sole obligation would be
editorial preparation of the papers. He would become a member of
the staff of the Press and he would have office space and the use
of the facilities there for himself and whatever assistants he, the
Estate, and the Press later find appropriate. Further, he would
have office space at the Institute for Advanced Study, the site of
the archives, as well as the privileges customarily given to a
Visitor by the Institute. In addition, h~ would be appointed
Visiting Research Historian by Princeton University, an appointment
that will not distract him from his editorial function but will give
him the hospitality of the University, including unrestricted use of
its facilities.

This arrangement seems prolIlJ.sl.llg to us. lie mean to follow all
those steps necessary to achieve it, and we are optimistic about the
outcome.

As always, we welcome your thoughts, reactions, and assistance
of other kinds. Please respect the confidentiality of these remarks.
Nothing is yet so firm t3at wider distrihution of this report is
warranted.
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

Office of the President

Jerusalem, July ~ 1971

Professor Carl Kaysen
The Institute for Advanced Study
Office of the Director
Princeton, New Jersey 085~0

U.S.A.

Dear Carl,

This is just a note to let you know that I shall
be in the United States at the end of September.

My people there are in touch with Dr.Otto Nathan,
and I believe that tiley are arranging for me to spend a day
at Princeton on Thursday, September 30 to meet Miss Dukas and
Mr. Bailey.

Of course, I should greatly appreciate the oppor
tunity to see you on that day, if you are free, and I have
taken the liberty of asking our office in New York to be in
touch with your office on this matter.

With warmest regards,

Sincerely yours,

Avraham Harman

AH/ea
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Princeton l niversit) P ·C. S PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

Preside11l, HAROl.D w. MCCRAW, JR. Trustus, WILLIAM G. BOWEN, W. FRASK CRAVEN,

SHELDON HACIL"EY, RAY),JOND C. HARWOOD, AAltON LE:o.I0XICK, RICARDO A. :\lESTRES,

JOH1\ F. PECKHA:o.l, ALBERT REES, CHARLES SCRIBNER) JR,. ARTHl:R H. THORNHILL, JR.,

RICHARD H. l'U"IAN, ARTHL'" S. WICHT),lAS', THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

30 October 1973

To: The Search Committee for TP.E WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEI~

From: John Hannon, Secretarv

I am enclosing with much nleasure the report of the fourth
meetin~ of this committee on 24 Octoher 1973. Please respect
the confidential nature of the contents.

Although Herb Bailev has snoken with Professor McCormmach
since our meeting, there is yet no definite progress to reoort.
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CONFIDENTIAL

Renort, fourth meeting of the
search committee to consider candidates

for the editorship of THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

Wednesdav, 24 October 1973, 2:30 p.m.
Princeton Universitv Press

Present: Herbert S. Bai1ev, Jr. (chairman), Valentine
Bargmann, Charles C. Gillispie, Miss Helen
Dukas, Freeman J. Dvson, Thomas S. Kuhn,
Aaron Lemonick, Michael S. Mahonev, Otto
Nathan, John A. Wheeler, John W. Hannon
(secretarv). Carl Kavsen was unable to
attend.

Mr. Bailey asked the Committee to evaluate and rank the
three active candidates: Dr. Paul Forman, Professor Russell
McCormmach, and Professor r.era1d Holton. The first two have
visited Princeton in recent weeks for meetin2s with most mem
bers of the Committee; the last-named is well known to the
Committee throu~h his distin2uished record and, to manv members,
throu2h nersona1 aCQuaintance. ~r. Bai1ev nroposed three cri
teria to be weighed in jud2ing the relative Qualifications of
the three candidates: the Qua1itv of the edition produced; the
time each will reQuire to comn1ete the oro1ect; and the degree
of confidence the Committee feels in each candidate's ability
to comp~ete the edition.

In response to Professor Wheeler's question, Mr. Bailey
reported that no further details of Professor XcCormmach's health
were known. Professor McCormmach will permit direct consultation
with his doctor if the Committee's interest in XcCormmach's can
didacy intensifies.

Dr. Dvson asked the Committee what assurance it had that
these candidates would accept the editorship if offered, The
impression of Committee members is that both Dr. Forman and
Professor ~cCormmach would be strong1v inclined to accept.
Professor Holton's response could not be assessed.

Dean Lemonick advised that the endowed professorship remains
onen. He hoped it would be possible to inform IB~, bv the end
of the calendar vear, of significant progress toward filling
that chair.
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Miss nukas and Dr. ~athan, on behalf of the Einstein
Estate, rated Professor ~cCormmach their first choice, contin
gent upon successful resolution of the health question.

Members of the Committee then expressed their preferences,
and there was considerable discussion of the criteria which
should be applied, as well as their application to each candi-
da te. ~

Dr. Nathan next stated his oreference to defer a final
decision. He suggested that the Committee take more time in
which to seek additional counsel and to mount a broader search
among scholars throughout the world. He a~ked that the Committee
have one final opnortunitv to reassure itself that no able can
didate had been neglected. Bis motive, he exolained, was the
seemine incomoatibilitv between the monumental character of the
Einstein publication project - SOme have called it the most sig
nificant event in the historv of science in the 20th centurv 
and his sense of the absence of enthusiastic suoport for anv
one of the three active candidates.

Mr. Bailev and Dean Lemonick said that the apnarent hesita
tions were more difficulties in choosing he tween excellent candi
dates than lack of enthu~ia~m for the candidates themselves.
Professors Gillispie and Kuhn maintained that if the Editor
in-Chief is to come from the discioline of the historv of science,
the Committee is satisfied that, through its efforts and those of
the Editorial Advisorv Board, no one with the anpropriate quali
fications has been overlooked. If the Editor is to come from
another discipline, such as phvsics, it is possible that the
Committee has overlooked a distinguished scientist with a latent
talent ~or historical analvsis, despite its best efforts to identify
such potential candidates. They suggested that another broad search
would turn up no new candidates, neither historians nor scientists.

Professor Uheeler conveved to the Committee his discoverv
that scientists of his acouaintance throughout th~ world shared
a common belief that the Einstein paDers should be made available
without further delay.

For the Press, Mr. Bailev stated his conviction thct the
search had been thorough, that the Committee now had three ex
cellent candidates, and he suggested that the Committee proceed
to choose one of them.

The suggestion found general favor, and the Committee over
whelminl!:ly seleLted Professor Russell 'lcCormmach as its first
choice.
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The Committee asked ~r. Bailev to inform Professor McCormmach
that it has now become necessary to consult his doctor and then
to tell Dean Lemonick that he has done so. The Committee then
explained its wish not to be involved anv 10n2er in the proce
dures leadin~ to the dual anoointment as Professor and Editor.
All such matters will be attended to bv Dean Lemonick for the
Universitv, and bv ~r. Bailev and Dr. Nathan, for the Press
and the Estate.

The meeting then adjourned.

~~w.)~~JJohn ~,. Hannon
Secretary
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Pnnceton Umverslty Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

President, HAROLD W. ~1CCIlA\V) JR. Trustees, WILLIAM C. BOWEN, W. FUNK CRAVEN,

MEMORANDUM

SHELDOS HACKSEY, RAYMOSD C. HARWOOD, AAROS LE1I.1OSICK, RICARDO A. MESTLES,

JOHS F. PECKHA1I.f, ALBERT JlE.ES, CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ARTHCR H. THOR.~HILL, JR"

RICHARD H. l:LL:\tAN, ARTHeR S. WIGHTMAN, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

10 October 1973

TO: The Search Committee

FROM: John Hannon, Secretary

I am happy to enclose a schedule of the aDpoinonents arranged for
Professor Russell McCormmach during his visit here next Monday and Tuesday.

I hope every member of the Committee has sufficient opportunity to
talk with Professor McConmnach. I will be pleased to make whatever adjust
ments are possible within this schedule if that should not be the case.

As noted in his memorandum
a meeting of the full Committee
impressions of the candidates.

of 5 October 1973, Herb Bailey hopes for
in the latter pert of this month to compare
The date for that meeting is not yet set.
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Pnnceton n yer t\ pre S PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 0854°
/

Pr~I;du1tJ HAROLD W. MCCR.A\V, JR. Trustus, WILLIAM C. BOWEN, W. FRANK CRAVEN,

TO:

FRO"1:

SHELDON' HACKNEY, RAYMOND C. HARWOOD, AARO:-" LEMONICK, RICARDO A. MESTRES,

JOHN F. PECKHA:\l, ALBERT REES, CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ARTHl;R H. THORSHILL, JR.)

RICHARD H. ULLMAN, ARTHt:'R S. WIGHT),1AN, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

Octo"oer 5, 1973

Search Committee for an Editor
for the Einstein Papers

H. S. Bailey, Jr.

Except for those of us who were out of town, we have all had
a chance to meet with Dr. Paul Forman and to get an impression of
him as a possible Editor for the Einstein Papers. I would like to
ask you to make note of your impressions regarding his possible
appointment, since we shall need to have a meeting of our com
mittee toward the end of this month. At that time I hope we will
be able to make a definite choice and proceed to invite an editor.

Professor McCormmach will arrive in Princeton by noon on
Mond~, October 15 and will stay through Tuesday, ~r 16. Mr.
Hannon is arranging a program for him similar to that arranged for
Dr. Forman. He will be in touch with you cO see when you can con
veniently meet Professor McCormmach.

I have not yet been able to make arrangements for Professor
Gerald Holton to visit Princeton. I shall be in touch with you
again as soon as arrangements have been made.
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Russell McCormmach - Monday, 15 October 1973

12:00 Arrive Princeton University Press

1:00 Luncheon, Prospect, Room B

Russell McCormmach, llerbert S. Bailey, Miss Helen Dukas,
Freeman J. Dyson, Otto Nathan, John Hannon

3:00 Appointment William G. Bowen, President, Princeton University,
1 Nassau Hall

3: 30 Appoin tmen t Aaron Lemonick, Dean of the Faculty, Prince ton
University, 9 Nassau Hall

4:30 Appointment Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., Director of Princeton
University Press, and Miss Helen Dukas and Otto Nathan,
Co-Trustees of The Estate of Albert Einstein

5:30 Checkin, Peacock Inn, Bayard Lane

6:30 Cocktails and dinner, Hassau Inn, Green Room

Russell McCormmach, Herbert S. Bailey, Valentine Bargmann,
Miss Helen Dukas, Charles C. Gillispie, Thomas S. Kuhn,
Aaron Lemonick, Michael S. Mahoney, Otto Nathan, John A.
Wheeler, John Hannon

Tuesday, 16 October 1973

9:00 Appointment Michael S. Mahoney, Director of the Program in History
and Philosophy of Science, Princeton University, 22o-G Palmer Hall

10:30 Appointment ~tiss Helen Dukas/Einstein Archives, Institute for
Advanced Study

12:30 Lunch, Prospect, Garden Room

Russell McCormmach, Herbert S. Bailey, Arthur S. Wightman,
John Hannon
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Paul Forman - Tuesday, 2 October 1973

12:00 Arrive Princeton University Press, 41 William Street (corner of William
and Char! ton)

12:30 Luncheon, Prospect, Room D (on University campus)

Paul Forman; Arthur S. Wightman, Professor of Mathematical
Physics, Princeton; Valentine Bargmann, Professor of Mathematical
Physics, Princeton; Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., Director of Princeton
University Press; John Hannon, Science Editor, Princeton University
Press

3:00 Appointment Carl Kaysen, Director of Institute for Advanced Study, Fuld Hall,
Institute

3:15 . Appointment Miss Helen Dukas, Co-Executor of the Estate of Albert Einstein,
401 Fuld Hall, Institute

3:45

4:30

5:30

6:30

Appointment ~~chael S. Mahoney, Director of the Program in History and
Philosophy of Science, Princeton, 220-G Palmer Hall, University campus

Appointment Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., Director of Princeton University Press,
and Otto Nathan, Co-Executor of the Estate of Albert Einstein, University Press

Check into Palmer House for overnight (corner of Nassau Street and Bayard Lane)

Cocktails and Dinner, Nassau Club, The Colonial Room, 6 Mercer Street

Paul Forman; Carl Kaysen; Miss Helen Dukas; Otto Nathan; Michael S.
}umoney; Aaron Lemonick, Dean of the Faculty, Princeton; Thomas S.
Kuhn, Professor of the History of Science, Princeton; Valentine
Bargmann; Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.; John Hannon

Wednesday, 3 October 1973

9: 30 Appointment Aaron Lemonick, Dean of the Facul ty, Princeton, 9 Nassau Hall

10:45 Appointment William G. Bowen, President of the University, 1 Nassau Hall

11:00 Princeton University Press

12:30 Luncheon, Prospect, Garden Room

Paul Forman; John A. Wheeler, Professor of Physics, Princeton;
Michael S. Mahoney; Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.; John Hannon
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Princeton Uniyerslty Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

President, HAROLD W. :-'IC CRAW, JR. Trus/us, WILLIAM C. BOWEN, W. FR.A..'1K CRAVEN',

SHELDON HACL"i[Y, RAYMOND C. HAllWOOD, AAllON LEMONICK, RICAllDO A. MESTRE5,

JOHN F. PECKHA:-'l, ALBERT REES, CHARLES SCRIBSER, JR.) ARTHUR H. THORNHILL) JR.)

RICHARD H. l."LL'-t"N, ARTH\;R. 5. \..·IGHT:-'1A..."i) THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

tlEHORANDUH

70: The Search Committee

FROM: John W. Hannon, Secretary

I am enclosing for your information a schedule of the appointments
and other activities planned during the visit of Dr. Paul Forman on the
second and third of next month. Although Dr. Forman's time here is limited,
I hope these arrangements allow everyone on the Search Committee an op
portunity to discuss the Einstein editorship with him. Regrettably,
Professor Dyson and Professor Gillispie will be unavailable during this
time.

I will welcome all comments or suggestions concerning this schedule.

Professor Gerald Holton and Professor Russell McCormmach have both
been invited to Princeton, but neither has yet established specific dates
for visi ts wi th the Commi ttee.
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Princeton Gmverslt) Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

President, HAROLD W. :MCCRAW, JR. Trustus, WILLIAM G. BOWEN, W. FRANK CRAVEN,

SHELDO~' HACKSEY, RAYMOSD C. HAR\\'OOD, AAIlOS LEMOSICK, RICA&DO A. MESTRES,

JOHS F. PECKH4M, ALBERT R.E£S, CHARLES SC1UBSER, JR., ARTHt:R H. THOR..~HJ~ JR.,

RICHARD H. t:LL~1A;S, ARTHCR S. WICHT:\1AS, THEODORE J. ZIOLKO\,,'SKI

17 September 1973

To: The Search Commi ttee for THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

I am happy to enclose the report of the third meeting of the committee
at the P::cess on 14 September 1973. As always, please regard the material
as confidential.

Your efforts in briuging this search to a successful conclusion are
truly appreciated and, it seems not groundless to hope, close to fruition.
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CONFIDENTIAL

Minutes, third meeting of

search committee to consider candidates

for the editorship of THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

Friday, 14 September 1973, 2:30 p.m.

Princeton University Press

Present: Herbert S. Bailey, Jr. (chairman), Valentine Bargmann, ~l1ss Helen
Dukas, Freeman J. Dyson, Thomas S. Kuhn, Aaron Lemonick, Michael S. Mahoney,
Otto Nathan, John W. Hannon (secretary). Unable to attend: Carl Kaysen,
Charles C. Gillispie, John A. Wheeler

Mr. Bailey presented an amended list of candidates compiled as the
result of numerous discreet inquiries here and abroad during the summer.
In addition to candidates who have continued on the list for some months,
the list has new names: those of several younger historians of science
and several older physicists. The name of Gerald Holton onCL again appeared
as the result of recent knowledge that Dr. Holton would seriously consider
the appointment should it be offered. Mr. Bailey explained the inclusion of
the older candidates (the lower list) as a contingency: should none of the
six preferred candidates (the top list) be appointed, an older candidate
might be appointed to the editorship for a three-year term during which period
he would be expected, among other things, to work with a qualified younger man
or men from whom would be selected an editor to see the project through.

The committee proposed the addition of Eugene Guth, Bernard Fe1d, and
Karl Mendelssohn to the present list, and turned to the question of whether
the urgency now underlying this appointment precluded further canvassing.
It was finally agreed that the urgency is very great. First, failure to ap
point the editor by the end of 1973 makes it probable that the editor even
tually appointed will not come to Princeton until September 1975. Second,
we should not assume that the endowed chair will be available indefinitely.
Third, many members of the committee expressed the belief, based on their
personal efforts to date, that further canvassing will produce no significant
new candidates.
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The committee next discussed the relative qualifications of the six
candidates on the top list. At length they determined that Gerald Holton,
Russell McCormmach, and Paul Forman should be invited to Princeton as soon
as possible. one after the other, for interviews with the search cOllllIlittee
and others. Mr. Bailey said he would proceed with invitations and arrange
ments.

The committee discussed briefly the failings and virtues of the contin
gency plan to appoint a senior candidate for a three-year term. Despite a
number of grave failings in the plan, the committee agreed to retain it as
a position to fall back upon, and to discuss it further in the future as
necessary.

,

The meeting then adjourned. hl.J~---
~Hannon
Secretary
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Pnnceton Unin:r ity Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

President, HAROLD \Y. MCCRAW, JR. Trustee.J. WILLIAM G. BOWEN, W. FRANK CRAVEN.

SHELDON HACKNEY, RAYMOND C. HARWOOD, AARON LEMONICK. RICARDO A. MESTRE5.,

JOHN F. PECKHAM, ALBERT REES, CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ALBRIOCE C. SMITH, IU,

AoRTHL'R H. THORNHILL, JR.) RICHARD H. ULLMAN, ARTHUR S. WIGHTMAN, THEODORE ]. ZIOLKOWSKI

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board
for the Einstein Papers

DATE: August 14, 1973

FROM: H. S. Bailey, Jr.

SUBJECT: Selection of an Editor

In reference to my letter of I~ay 11, 1973, I sbu:J.ld like to rPl'ort
thet Professor Jo~, ITeilbron of the University o~ California has dzclinec
appoint~cnt as Editor of the Einstein Papers. None of us surmised that
ve vould be so long, since the forming of this Advi$ory Boa~d, in finding
an Editor. \-Ie are now anxious to proceed as rapidly as possible in con
sidering other candidates.

It is to be emphasized that tvo parallel appointments are to be
made--the appointment as Editor and the appointment to a professor~hin at
Pr~nceton. The Einstein Estate and Princeton University Press jointly
appoint the Editor, while the Trustees of Princeton University. after ~he

usual University procedures, must make the appointment to the professor
ship. Thus our Advisory Board must advise in parallel with the University
Scarch Committee; fortunately the two groups have a large degree of over
lapping. At the re~uest of President Bowen I am serving as chai~an o~

the Search Co=ittee and Dr. lIathan and ;·liss Dukas are sitting ','i. th us.
The Search Committee will meet as early as possible in September.

The evaluations and recoll!Jnendations of the Advisory Board have of
course been made available to the Search Committee. At this point, since
some present cs.ndidates may not; be available, we are an..xious to consider
new candidates and we ask the Board for su ~estions. Until now we have
considered almost exclusively people with records of publication in the
hlotory of science. We think we should also consider physicists who have
contributed significantly to physics but who may nov feel challenged by a
great task of historical editing. We would look for a physicist of
historical and philosophical inclination, one who has a reading knowledge
of German, the ability to administer a rather large editorial staff, and.
perhaps some editorial eA~erience. Because of the range of Einstein's
work we have always contemplated the appointment of atisociate cditors;
if the Chief Editor were to be a physicist turned historian, probably the
associate editor "ould be a person trained in the history of science.
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To the Editorial Advisory Board for the Einstein Papers
Page 2
August 14, 1973

This memorandum is partly a status report and partly a request for
any further suggestions you may have. ,Te should appreciate hearing any
such suggestions at your very earliest convenience.
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Pnnceton L ll1Verslty Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540
Presidetlt, HAROLD W. MCCRAW, JR. Trustus, ',"'ILLIAM G. BOWEN', W. FRANK CRA\'ES,

SHELDON HACKSEY, R.AY~OSD C. HARWOOD, AARON LEMOSICK, RICARDO A. MESTRE$,

JOHS F. PECIUiA),I, ALBERT R£f:.5, CHARLES SCRIB~ER, JR., ARTHL"R H. THOJl.:'\HILL, JR.)

RICHARD H. L"ll\1AS, ARTHL'R S. WICHT:'IIAS, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

The Einstein Papers

September 5, 1973

TO: The Search Committee

FROM: H. S. Bailey, Jr.

The Committee: Valentine Bargmann, Helen Dukas, Freeman
J. Dyson, Charles C. Gillispie, Carl Kaysen, Thomas S.
Kuhn, Aaron Lemonick, Michael S. Mahoney, Otto Nathan,
John A. Wheeler, H. S. Bailey, Jr. (chairman), John W.
Hannon (secretary)

This is to confirm the date for the next meeting of
the Search Committee: Friday, September 14, 1973; 2:30
p.m., at the Press.

After two false starts, I hope we can proceed quickly
to find an Editor for the Papers.
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May ll, 1973

/

To the Members of the Editorial Advisory Board:

Since I wrote to you last on February 26, 1973, the search com-

mittee which I mentioned in my letter has been very active in its

attempt to find an Editor for the Einstein Papers. ,lith help from

the Advisory Board and on the basis of its own knowledge, tire com-

mittee established a list of possible candidates. ft~l suggestions

received were, of course, very carefully considered by the committee,

and I want to thank the Advisory Board for its helpful responses.

The committee had to bear in mind that Princeton University Press

and the Estate could, for all practical purposes, no longer make the

decision about the appointment of an Editor all by themse1xes.

Princeton University, in establishing an endowed chair in the name

of Albert Einstein, has determined that the person to be appointed

to that Chair should be the Editor of the Einstein Papers and that

his salary should be provided for by the income the UniVersity

derives from the endowment of that Chair. Although there is no legal

commitment to that effect, the arrangement means that we must act

together with the University in appointing a scholar to be Editor

of the Einstein Papers.

The search committee has, therefore, worked in close cooperation

with the University. The search committee, which included the Dean

of Faculty of the University, placed Professor John L. Heilbron as
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To the Members of the Editorial Advisory Board p. 2

number one on the list of possible candidates for the Editorship.

Professor Heilbron visited Princeton and met with all the persons in-

volved at the University, the Institute for Advanced Study, the Estate,

and the Press. Following Professor Heilbron's visit, after fUrther

consultation, taking into account the comments we had received from

the Advisory Board, we decided to offer him the post as Editor, and

the University has offered the professorship.

Those of you who do not know Professor Heilbron will be inter-

ested in his biographical data. He is 39 years old and was educated

at the University of California, Berkeley. He obtained his AB in

Physics in 1955, his MA in Physics in 1958 and his PhD in History in

1964, all at the Berkeley campus of the University of California.

Except from 1964 to 1967 when he taught History of Science at the

University of Pennsylvania as Assistant Professor, he has been teaching

at the University of California, Berkeley, since 1971 as Associate

Professor. His field of specialization is History of Physical Science.

He was the assistant director of a large project in the History of

Science entitled "Sources for History of Quantum Physics," a project

of the American Philosophical Society and the American Physical

Society under the direction of Thomas S. Kuhn. For your information,

a copy of his bibliography is attached.

We are of course very hopeful that Professor Heilbron will accept

our offer, which at this time must still be kept confidential, as I

am sure you will understand.

With kindest regardS"

CA(-l.~ ~.
Herbert S. _Baile~,~r.
Chairman of the Editorial

Advisory Board
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October _6, 1971

Dear Dr. Nathan:

I have been brooding about y ur note of
October 6 in bet en other things for some time now.
In general I c seo why you pI' posed the draft that
you did. On the ther hand, I find item 4 troublesome.
Two questions arise. One is the definition of a non
scientific paper. For example, would the kind of
letters that Einstein exchanged with Born, a election
of which has already been published, qualify as scien
tific pspers? The second questi n is h v formal would
the approval of the Trustees hav to be. Would, for
example, Miss Duk.a continue to have the power f
monitoring access to the microfilm as she now does
with respect to the documents? It would be helpful
to me to have a clearer understanding of these
points before we conclude the agreement.

Cordially,

Carl ~aysen

Dr. Otto 1'Iathan
Est.at.e of Albert. Binstein
44 Fifth Avenue
New York, ew York 10011
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEWYORK,NEWYORK 10011

October 6, 1971

Dr. Carl xaysen
Institute for Advanced Stu~

Princeton, lIev Jersey 08540

Dear Dr. Kaysen:

Miss lbms has told me that you safely returned froll your trip to Kurope.
I hope it was satisfacto17 and enjoyable.

Since all the preU ..1nll17 1'Tl!-1Mtions and arransements for for the JUcro
fUJIling of the tinstein l'apers haTe nov been completed there is reason to
hope that the actual work will be done in the next fev veeks. I understand
that the Instituts will probably rece!Te its own copy before the end of the
month. I belleTe the Inst! tuts and the :lBtate should enter into a fo~
a:rrllI1gement in re8l!Xd to the deposit of the microfilm copy in the InBtitute 's
llbra17. 'is haTe just completed such an arrangement vith the Princeton
Un1Tereity 1.1bra17. The agre=ort sisned by Dr. Dix and ..,.eelf is the result
of seTeral JIl8etings and a nUJDber of different drafts. I enclose the draft
of an~nt between the Institute and the :B8tate vhich is larsely
based on the agrBllIIent vi th the Un1versity 1.1brary • Shoul.d ;you wish to BUg

sellt any Chansell or add any additional proTisions I sb&U be TB17 glad to
hear from ;you. OthervillB ;you aight care to return to JIl8 one of the attached
copies dul1 aisned.by you.

'iith kindest re8!!XdB,

411> tr..Jt..".
Otto lIathan

TRUSfm

Olf: jb
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15 ~larch 1973

TO: The Search Committee for THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

FROM: John W. Hannon

I am pleased to enclose the report on our meeting of 12 March 1973.
Please consider the contents confidential.

The meeting was extremely productive, and I want to express the sincere
gratitude of the Einstein Estate and the Press for your continuing help.
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CON FI DENTIAL

Minutes, second meeting of
search committee to consider candidates

for the editorship of THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

Monday 12 March 1973, 2:30 p.m.
Princeton University Press

Present: Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., Valentine Bargmann, Miss Helen Dukas,
Freeman J. Dyson, Charles C. Gillispie, John W. Hannon, Thomas S. Kuhn,
Richard A. Lester, ~lichael S. Mahoney, Otto Nathan, John A. Wheeler

The committee heard the reports of those members who, during the past two
weeks, have conducted informal inquires concerning the availability of specific
candidates and the identities of others who may warrant consideration as candidates.

Dr. Gillispie reported that Derek Whiteside could not consider accepting
the appointment because his commitment to the Newton papers will continue for
another five years.

Dr. Wheeler reported on his numerous inquiries with regard to Derek Whiteside,
~~rkus Fierz, John Heilbron, Max Jammer, and Res Jost, of whom Dr. Jost had
dec+ared himself unable to accept the editorship for reasons of health. Summing
up, Dr. Wheeler favored either John Heilbron or Max Jammer.

Dr. Dyson relayed the disinclination of Markus Fierz to accept the editorship.
He reported, too, that Dr. Fierz had recommended Max Jammer and Armin Hermann
for consideration.

Dr. Bargmann also had a letter from Res Jost, in which Dr. Jost proposed
Max Jammer as a serious candidate.

Mr. Bailey then summarized the preferences of the members of the Editorial
Advisory Board who had responded by letter or telephone. John Heilbron had re
ceived frequent mention and excellent ratings. Gerald Holton was considered an
excellent choice also, although there were reservations about his willingness
to move to Princeton, which is a mandatory condition. Russell McCormmach was
jUdged another excellent candidate, his health being the only grounds on which
reservations might be based. Paul Forman, too, many held, was a splendid
candidate, most commentators indicating, however, that he has aroused some
opposition among his scholarly colleagues. Max Jammer and Jerome Ravetz were
additional but less enthusiastic recommendations of the Editorial Advisory Board.

Dr. Nathan suggested that the leading candidates were John Heilbron, Paul
Forman, Russell McCormmach, and Max Jammer, and proposed that first and second
choices be determined.
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General discussion of these candidates and others cente::ed upon both
the competence of a candidate as editor of the Einstein papers and his suita
bility for a professorship at Princeton University, likely in the Program
in the History and Philosophy of Science or in the Department of Physics.

The committee agreed that John Heilbron was its first choice and Russell
NcCormmach its second. Paul Forman, Gerald Holton, and Max Jammer, in no
particular order, remain on a list for further consideration if neither Heilbron
nor NcCormmach is appointed.

The committee urged that the first two choices be explored at once, in
series rather than in parallel. Dean Lester and Dr. Kuhn agreed to initiate
discussions with Dr. Heilbron, and to invite him to Princeton for further meetings
and discussions with representatives of the University, the Einstein Estate,
and the Press.

The committee agreed to take no action concerning Dr. McCormmach tmtil
some indication of Dr. Heilbron's inclination is known.

The meeting adjourned, no date having been set for a future meeting.

~.J.[~
'{j john W. Hannon

Secretary
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February 26, 1973

To the lI,embers of the Editorial Advisory Board:

Since the last report of May 16, 1972 to the Editorial Advisory
Board there are primarily the following developments wbich need to
be communicated t~ the Board:

1. As ~anizously suggested by tee Beard in its $eeting
of April 3, 1971, Professor 1 Qrtin J. Klein of Yale
University was appointed Editor-in-Chief of the
Einstein project. Professor Klein accepted the ap
pointment. Since the financing of the project did
not advance as speedily as expected, special arrange
ments \/ere made to ailow Professor Klein to ma.l<e
preliminary studies of the papers in the Fail of 1972.

2. Princeton University was enabled to offer an endowed
professorship to the editor of the Einstein Papers,
when, in its own judgment the editor chosen by the
Einstein project is of a stature to justify such a
professorship. We have sincerely welcomed this
development which will lilLlt the University with its
large human and material resources closer to our
project.

3. The University offered that endowed professorship to
Professor Klein. He decided, however, not to accept
it and to retain his professorship and residence at
Yale. He volunteered to relinquish the appoiutment
as editor, in ~ase Tfte felt that t~e cdito~ial -.lo:-k
should not be done outside of Princeton. At a recent
meeting of the Press and the Estate, attended also
by the President and Dean of the University, it was
decided that, for various crucial reasons, the edi
torial work had to stay in Princeton and should be
directed by a.~ editor in residence. We most regret
fully had no choice but to accept Professor Klein's
offer to withdraw from the project.

In view of these developments our most urgent task now is to
find a replacement for Professor Klein. A smail committee, on which,
among others, representatives of the Press, Estate, and University
serve, was appointed to direct the search for a new editor. I have
been asked to serve as chairman of this search committee as well as
of the Editorial Advisory Board. I am writing now to ask the members
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To the Editorial Advisory Board
Page 2
February 26, 1973

of the Editorial Advisory Board to help to find the most suitable
person to serve as Editor.

We are looking for a qualified SCholar, probably a historian of
science, who is prepared to give up permanently his present position
and to accept the editorship of the Einstein Papers with residence
in Princeton. The terms of the appointment would have to be nego
tiated with the candidate; we would make every effort to meet his
requirements and the University would make him professor on the
Princeton faculty with tenure, etc. The search sbould not be lim
ited to the United States. We would be happy to learn about suit
able candidates from Great Britain, Switzerland, etc. Full cOffimBnd
of the English language is a requirement; reading knowledge of German
is essential.

Please give me your suggestions in writing or by nhone
(609-452-4902) as auickly as possible, nreferably by Fridav, March 9,
before the next meeting of our search committee. We are anxious to
push ahead and will be grateful for your help.

Sincerely yours,

~::~J1V
Director

HSB:ba
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HEILBRON, J. L.; Dept of History, Univ of California. Berkeley.
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PhD 196~, physical sciences since the Renaissance; 11c
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--...
John L. Ilcilbron teaches in the Department of
HlStOry, Om\'ccslt)' of Califomi:!. Berkeley. His
general interest is the histor)' of physic:!l sciences
since the later ~liddle Ages. and with PJul
~rman...he is preparing a history of atomic
p ysics. • ....

.-
"HIEBERT, LTvin ~l.; Dept of the History of Science, Harvard
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lei. Roc:he!ilf"r. 32·35; rr.em, Insl_ Adv. Stl.OJ}·, 35·31; wtr. ~1ATH. Q1,;EE....S
COL.(S'.\1, 31·413. assc_ prof. -40·..9. assoc. prof, 49.53, PROF. 53· Col·
loquNrn lCClr. OhIO Sute: elec. enp-. Fed. Tel. &: R:adio 1..:.l1:;:s. X.Y. 44·45;
mem, lnsL Ad,·. Stud,-, 47-48: re:se3.rcher. KlnJ's Col. London, 5!1. Consult.
Ki. taler.t 5t':nch le,.u. Wesum:,hoase Elec. Corp, H-; V'3..nous pubhshers.
Dl.st~~lS!'\I:d teuhu aw:ud. Qat>ens Col. AlumnI Asn. 63; pnze. Gravity
Ru. Foun;!. 6-4. Cl\"llUn "'Ith U.S~. 44. Fel. P~ys. Soc: )lJth. Soc. Rm·
tintJ' appl1w¥m5 of teS1S(or amU)'S15 to eleclrkal ~Cllli!eTlna;quantum

~ry; ndJO dirKtion findc!rs: ItnvlUhon; pS)'choIOCical testin&:. Ad:ir
Dept. of Mathematics. Ql,leel15 College. Fll,lstHng, N.Y. 11361.

HOLTO~. PROf'. GERALD (JA"tES). b. Berltn, (ierm;t.ny, M:ay 23, 22: ~t:

'C\. 41; c. 2. PHY~IC5. B.A. Wule~":UI. U, ~I.A...2; ~.t.A. lbrv:ard, 46,
""lun fel ••5·H, P!"..D.(;~SlCSI • ..a. Asst. pt.)"5ICS, .....esleyan. 010·42;
IrI5tr. Br'Q;Jm. 42-43; 1.~.5':. PHYSICS. H..\R\'ARD. '11-49, ~st. pr"O!, 4'3-S4,
assoc. prof. S4-53. PROf Sg-, chm:\. cmf. ('O:lccr.tr':lUo:\ 11' chern. &: phys
ics, Fawlt} f~t. ~at. SCI.. fO.lr..:l, P:'r1.s. sa· 60; ~xch.ill'lG:e pro!. I..cnL.'1grad.
Univ. 62: menl. Inct. Ad\. 5;'.:.1)'. Pnn:eton. 6.;: :u:!... I':uu't Ins!. lo p.'\llos.
ul. S:.t. SCI. Found. ~,;em. su!f. 01(. Sci. Res." Oo:-\'elo;l. H.arv:ard. ;3- ..6.
Tru!"tee. Boston :\hl:$. Set. A..::..AS (v.pres. 61·62, G"... r.;e S:;ano:t memo l«tr,
621: Ph's. s..c: Ac:ou.o;t\cJ,1 Soc: Illst. Sci. Soc; P!':a1G$. SCI. A5n: Asn. PtWSICS
TeKt:ers Idlst>ZI9Jts.!'1e-:! 1f't"V. CIUtlon. 621: f'cd~ Am. SCI.; lei. Am. Ac:ad.
(ed. 51·631; la. _'cad. Hut. :::Cl. HII;h pressure I ~enor:tena; ultr.uonlcs;
hlstory:l.:d ptulosl)phy of Il:.j·l;I.C;a! science. Address: Jeffenon Ph)'slc;u
Ub, H:.rY1Nl Cnl'-enlty, CaobrW,e. Mus. 02138.

C!{.<fk:... 1 /!eAAe"~'" ~~
~ f.'ol!"/.:xs , ACkAf S~fe,.:.,.. : cAJ.-Jr<-

t<..-..J ~ I (l)~ •

.
"HOLTON, Gerald; Dept of Pbysics, 356 Jefferson Physical Lab

Harvard Univ, Ca:brldgc, Mass 02138; 611-495-LL14. ?rof"
HarVArd Ph: 1940; 19-20c physical sciences; ~te=.;ic an~lysis,
science ar.d socie~y; inclUding u:ses or bistory or science
In science ~eaching.
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2P.O!-!E::!=!G. Oil:. Jo.-\~ LltsA), b. St_ York, N.Y, Oct. 5, 29. mSTORY OF
SC!r:"C':::. A.a \'usu CoU. 51: ~.:.A. L":uy. Conn. 53; Ph.D.lhiSl. setl.
t:~.;t".... ..s. e::. At".:l:-':: J.!~:. prcf. F-cl. SCI. U:UY. Ha'a"1ii, 55·65. ASST.
P?Of. to·Si. ro:'YT£:CH. !SST. G'OOKl.¥S. 67- Cons:.:H, etr. ~I.st. &I:
~t',. ~:.s;~, .,-=, l::.5:. P!":'!lc.s. £:. HI.5I. Sci. Soc: Am. ,,"sr.. Pl'y,tcs
TUc;.i:S. A.~. L:.!t. Ph\·SlCS. KJ.ston' of l~th and 20th Cfntury pt:ysic..s.
p.~:: !-~".l s tLsplau::llI'nt CUfUf!t :lIld Jus theon' of l:;:ht, Arc~. i!lSl.
E1J.:: 5:;. 'i; !<:......,_e.Jis II'lll'cl.:'osu.uu, Am. J. Physics, 68. Add: Dept. at
.sccu: Xl(DCU, Polyucl1.-:ac l-I.surute of Brooklyn, 333 Jay St, Brooklyn.
S.T.!;::i)].

"BROMBERG. Joan LiSA; Niels Mohr Inst1~utetl 11 BlegdacsveJ.
2100 Copenhagen ~I Denoark; Yiscor,sic ?hD 1961; 19-20c
pbysics; theoretical p~ysics in t~e 1930s; nuclear pr~sics;

classical and quantuD elec~rodynamics•.

Currently at Hebrew University of Jeru9ale~

..... ~_.

/
COHEN., PROF. ROSERT SIO:-~!:l. Dr;:t. o~ P~S:C5. S"5IC~ t:::;,"U5:t\·. ~s

to:I n. J.1<Iu. THrOEttTICAL ?H\·S:CS. PUlL~O?H'f0: sc~~c::: ~~T
)'ork, N.Y. F.b.I:. 23: m. ;.; c j A.B. "uJE-::;):\. .;3: ~t.s. 'fL....3. :S"L
~5. Coun. r,,!. "6_;~. P=l.,D!;:~:;51U • "S. L-;s!r. piy:!ilC5. 'r:\:~. ;,!.H. ~.
eoun. ol Learr.ed :-:C5. hI. p~lI~. c! !"c: ...S_ ..~. ll"-su". ?";li~5 ... 3_51; 1SSt
pro(.. physIcs t r":l;~.i, \\H:E'\".lr.. H.5';: JUOC' pn::f. P~'YS!C:L BOSTO::'\.
S'_S9, PROF. :H •• Ci.\~. Dr.?'!'. :? r;,:-d :)C"'Jlry fel. :;.::3: \~5 .. lo!clr.
)Lus. InsL Tec.'l. !!_: \'~ ~:,::!. 3:':t.-':::f':S. ss_!~; "-':::::::::::':'5. rJ. c:'C.
Ar.1erican t:n:\·. 5~.('; l. Wl'S!ty:l,:'l. !.3: ::.e~. suIt. cr...t PH:':" C;:-! SCi. L
Cor-temp. Socbl p:,,:':e~5. (-i: !.l.1J. ~':£. l..cu. Pohs~" c:ic~ _';c~c. Sc:. ~2:
sprint, YCios!:r.· P~~o.s. As::. E3 i 11..:-..<:3.:':2.' Aac. Sci. 64. C:-.!__:t. r-:.:..-;:!
Arlv. Ed, 51_53: ::'\J.L WC"~:'Q'".r W:!5~~ F~-;. ;9_64: 3.6'. P-O'.:t!ec..:~ J...-d KI':1":.
P.OIW. Lor.don. 55_&';. C'-..::'":1. B.>stc;, C;tl.="'r"::u."':l P:alcs Sci. el_~ ."--:-:. L-,u.
:'bndst Sn:.dlf!s. (~- }!fO:::" :1'('1. 5:Lf.':":-;- 7i.'1r :-U. CC'!~,::-t:.J.. i;_;e; teL1.
'W!, Joint CO::l:-:::::'..1C:l:I~SE.:!. L~.';. ;:.t C1j~5 c! S:~f. ';';.';5_ ;:'::~.i. S-.;.c
Asn. Physics Tuc....:'!": H:..s:. ~C!. ~:c: P..:!.Js. As::: ?:u!cs 5:: .~~. C.:::_
~pt and t.'1rol} {c:-::-..Jtl:::"l L' ~~~·"IC:.J1 !::~::ce5: :lC!lO:l_:ll_.J_~,S:;L.-;C'r 1.,C
held theori..s; k:..,e::::J.:..Ic ;0,;-.:1 c'..ifOr re::.:;·; .t}. L'".~riu: SC:l::.t'"e ...-..d ~..... s::.c:a1
order; lot;tc3.1 e:-::~:nc;s:r: rd :u:-.:rJ.l !c~e::ce: cl.Jl..cuc-C ::-...J.:er:J.!:s~~

sdenc:e; ,"~:1enl eC::C.1t1on L' SCll:::ce: ~c-.:r::cbtjCU".s of t;~e:-:r.:~.4.=l:0:.5.

EiLitr ), LT$f:n. S~ '- r-c---..
P~,r..OfYvj 1.Sc:.~/ ~
.vvu-g~ ~ if If rl '< .........

COHEN, Robe~~ 5., De?t ot Physics, Bos~on Univ, ~oston,

Mass 02215; 611-353-260L; ?~of; Yale ?hJ 19~a; :9c develop
Qent or p~ilosophy of science; cO:r&~&~iYe his~o~ic&l

sociolOGY or science; concep~u&l his~ory or ti:e.

---tLKANA, Ye~uda; Dept o~ the Philosophy and Eistory or Sciences,
Hebrev Univ, Jerusalec, Israel; 3~andeis ?hD; 19c physics
and physio1ogy; Icc theory of cat~e~; Eel~hol~~; Kant; ~uler,
Liebig; R. J. Mayer, concept rorm2~ioD in physics; sociology
or science.

e:tt'1 ~t"'1 cr. fP..<-
hu~u..,·e->< Ik~
:;;_". a"....<i pw<~cy:,

I
FOR.\tA.~, DR. P.\U1.. b. Pl':.!!.:L:!~l?~, Pit, ~!U". 2%. 3.:::1. ~. i-:IS70Ryor
SCl£~CE. B.A, R!ed C~U.;i ::loLA, 1:::1\'. c;;.;.,;: ~_r.:e:e~', 6]~ ?~.D:;"~s.: •
61. ,\clint; In.str. }fiST, ::::;'.. C:a!l!. S..rale~·, t:,.tO~ A::-;,T. P~O: .,.".
ROCHESlER 67· Pub!: C:l-;l:;:l1, 5.:r.lr::u !or l-.:.!o:cry c: q.:....i:-..::;; ;i::S.
Am. Phtl05. k, 67; :l_:.~.. ::::.nro~r:lt a,-;;1 ~:':lc::ce::! 6:::::'1::: :::.OJlCS:-;
Weimar Germa.:-.}" 1::u". }:"::t'"oi:'::ns. f:': Oo..~i.£t :'l~e Jr.1:l a:::::::c ~·.s.:s
c. 192__ ,15", FJ~er 6i «).a.:o.. U:::; -;\"':l.S:: 3c:-.:o.:.:~"': ....~ Ge";',,~~~

d. B!'OE"Ue'S "iU?, Hat. :::-~ P~ys. ::':1, 5~..-\~: ~;;:. O~ H.l:.ory. 1.::::1
't"uslty 0( Rocbesxu, R!,'u Ca,:1:7.1', P.ou:..sut'", :S.Y. 1-1021.

P:lut Fonn:tn is in thc Department or History at
the Lm\CnllY of Rochester. His stuJy or the
adaptation or Gcm13n ph)sicists and mathe
maticians to a hostile intdlcctua.1 emironmcnl,
J918-1927, appeared recently in Hi~torlcal

Silldirs in tltr Plnsicol Sci£'nccs, 197 J. J: 1-115. H¢
is spending the 1971-1973 )e:!.r at Ikrkel~y colla
borating: "ith John Hcilbron on 3. history of
atomic physics, 1895-1930.

~ FORMAS, Paul; Dep~ or History, Univ or Roc~ester, Rochester,
NY }4627; 1l6-L36-7S30; ~sst Prof; CAlirorniA (3erkelry)
PhD 1901; intellec~uRl And sociAl his~ory of =ocirrn pnysical
science; sociology or .ci~nce; &to~ic ptys1cs 1n ~irs~ third
or 20c; C~Tcan scien~iric in.titu~io~s of .a=~ period.
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Jost, Res, physicist, in his 50s, now at
worked_w-i -. stein at the s.tU<.ut.e,
/....cClLl Q.."-.. h<.., Tk?"'1 J (.i)"""e.ra-\ Th ~~...,., crf

EDTH, Zurich.~
ll35-37 A-utt,.,;y of
Q ....o.-".:iU-L Freids.

KEVLES. DR. DA:-'UL J£RO~ft, b. Pl':i1;;a. Pa, ~~. 2, 39: m. 61; c. 2. MOD
[R.,"l A.\IEP.JCAS HISTORY, HETORY OF SCII:SCE. B.A. Pn~.:-elOn, EO,
Woodrow Wilson fel, 61-62, Sat. Set. Fo".!:);!. f('!. €-2·64. Ph.D.l~lIstl, 64; :-<:l.t.
Sci. Found. lei, Orlord. 60-61. Asst. to ErlC r. G::·ldman. \\lme Hou~e St4U.
5Ur:1mer 64; asSt. prof. I-!bi. CALIF LX:'!. TECHSOL. 64·&8. ASSOC.
PROF,68· ::-;'301. SCi. fC':.:r.d. I;r;t:;t. $'J::".:ner 6~; O:d. Uom. !d. C.1lll. b·~t.

Technol,66-67. AHA: O:-gn. Aro. H:st. Hi,l;t. Sci. 50c; MAS. Tl:e soo:.U :uwi
pollUc:LI history o! sCience In .-\.~e:lc.l 51r.ce IEoS. Pt;bl: Ed. Tr.e p.l;Jt'rS of
Gt:or~e Ellery H:l!e, :;.;tl. I-!i~t. ?'.:c!. C:::':'In. 611: OlUth. A SOCial I:lst()l'y o!
p~ysics in L'tf' l.".S. Kr.~rl. 601: Jese;:h 5. Ames i: C;u-I 831"1,l5, b: D,ct;Gl"..l.I'"'
of scientihc blOgT:lph~·. S::nbner, ~;. Tesurlg Ir.c Arm)' 5 unelJ:p.ncc; ps'··
chologisl.S a.,d!.he r!ljliU1"~' In L":e fl~st W"rl::t War, J. Am. Ihst. oS; G~:S'l!
EUery H:l.!e, the First Wgl'"ld W:l.r, 1-: lh!' 1'::_OL,ce:':lent of scl£:Jce I;' A.."l.er.
ica. isis, 69. Arld: ltu~3..'litles ;l)".d 5.>:a.l SCICr.CO:S Du·isIOll. C:ut!;)rrua
Institule or Technology, 1,01 E. Cuuornu Dh'd, Pa.s;ukna, C:l1J.i. SUO"'.

K~VLESI O&ni~l J.; Hucanities Division, California lnst or
Technology, Pasad~na. Calif 91109; 213-795-68~1; Assoc
Prot History; Princeton PhD 1964; social and political
history of science in US; codern physics.

the His tory mal of'
has written a biography

Insti tute f'or
USSR. He

Kuznetsov, Boris, Moscow
Science and Technology,
of' Einstei n.

I ·McCORMMACH. Russell; D~?t of History and Philosophy or Science,
Univ of Pennsylvania, Phil~celphia, ?a 1910~; 215-594-1081;

~f Asst Pro!; Case lnst or Tec~nology PhD 1907j physical
sciences fran 16c; ~ocern science; London science in 18c;

- professionalized discipline of physics in 19c.

McCor:nrn~ch is
volume called

now at Johns Hopkins.
HISTOR ICAL STUDIES IN

He
THE

edits an
PHYSICAL

admirable
SCIENCES

annual

j RAVETZ t Jerome R.; 5 Moor Par£. Ave. Leeds Ls6 uBT, England'
Dept ot Philosophy, The ~~ivers:ty. :eeds LS2 9J~. Engl~nd;
0532-31151 ext 6244; Se~io" ~~C~ in ~i5tory and Philosophy
of Science; Cacbri~ge Ph~ ~95"; =athe~&tical sciences;
social and ideologlcal rela:io~s of sc:ence; contecporary
science and tech~olo6Y; p~:sics; social &n~ ethical problems
of contemporary science anci tect~ology,

JUrOGOLD, tlR. KATHAN, b. l'e.... York, ~.Y. :\t1l'". 23, 21; m. 55; c. 2. HlS
TOR\'. B.A, ~.Y. Univ, 47, ~t.A. ';0: Ph.O.(Al:l. cl_1Ilzatlon), Ijrjv. Pa, 51.
Archh1st, !\:it. A.l'"C~5. 51-59: sl>f'c:3lu:t HIST. SCI, Llbr. COl'+"I'", 59.66; ED,
J06E:?H HE::-.-ny P.~PERS. S~nTH50:-''t~X L"\ST. 66. SI'". res. fel, Y:l.le 60
81; memo V.S. ~:;lt. COell, H!Sl. L ~Lil)s. SCI, 62·65; Am. Phl1os. Soc. ·I'"n.
rn.::.IS, 62-63; 1"at. SC:1. FO:Jl"..d. res. (;ur.:. 6;-65; slI.'nl:ll!r sch, Cniv. 1':1,
66. Hisl. SCI. Soc; Soc. Hlsl. Tecr~,;.,1. ~Ineleenth century inlellectu:l.t his.
tory; science tn the 19:h ce~l'Jry; ~.J..:;USCdPl !')\;:'ces for th~ l'IIstory 01 the
.dence,. P'..::bl: Science Ln 16th ce'N;-l Amel'"!c:a::a docuIr.er.tar/ history,
.ffill t W:i.1l4;, 64. Add: SmHhsonian lll.s:lfl:lion, WilshlngtOn. D.C. 20560.

t>

REINGOLD~ Neth~n; Snithsonla~ Instit~tlon W hI
205bO 202 3"' ~ . I as n~ton; - -oIM5; ~dlto" or Jose~h Hen~v Pa~e~ :
of Pennsj.'!vftnLa PhD 1951' 19•. s"~""".' '11'" .. !Ii.• ." ........ • r. ., •

nc
Unlv
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SHAPER£. PROf. Dl-oL£Y, b. Ha.rh.nlten. Tex. May 27. 28: m. 57; c. 2. PHI·
LOSOPHY. B_\ tbr\-a.rd. ';9. )t.A. 55. Ph.D. 57. lr"..str. PHILQS. Ohio SUle
Unl\', 57.60; aS5'. prof. 1:XI\·. CHtCAc.o. 60.65. assoc. prof, 65.6i, PROf.
67., ClI)t.'IJ. H1ST. L PHlLOS. SCI. PROG. 60- Vis. anoe. prof, Rocltdd!u
Univ, 65.66; Clem. panel hut. l.: pb.:los. SCI. S:n. Sct. f<)1:I'".d, 8S·6ti. spec.
consull. prog. hiS•. L ph..tlolS. SCI. 56.; consult, Comn. l'ndeq;rad. Ed\;C.
Bioi. Sci, 66.; ,·is. prot fbn-ud. summer 6a. Qu:i.r.trcU -".":lrd. limy. Qu.
caCO,6a. U.s.A. $0-52, S;t. A:o::. Phllos. Asn: H1St. SCI. Soc: Pt-..llos. SCI.
Asn; A.US. Philosophy 01 SClf'nce: L'"lal...uc ph.Llosop!ly: history of science.
Publ: Ph..tlosophlcal problems of IUtunl sCIence. :.tacT:ull:ln. 66; T!'le struc_
ture of sel(':'!Wlc re\'olutlons, Pl'.llos. Re\·. 6-1; )lei..fHJl::l and sClennfic
chani>e.ln: Muld and cosmos, 1:nI\·. Plttsburl;h. 67; Notf's lOll.ud :l post-posi
lh'!s!ic InterpreClUon of scumce. In: The Jepc}' or logical posltlvlsm, 69.
Add: Dept. ol Philosoph)', Um\'erslt}' of Chicago, Chicago, U1. 60637.

j
,;,-Y'
"

SHAPERE t ~udley: Dept of Phi~osO~hY. Univ or Chiea~o. ChieaRo.
III 6Co31;.3.2-643_0BOO ext 3cul or 3859; ?rori Harvard
PhD 195Tj ~odern ;hysics; as~ronocl' biology; lTe.

VHITESIDE. Derek Thomas; Vhipple Seience ~useu~. Free Sehool ~
L.ne. Ca~brid~e. r.neland; Ca~b~ldr.e ?hD 1960; "a~hceatiesi

loCic; "eehanlcsj opties; ast~onony; hlstorior.rnphYi
Hevton 1 s seientific develop"e~t; ~atheent!es and exaet
seienees 1000-1150.
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Klaus Hepp, theoretical physics, EDTH, Zurich

David Speiser, theoretical physics,
involved editorially in preparation
the Euler papers

Univ. of
of one or

Louvain, Belgium,
more volumes of

f...,{Ir-

COl"R",,-'J. DR. ER,.-;EST D(AVlD). Broo~;n'f!" ~::':.lonal~. l.";Jton. ~.Y.
THEOP.zTICAl. PHYSICS. Goeu:r.gl':'l. Grr::-:.any. ~luco ~S. 2.: ".:1:;:::.44:
c. L B.A. S".. ut'::::l.ort Col. ",,: !-1.5. ?.o::l.u:ef. 4'. P!!.D.I.;l::t';..cs:• .;~

Ass:. p:l:$ICS. P.o~:1ts:N. 4Cr·":i: SCI. ~~'::CH. :-;'3.\. Ru. C....::.:.! C&.."I. <l.~·46.

res. u!>Oc. L.:leon:. p:l~'s:C$. Cornell. ';S-4S. cor.!"..ll~. BROC"''i.~\"E~ :SAT.
LA.£• .;: .';0. a..ssoc. ;::.y!:c:s:. ';0.52. Fys:':l.St. ~~ .:~. S~ P3":'EIC:.5:!. [~

\"\5. ~st. p::1. P::,~-.ce::.-:. 5:.51: F'.;:1:l:.~;; res. P"<L-t. C=.::c.;e. :.:: ns.
p:c:i". Y~l.e. 61.!2. Er(,G.~";a·,,(":?:'"o!. €"2· C!:'r.sult. Gto:...l.,t':·-::':c iJn-, C~:.
D;"::2...:~ICS Co:p. ~3_ Clni:~-: .;n.:l. LS X; Of!. SCI. Ru. #.; ~7ei:-;: Ale::'.lc
Er.e:-;: C:ro:. ":. AAA5: P:.rs. Sox. T::eory ct soLes. ("hun ru::to;-s.~_

tiel!' .zeeeier;!lors r;;d nc;;c1~1r re.zcuor.s.

GO~ST~"E,DR. HER~t-\..".; IifE~~), D::H.1 Processir~ Dhislon. 1l".temationa.!
B::st:>ess ~1.zchL~s Cor? 112 E. Post Re:. Whi:e Pb:..-,s. X.Y. ).t;THE~t-\T_

JC5. crJU£"o, ru, s.::pt. 13, 13; 0. 4.1: e. 2. B.S. c.'"jcJ.;o, 3:!. :,:.5. H. ?~.O.
(mzt!:),3£. Asst. n:a:h, OjC~-o, 36.3:a; bstr, ~tic.':!~~. 33.';5 . .iSS:' p~t'!.
45.4ai asst. p:oj. Cir, e!eC'.rvrne CO:n~_:f.'r pro), lX5T . .:.D\'. S7t.'DY. ';'6_~0
J,!E!l.f. SCli. !>L"r.TH, SO.: dir. ::1.Jlh. sd!>. ~t's. center. !:-O1'. Bl'S. ~.1AOir-.-r:i
CORP, 58_65, SCI. D£','"ELOP, DATA P~OCESSC':G Dr\'. 55_ L-.str, Chi_
cago, 37.39: \1s. prnr, Ye.!:~m·a. 53.&>. C':--S:lIt, Los Al~os Sci. La!); B3Jlls_
U= Res. ub; Aberce(lt! Prann::: GrO'.:r.c!: :"'~.Ite s:.......ds Prot1.'Ut Grou.'ld: U.S.
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SEE legal size file in eK's secretaries' office

top drawer, left of interoffice door - for

bound copies of articles from New York Times

announcing plans for publication of Einstein

papers - issues of March 27, 28, 29, 1972
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June 14, 1972

Professor John A. eeler
Dublin Institute for A .anced Study
10 Burlington Road
Dublin 4, Ireland

Dear John,

I didn't realize you were escaping to
Ireland so early in June. I write to ask whether
you have had a chance to talk with Lewis Str uss
recently about the start of the Einstein project.
Time does ~arch on and I think it would be most
helpful if you could find som ap ropriate way to
remind Lewis of our dependency 0 his help.

with warmest greetings.

Cordially,

Carl ilysen

CK/rno

Bc: Herbert Bailey,
Princeton University Press
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General Greenbaum was sent a copy of the Will
on March 20, 1970

(See Institute Trustees files)
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Copy of Will to Mr. Bailey 6-3-70 for him to have

copies made - CK
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He didn't say his first word until he w s 3.
At 7, his teacher said "nothing good would ever become of him.
When he was 16, he left his homeland to avoid the draft.
He couldn't get ajob at 19 because f his long hair and wrinkled clothes.
Before he was 30, he revolutionized an's understanding of nature.

The development of Albert Einstein's theory of
relativity was one of the great conceptual revolutions of all time.
But what went into the development of a mind that could conceive
such a theory?

Tomorrow, Tuesday and Wednesday, exclusively in The
New York Times, Science Editor Walter Sullivan will guide you
through highlights of a massive collection of Einstein's private
papers, letters, notebooks and scientific manuscripts housed at the
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton.

The collection, much of which has never before been
published, describes Albert Einstein as a mail of many parts
impassioned humanitarian and internationalist, anti-war activist,
affectionate father, brother and friend, kind adviser and teacher
of strangers. Each is reflected in this three-part series beginning in
tomorrow's Times.

The papers include a vivid account of Einstein's child
hood, providing a special insight into the factors that contributed
to the development of his genius.

Although his life work dealt with abstract concepts
rather than words, Albert Einstein's words were sometimes
humorous, sometimes poignant. They say a lot about the
mind that revolutionized modern man's idea of his worid.
And even more about the man himself. Read his words for
yourself in the collected papers of Albert Einstein...

Athree-part series starting tomorro
exclusively in
~btNtbr§ork~imtS

,

I
I

I -! - '- -----------
J
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Emst HUis/lM,num

Albert Einstein in studio of his home. Princeton University wiU pUblish his papers.

The Einstein Papers: Childhood
Showed a'Gift for the Abstract

This is the first of three articles dealing with the life
and thought of Albert Einstein as revealed in the collec
tion of his manuscripts, letters and other papers to be
published by his estate.

By WALTER SULUVAN
When a boy was born in

UIm, Germany, on March 14,
1879, his head was 50 "large
and angular that his mother
feared her chUd was de
fanned until she was reas·
sured by her doctor that it
would grow normally. The
baby was given the name
Albert Einstein.

As recounted later by his
sister, "When Grandmama,
after some time, first saw
him she clapped her hands
over his head in. astonish·
rnent and cried: IMuch too
fat! Much too fat!'"

This account of the birth
of the man who became one
or the world's greatest scien·
tists forms part of a collec
tion of thousands of private
papers, letters. notebooks and
scientific manuscripts that
the Princeton University Press
plans to publish under an
agreement with the Einstein
estate.

While some of the letters
have appeared in various col·
lections which are housed at

the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, N. J .• and
a few scholars have had ac
cess to the papers, the great
bulk of the material has
never ~n published.

It is evident from an exam
ination of representative doc
uments by this writer and
interviews with those who
have studied the whole col
lection at length that the pa
pers provide new insights
into one of the great can·
ceptual revolutions of all
time-the development of rei·
ativity theory.

They include a vivid ac·
count of Einstein's childhood,
as well as material document
ing some at the factors con
tributing to the development
at a genius. There are hun
dreds of letters exchanged
with world leaders in politics,
science, music and philoso
phy, as well as far more

humble citizens. Some let·
ters are humorous and some
poignant

The documents spell out
Einstein's role in scientific
debates at the first half of
this century and his contri~

bution to the founding of Is
rael and they bear witness
to his vehement dissent
against World War I while a
resident in Berlin, as well as
his pacifist efforts in later
years.

Above all, the papers tell
of a child whose inability
or unwillingness-to speak
until the age of 3 led him
to develop an extraardtnary
capacity for nonverbal can·
ceptualization. In the view
of Dr. Gerald Holton. profes·
sor of physics at Harvard
University, who has worked
with the papers for several

Continued on Page 26, Column 1
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Furthermore, the school was run on
very strict lines, in part, to prepare
the youngsters for the military service
that confrooted them. Under German
law, Einstein would have had to submit
to such service - or be declared an
evader-unless he emigrated before the
end of his 16th year.

Hence. his sister said. he obtained a
medical excuse from his doctor and left
for Milan, where his father was em
barked on another iII·fated attemr;:. :..:
establish a solvent electrical plant. After
spending about a year in. ~1ilan. the
young Einstein sought admiSSion to the
Federal Institute of Technology. the
Swiss counterpart of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology-but he failed
the entrance examination.

To prepare for a second attempt at
entrance he went to the cantonal school
in Aarau and found himself in a liberal
teaohing environment that allowed his
capabilities to nourish. It was there, at
the age of 16, that he performed a
"thought ~--perime"'\t" symptomatir.. of
his growing interest in the nature of
light.

In 1864 James Clerk Maxwell in Eng
land bad proposed a series of equations
to explain light waves in terms of
rapidly moving, oscillating magnetic
fields. In his "thought experiment"
Einstein imagined himself to be riding
through space, so to speak. astride a
ligbt wave and looking back at the
wave next to him.

What he should have seen, accord·
ing to the MaxweU fonnulation, was
"a spatially oscillating electromagnetic
field at rest," he wrote later. Yet, he
said, "there seems to be no such thing,
whether on the basis of experience or
according to Maxwell's equations."

Stubborn and prolonged pursuit of
a single problem was lypicaJ of Ein
stein, he noted. himself, and it was 10
years later, at the age of 26, that he
published his explanation of the para·
dox--embedded in the fll"St of his rela-
tivity papers. .

On his second attempt he was admIt·
ted to the "Poly" in Zurich, but bis stud·
ies there were clouded with dismay over
his father's misfortunes. For the third
time. despite advice to the contrary by
the elder Einstein's "sensible but still
young son" (as Maja put it) he had set
up an electric plant, only to have it fail.

Difficulties In Switzerland
"What hits hardest., of course," wrote

the 19-year-old Einstein to his sister,
"is the misfortune of my poor parents,
who for so many years have not en·
joyed one minute of good fort;une.

UFurthennore it hurts me deeply that
I, as a grownup man, must look on
helplessly without being able ~o do the
least thing. In fact I am nothlDg but a
burden for my family.... It would be
a lot better if I were not alive at /til."

After four years at the "Poly" he se·
cured a job at the Patent Office in
Berne as technical specialist and moved
to that city in 1902. A year later he
married Mileva Marie, who bore him
two sons.

It was wh~e at the Patent Office that
Einstein. in bis spare time, generated a
scientific revolution. His papers pub
lisbed in a single year-1905, wben be

Einstein (in front row, sec
ond from the rigbt) at
scbool in Munich, where
the multiplication tables
were taught by raps on the
knuckles. A teacher pre
dicted "nothing good~

would come of the boy.

.,
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enius Displayed a Gif for the Abstract

In a 1924 Jetter, Einstein remloded his
uncle Cisar Koch of small st_ engine
the uncle had given him 30 yean earlier.
"It looked like th\I,W he wrote, and then
drew dla&ranl (abIft).

THE NEW YORK TIMES,M AY, MARCH 27,1972L26

The Einstein Papers: The Childhood of a
Continued From Page 1, CoL 3

years, such use of abstract concepts,
rather than words, persisted into Ein
stein's adult life.

1bIs nCi doubt made it easier for
C:instein to break free from the methods
of t."lought that prevented his con.
temporaries from recognizing the lim
itations of those concepts of space.
time, light, mass and energy that are
rooted in the limited capabilities of di
reel hurnall experience.

Other scientists at the turn of the
centu.ry. such as Hendrik A. Lorentz
and Henri Poincar~ with Toughly the
same data in front of them, according
to Dr. Holton, "simply could not make
the jump, although their own work
prepared the labors of Einstein and
others:'

Why was Einstein able to make the
jump, whereas others could not? The
answer is one of importance to all who
seek to break new ground in science
or to prepare others for doing so.

The controlling factors, as Dr. Holton
has pointed out, include early training,
family influences, personaHty, philo
sophical outlook and placement among
colleagues. Seeking such clues to Ein
stein's development will, it is expected,
keep generations of scholars busy, once
the material has been published.

Unpublisbed Manuscript
Probably the most revealing docu

ment concerning Einstein's early child
hood is an unpublished manuscript by
his sister, Dr. Maja Winteler-Einstein.
It was written in 1924 when, as she put
it, she was the only person alive who
had direct knowledge of bis early years.
Maja had been born two ~ears after
her brother, wben the family bad moved
to Munich.

Why Maja's biography has never been
published is uncertain, but may be re
lated to Einstein's dislike of publicity.
There is a tendency among scientists
to look with scorn 'Un those who pro
mote themselves in the public eye, and
he may therefore have discouraged his
sister from publishing the account dur
ing his lifetime.

Einstein's father, Hermann, operated
a small electrical and engineering plant
while the family lived in Munich. It
was a time when home use of electricity
had begun its meteoric rise. However,
like virtually all of Hermann's enter
prises, this one was doomed to cammer·
cial failure.

Einstein's mother, Pauline Koch by
birth, was an accomplished pianist and,
according to his sister, was responsible
for his taking up the violin.

While young Albert grew up to be
an adult of remarkable gentleness and
sensitivity, as a small boy, his sister
said, he displayed a quick temper,
perhaps inherited (rom his maternal
grandfather, Julius Koch. The Kochs.
like the Einsteins, had long been resi·
dents of the WUrUemberg region of
Germany.

The young Einst~in, as described by With his sister, Maja. In a childhood
his sister. turned yellow in the face quarrel, he threw a bowling ball at
when enraged - except for the tip of her. uIt is doubtless evideot,'P she INIJOk, right, which EiD-
hIs nose, which turned white - and wrote later, "that a heaJthy skull is a 1der bad-.,.layed
he lost control of himself. necessity for the sister of a thinker.w tl-r:".. In his Ufe~

Once d JilTar,-__-.Il..- .:::::::.:.:::..::::..::::..::.:::..::..::..:==;;..__..:!::::;:::..::::E::::-=:...:=~::..;:::...::::::. ...._======:::::!._
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Tomorrow: Einstein and relativity.
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sci~ntific revolution. His papers pub-
lished in a single year-1905, when he
was 2E)-.not only set forth the special
theory of relativity hut laid the founda·
tions of quantum theory as well.

Fame was slow in coming, however.
The correspondence at Princeton tells
of Einstein's efforts to obtain the equiv·
alent of a high school teaching post,
which he thought would give him more
time for his theoretical work. This was
three years after the publication of his
first paper on relativity. He pointed out
modestly that he was "also" qualified
to teach physics. He was turned down.

After he had obtained a post as un·
paid lecturer - according to the aca
demic custom of those times-at the
University of Berne his sister came to
visit him. At that time, she wrote, many
poor, iIl·c1othed-but often very intelli
gent-Russian Jews were studying in
Berne.

However, the Swiss, in their "peace·
ful, clean, well-ordered" city, did not
think much of them. nor, apparently,
of Einstein, whose hair and clothes
were somewhat disheveled. When his
sister inquired after Einstein of a uni
versity attendant, he replied with a
scornful epithet: "What, that ... Rus
sian is your brother!"

play is sufficiently established and can
be reproduced at wilL"

Such laborious searchjng for words
was anticipated in his early use of
speech, as recounted by his sister. After
each spoken sentence-"no matter how
commonplace," she said - the young
Einstein would silently repeat the words
with his lips, a practice that he finally
gave up when he was 7.

This curious habit might have been &
mark of his thoroughness and precision
-characteristics also reflected in his
construction of extraordinary playing
card houses, some of them 14 stories
high.

Furthermore, his proclivity for com·
posing German limericks in later life
showed that he was-at least after
childhood-not seriously handicapped
in the use of words.

The school in Munich where he did
his early studies during the eighteen
nineties was word·oriented. The teach
ing was largely by rate and, according
to his sister, his room teacher reported
that "nothing good" would ever come
of the young Einstein.

He cites a comment by Einstein to
a friend 'Vhen they were discussing the
genesis of his ideas. "These thoughts,"
he said, ·'did not come in any verbal
formulation. I rarely think in words at
all. A thought comes, and I may try to
express it in words afterward."

Elsewhere Einstein put it thus: "The
words or the language, as they are
written or spoken, do not seem to play
any role in my mechanism of thought."
He said that he formulated his ideas in
"physical entities ... certain signs and
more or less clear images which can be
'voluntarily' reproduced and combined."

This, he continued, "seems to be the
essential feature in productive thought
-before there is any connection with
logical construction in words or other
kinds of signs which can be communi·
cated to others."

Would Repeat Words
"The above·mentioned elements are,

in my case, of visual and some of
muscular type," he said. "Conventional
words or other signs have to be sought
for laboriously only in a secondary
stage when the mentioned associative

~·'r--~·~··Ir~"
ter years bad ,layed •

Da1 role III his ur...

This letter is one of the less techni
items in the massive collection of
Einstein papers. Another is one of
two objects that. Einstein said in la
years. played a special inspiratiool
role in his life. This was a geome
book that sent his mind radng off
new directions as a boy.

The book, with his marginal seri",
bles, is in the filing cabinets at Prio
ton, but the other inspirational Obj
-a compass given Einstein by his f
ther when he was 4 or 5-has vanish
The mysterious, atl·pervading ufiel
of magnetic force that controlled
compass needle fascinated the little
boy.

It was a fascination that ultimatel,
led him to challenge contemporary con
cepts of magnetic fields and to develop
an entirely new fonnulation of gravi_
tational fields. Dr. Holton, whose stud
ies of the roots of relativity theo
have been collected for publication by
Harvard University Press this fall, be..
lieves Einstein's habit, from infancy, ot
thinking in concepts rather than words
played a key role.

cult those problems that were "dressed
up" in complex situations and often,
when he reached the final calculation,
he made mistakes.

It was not until his uncle, Jakob Ein
stein, began challenging him with
mathematical puzzles, she said, that
he blossomed. Jakob Einstein, an en
gineer, was adept at mathematics and,
on one occasion, showed the boy the
Pythagorean Theorem-that the sum of
the squares on the two sides of a right
triangle equals the square on the hypot·
enuse.

Einstein then set about proving the
theorem by a method of his own, quite
different from LtJe orthodox proof.

Another uncle, Casar Koch, a grain
merchant, also played a role in stimu·
lating the development of the young
Einstein. On his return from a trip to
Russia, he presented the lad with a
working model of a steam engine. Its
chugging operation made such a deep
impression on the boy that 30 years
later, in writing a nostalgic letter to his
Uncle Casar, he drew a remarkably pre·
cise diagram of the little engine.

...." .....•..-b...... --._,...... --.r-----,,, .,~-~~~_'u ..·..._ ...----_.~v
his nose, which turned white - and wrote later, C4that a healthy skull is a
he lost control of himself.

Once, after he had begun home tutor- necessity for the sister of a thinker."
jng and violin lessons at the age of
5. he became so furious at his teacher
(for reasons that Maja did not explain)
that he threw a chair at her. The
teacher, according to the account, "re·
ceived such a fright that she fled in
terror and never allowed herself to be
seen again."

Hurls Bowling Ball at Sister
In another childhood .quarrel he

threw a heavy bowling ball at his sister
and once, she reported, he tried with
a toy trowel to ""knock a hole in her
head." From this, she added, lIit is
doubtless evident that a healthy skull
is a necessity for the sister of a
thinker."

However, she added, his bot temper
vanished when, at the age at 7, he
started school. He did not thrive in
the regimented educational system of
nineteenth·century Germany. The mut·
tiplication table, his sister reported,
was taught by raps on the knuckles
and this did not inspire young Einstein
to become an arithmetic whiz.

In fact. she said, at this stage there
was no sign of any special ability in
mathematics. He had little facility at
sums, even though he was careful and
persevering. He found particularly diffi·

To Gather Material, It Took Patience and a Ruse

,

Dr. Klein. who it is hoped ",,-11 })&..
come general eai.tor of the pro~ct, has
studied the collection in an effort to
docwnent the debate between !li1stein
and Niels Bohr concerning quantum
theory. This argument, of fundamental
importance in the history of ppysics,
continued for more than a third of ~

century. He has also drawn on the Ein
stein archive in preparing a book on
Paul Ehrenfest, a close friend and scien
tific colleague of Einstein.

However, the bulk of the collected
Einstein material has never been
studied and its publicatioo will open
it to all scholars.

According to the prospectus, Ein!ttein
made it clear that, upon his death, there
should be no funeral, memorial service,
or marked grave, and that his name
should not be improperly exploited. It
has therefore been proposed by those
responsible for the publication project
that his wripngs would be ltle m~st

fitting monument for him.

in a book entitled, "Einstein on ~ace:'

Miss Oukas nas worked with Dr.
Banesh Hoffmann of Queens College, a
former associate of Einstein, on a popu
lar book that draws, to some extent,
on the archives. It is to be published
in August by Viking Press under the
title, "Albert Einstein - Creator and
Rebel."

Excerpts from the Einstein manu·
scripts are published with permlfsion
from the estate of Albert Einstein.
which retains all rights thereto. Ex·
cerpts from the biography by Maja
Winteler·Einstein are published with
the permission of Mrs. Lydie Besso,
who shares in ownership of its copy·
right. The photograph of Einstein in
school. ~J97J World Publishing Com·
pany. is from "Einstein: The Life and

I
Times," by Ronald W. Clark. The
photograph of Einstein and his sister
is from The Bettmann Archive.

ThlN_ York TllMSl....I ac.rw
Dr. Otto Nathan, a close friend of Einstein. is a co-trustee of the papers

lies an old corpse," and immediately
put her at her ease.

She now lives in the white clapboard
house on 1ercer Street in Princeton
where Einstein lived for many years,
sharing it with Einstein's stepdaughter,
Margot

Dr. Nathan, the other trustee of the
collection, knew Einstein slightly dur·
Ing the Berlin days and was on the
Princeton faculty as an economist when
Einstein cam~ there in 1933. Within a
day or so of the arrival, Dr. Nathan
says, he wept to call on Einstein and
offer his help "as a fellow refugee."

Dr. Nathan became one of Einstein's
close friends, sharing passionately in
his pacifist and general political views.
When Einstein died, leaving him as his
sole exee:utort Dr. Na.than say~, he con
sidered It one of hiS most unportant
responsibilities to make the literary
estate accessible through publication as
soon as possi))le. In the years that fol
lowed he undertook a variety of nego-
tiations to that effect.

Furthermore, he and Miss Dukas were
able to acquire a considerable amount
of additional Einstein material, which
was added to the archive. Meanwhile.
Dr. Valentine Bargmann, professor of
mathematical hysics at Princeton, as
sumed the k of editing Einstein's
published scieDtific papers for publica
tion in book form by Princeton Univer
sity Pfess. These wilt form part of the
projected series of volumes.

In his lifetime Einstein published 274
scientific papers and 333 papers of gen
eral conlent; a part of this material has
not been easily accessible to the average
student.

Dr. Nathan himself drew from the
Einstein archives those letters and
other documents relating to the physi
cist's peace efforts and publloshed them

fonner secretary. Miss Dukas, who has
been chiefly responsible for the day·to
day work of collecting, organizing and
cataloguing the papers. They now fill
28 file drawers at the lnstitute for Ad·
vanced Study.

In 1961 Dr. Gerald Holton, professor
of physics at Harvard, obtained an in
itial grant from the Rockefeller Foun~

dation to cover the cost of this cata
loguing, and he provided general super·
vision of the project.

Miss Dukas was taken on as Einstein's
secretary while he lay recovering from
a heart attack in J928. A rather self
effacing young woman then (she still
abhors publicity), she was overcome
with misgivings, she recalls, as she was
brought into the great scientist's bed·
room for an interview. Her misgivings
were partly the result of her ignorance
of physics but, as she tells it now,
Einstein held out a hand, saying "here

Hr. yort n WlIH_ E. SUfll

Helen Oukas, Einstein's secretary, with the physicist's papers in Princeton

However, it is envisioned that "at least
a large selection" win also be translated
and published in English.

The history of the collection, which
includes some of Einstein's student
notebooks, lecture drafts, numerous ar·
ticles (puhlished and unpublished) and
volwninous correspondence, has at
times been dramatic. Its nucleus was
Jeft in Berlin when Einstein paid his
annual visit to the United States in the
tall of J932. During his absence the
Nazis came to power and he never re·
turned.

However. one of his stepdaughters,
lise, and her husband were able to res
cue his Berlin files, and the Fre:1ch
Embassy secretly shipped them to Paris
via diplomatic pouch. From there
they were sent on to Einstein, who at
the time was living at Le Coq-sur·Mcr
in Belgium.

Since Einstein's death it has been his

The plan for publication of Dr. Albert
Einstein's papers. assembled through
years of search, negotiation-and, to
some degree, a diplomatic ruse-rep
resents one of the more ambitious putr
lishing ventures at the century.

If the necessary funds are forthcom·
ing, it is assumed that the series would
run to about 20 volumes. The editorial
work of the project will take at least
five years and cost substantially more
than a half million dollars. According to
Herbert S. Bailey Jr., head of Princeton
University Press, potential donors are
being approached for funds.

The agreement on publication is be
h¥een the trustees of Einstein's literary
estate and Princeton University Press.
with the Institute for Advanced Study
in Princeton serving as host to the
Droject. Einstein was associated with the
t~stitute for many years and the collec
tion is housed there.

The trustees are Dr. Otto Nathan, a
long-time friend of Einstein, and Miss
Helen Dukas, who was the physicist's
secretary from 1928 until his death in
1955. When the trust terminates, upon
death of Miss Dukas and Einstein's step
daughter, Margot, the collection will go
to Hebrew University in lsrael. How·
ever, it is expected that microfilm
copies will be retained in this country.

Dr_ Martin J. Klem, professor of the
history of physics at Yale University,
has been invited to be general editor,
but final arrangements have not yet
been made.

The documents will be published in
the language used by Einstein and those
with whom he corresponded. In many
cases this was German. The reason,
according to the prospectus for the
project. is that "papers of such signif·
icance should be preserv .in print ex·
actly as the author had proptred them."
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Albert EinsteIn in his studio in Berlin in the early 1920's

vast energy stored in the
atom, leading to the atomic
bomb and nuclear power
plants.

The second or "general"
theory of relativity, published
in 1915, applied the princi
ples at the basis at the spe
cial theory to gravity. As
noted in Einstein's essay, it
was in 1907, when he was
writing an account of his
initial discovery, that he real
ized its applicability to grav
ity.

It was this, he recalled,
that constituted '"the happi.
est thought of my life:'
The general view is that

Einstein was primarily moti
vated to attack the problem
that he resolved with his rev
olutionary concept by the
puzzling results of certain
experiments with light con
ducted by others. In particu
lar, there was one carried out
in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1881
by Albert A. Michelson and
E. W. Morley_
Doubted He Knew or Te.t

A 1965 publication of the
American Optical Society,
for example, says Michelson,
"first American scientist to
win the Nobel Prize in Pbys
ics, made the measurements
on which are based Ein
stein's special theory at rela
tivity."

However, in the Einstein
archives there are a Oumber
of docuplents to the contrary.
One of these is a letter from
Einstein to an American his
tory teacher named Daven·
port explaining that, while

Continued on Page 32, Column I

By WALTER SULLIVAN

The Einstein Papers: A Flash of Insight I
Came After Long Reflection on Relativit

This is the second of three articles dealing with
the life and thought of Albert Einstein as revealed in
the collection of his manuscripts, letters amJ. other
popers to be published by Ilis estate.

"At that point," wrote Al
bert Einstein, "there came to
me the happiest thought at
my life." It was a thougbt
that was to revolutionize
concepts or gravity, space
and time. and lead to the so.
called "general" theory at
relativity.

The step-by-step process
whereby Einstein came to
this realization in J907 is
described in a comparatively
simple, non-mathematical es
say written in Einstein's own
meticulous hand about 12
years later. This as yet un
published document is one
at many to be published un
der an arrangement between
the trustees of the Einstein
estate and Princeton Univer
sity Press.

Some Views Incorrect
While scholar. have only

worked through a fraction of
the collection, housed at the
lnstitute tor Advanced Study
in Princeton, it is already evip

dent that prevailing views as
to the immediate origins of
the theoO' of relativity are
incorrect

The collection includes
thousands of letters. scien
tific articles (both published
and unpublished), notebooks
and other material document
ing the development at both
at Einstein's relativity theo
ries and much other tbeoreti·
cal work.

The IlfSt or "special" the
ory of relativity, published in
1905, dealt with light, time
and the relationship between
mass and energy. It thus set
the stage for release of the
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As stated in Einstein's 1919 essay, it
was while preparing an account of his
discovery that he realized that the
same relativity principle could be applied
to situations wbere the reference frames
were accelerating relative to one an~

other. In other words it could be applied
to situations involving gravity as well
as electromagnetism.

This thought developed into the "gen·
eral" theory of relativity, published in
1915, which had deep cosmological ..
well as physical significance. It held
that in a universe permeated with
gravity, space was. in effect, curved
that is. straight lines, on the grand
scale of the universe. become curved.
The theory also held that light and time
were subtly under gravitational control.

The first, dramatic confirmation came
in the 1919 observations of a solar
eclipse. It was shown, as Einstein had
predicted, that a star, visible alongside
the sun during the eclipse, would seem
out of place because its light had been
bent by solar gravity. The theory also
predicted that light waves emitted from
within a strong gravity ·field would
lose energy, becoming "redder" - an
effect that subsequently was observed.

Einstein's theoretical achievements
were not created full-blown. In the cor
respondence, says Dr. Martin J. Klein,
professor of the history of physics at
Yale. "You can see him picking up ideas
and rejecting them." Even, sometimes
on a day-to-day basis, the evolution of
his theories can be followed. Dr. Klein
him elf has sought to trace the historic
debate between Einstein and his con
temporaries concerning quantum theory
-the manner in which atoms absorb
and emit packets of energy.

In the collection are 11 of Einstein's
notebooks-two of them from his stu
dent days at the Federal Institute of
Technology in Zurich - several dozen
unpublished manuscripts. a few travel
diades and several folders of published
articles, some of them in drclft form, as
well as thousands of letters.

The argument is often stated in terms
of two observers, one in a rapidly pass·
ing train and one alongside the track.
Assume that at just the moment
the man in the train is abreast of the
man alongside the track, two bolts of
lightning strike the track. one a mile in
front of the train and the other a mile
behind the train.

If the bolts seem simultaneous to the
man alongside the track, they will not
seem 'so to the train rider, assuming
the train is mOVing fast enough. The
reason the man on the track will give
is that, because of the train's motion,
light waves from the bolt ahead of the
train will reach the train rider before
light waves that are pursuing him from
behind.

Einstein produced a single formu·
lation of electromagnetic phenpmena
applicable to all situations of relative
motion. And in doing so he also re
solved the dilemma represented by the
Michelson-Morely experiment (even jf
he was unaware of the experiment it
self).

His paper, entitled "On the Electro
dynamics of Moving Bodies," was pub
lished in a 1905 issue of Annalen der
Physik [Annals o(Physics]. This formu
lation of his special theory specified
that the speed of light has the same
value when measured in all uniformly
moving systems. regardless of the rela
tjve speed between the systems. It pro
vided. as weU. that the laws of nature
are the same in aII such systems.

But as a result - and it was this
that seemed most incred!ble-his equa
tions stated that other measurable elt
ments - time intervals, distance and
mass-vary when observed from dif
ferent reference frames, depending on
the relative motion.

Thus the speed of light looks the
same to everyone in the universe, re
gardless of their motion with resp~ct to
one another, because their relativ~ mo
tion modifies the calibration of their
clocks and yardsticks to make the hgnt

~ • _ _ _ ~L_

Causality

early in his work. by the Dutcb physi
cist Hendrik A. Lorentz. He had spelled
out the mathematical transformations
needed to relate time and distance,
recorded in a moving frame of refer
ence, to time and distance in a sta
tionary reference frame. Einstein recog
nized, however, that there is no such
thing as a "stationary" frame in an
absolute sense.

That is, ream the point or view of
formulating the laws of physics, any
observer has an equal right to regard
himself as at rest and the others in
motion.

While in our every day human ex
perience we have learned to believe
that time flows equaUy for all, Einstein
saw that this also was not so. For ex·
ample, it would seem that two events
that occur simultaneously in one refer
ence frame should also be simultaneous
if seen from another reference frame
in motion with respect to the first.

In a fundamental sense, however,
Einstein recognized that the concept of
simultaneity does not have the same
meaning to observers in relative motion.

Erkh SIIonloII/MHnum

a reception given by the Reich Chancellor in Berlin in August of 1931. Einstein chatted with Ramsay MacDooald.
British Prime Minister. Max Planck, the physicist, is at left. Others are Hermann R. Dietrich, foreground, who was

an Finance Minister; Julius Curtius, right, t~e German Foreign Minister; Geheimrat Schmitz, a German industrialist.

to the situation in which the condu
is in motion. Another covered the
verse situation, where the rna
moves and the conductor is "motionle ..

What caught Einstein's eye, how
was the fact that the amount at
rent produced was the same in
cases, given the same relative s
between wire and magnet.

"The thought," 'Einstein wrote i
essay, "that one is dealing here
two fundamentally different cases
for me, unbearable. The differen
tween these two cases could be 01
difference in the choice of refe
poinL"

What troubled him most was
thought that perhaps one forrou!
could be applied where two were
used. In this he appears to have
guided in part by Foppl's appr
The latter had drawn attention t
fact that kinematics - the stu
motion - "usually rests on the
that in the relationship of bodi
one another only relative motion
importance."

In part Einstein was also influ

••

phenomena and their relation to light
waves. It was a natural interest for the
young Einstein, for both his father,
Hermann, and his uncle, Jakob Ein·
stein, were in the business of electrical
engineering and manufacture.

From research carried out in the Ein
stein archives Dr. Gerald Holtoo, pro
fessor of physics at Harvard Univer
sity, has concluded that Einstein's for~

mulation of his original relativity
theory was strongly influenced by an
almost forgotten treatise on Maxwell's
theory.

The author of the treatise himself re·
membered today by on!y a few older
physicists, was a Gennan named Au
gust Foppl. His text was entitled "In·
troduction to Maxwell's Theory of
Electricity" and it stated in straight
forward manner the dilemma that
gripped Einstein's imagination.

James Clerk Maxwell, some 35 years
earlier, had laid tbe foundations of
modem electrical theory with a series
of mathematical fonnulations. He postu
lated an "ether" as the medium through
which electrical and magnetic phenom
ena are transmitted.

Under MaxweU's formulation, light
waves are an electromagnetic phenom
enon, as, it was discovered later, are
all the related waves, such as those
of radio and X-ray, which also were
thought to be carried hy the ether.

Einstein saw in the contemporary
interpretation of Maxwell's equations a
discordant note that ran counter to
his view of a basic symmetry and con
sistency in nature. The discordance can·
cerned a phenomenon, discovered by
Michael Faraday, that. is the basis
of the typical dynamo: When a magnet
moves, relative to wire windings or
some other material capable of conduct
big electricity, an electric current is
generated in that material.

In some dynamos It is the wire, in
the form of a rotating armature, that
moves within a stationary magnetic
field. In others it is the magnet that
rotates and the wire is fixed. In Max
well's theory, finnly rooted in the hypo
thetical existence of an ether, the
mathematical treatment of the two
processes was formulated in two quite
different ways.

As noted. in Einstein's hitherto unpub
lished essay, one fonnulation applied

Probably nothing In the scientific
developments of his lifetime so dis·
mayed Albert Einstein as the evi
dence that individual atoms can emit
particles, light waves or other forms
of radiation at unpredictable times, in
unpredictable directions, and with no
discernible, immediate cause.

Such radiation, whose behavior can
be defined only in tenns of probabilities
(or in the average perfonnance of large
numbers of atoms), is basic to that
part of modern physics known as quan
lum mechanics. According to quantum
theory. aloms absorb or emit energy
in bundles rather than in a steady
stream.

Quantum Theory Posed Enigma of Free

Continued From Page I, Col. 2

Michelson's result was "an immortal
contribution to scientific knowledge,"
Einstein doubted .that he had even been
aware of it when he devised his rela
tivity theory.

Michelson and Morley had demon
strated with great precision a paradoxi
cal phenomenon. This was that the
speed of light, when measured by an
observer. is always the same, regardless
of the observer's motion relative to the
light source.

There was extensIve evidence that
light is a wave phenomenon (although
it was later shown that light can also
be regarded as a stream ot particles).
It had therefore been assumed that light
waves must travel through some kind of
medium, just as water waves are propa
gated through water and sound waVC5

travel through air.
This led to the concept of a hypo

thetical medium-the "ether"-fiUing
aU of "space:'

It such a medium exists, it was rea
soned, the earth must be sailing
through the medium while in itS various
motions-the daily spin of the earth,
the earth's flight about the sun, the
sun's motion about the center of the
Milky Way Galaxy and the movement
of the galaxy itself, relative to the
universe.

With the ether constantly flowing
past the earth, light waves traveling in
the direction of this flow would presum
ably be given a boost and travel faster
than light waves traveling in the oppo
site direction. Testing this was difficult,
for the difference in speed would be
slight compared to the total speed of
light.

The velocity of the earth around the
sun is 20 miles a second whereas the
speed of light is 186,284 miles a sec·
and. Thus, if there was an ether wind
blowing past the earth, light should
travel "downwind" at 186,304 mUes a
second and "upwind" at 186,264 miles
a second. Michelson and Morley de
vised an experimeot capable of record
ing the speed to within a fraction of a
mile per second. To their surprise they
could detect no such difference.

What chiefly challenged Einstein.
however, was a related problem arising
from Maxwell's theory of electrical
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foreed me to postulate the (special)
relatiVity principle.

When, in the year 1907, I was work
ing on a summary essay concerning
the special theory of relativity for the
Yearbook for Radioactivity and Elec·
tronics 1 tried to modify Newton's
theory of gravitation in such a way
that it would fit into the ~ory. At
tempts in this direction showed the
possibility of carrying out this enter
prise. but they did not satisfy me be·
cause they had to be supported by
hypotheses without physical hasis. At
that point there came lo me the hap·
piest thought of my life, in the follow
ing fonn:

Just as in the case where an electric
field is produced by electromagnetic
induction, the gravitational field simi
larly has only a relative existence.
Thus, for an observer in free fall from
the roof of a house there exists, during
his fall, no gravitational field-at least
not in his immediate vicinity. If the
observer releases any objects. they
will remain, relative LO him. in a state
of rest. or in a state of uniform mo·
tion, independent of their particular
chemical and physical nature.· The
observer is therefore justified in con
sidering his state as one of "rest."

The extraOrdinarily curious, empiri·
cal law that all bodies in the same
gravitational field fall with the same
acceleration immediately took on,
through this consideration, a deep
physical meaning. For if there is even
one thing which falls differently in a
gravitational field than do the olbers.
the observer. would discern by means
of it that he is in a gravitational field.
and that be is falling in It. But it such a
thing does not exist-as experience has
confirmed with great precision-tbe ob
server lacks any objective ground to
consider himself as falling in a gravita
tional field. Rather, he has the right to
consider his slate as that of rest, and
his surroundini!s (with respect to gravi.
tation) as field-free.

The fact, known from experience,
that acceleration in free fall is inde·
pendent of the material is therefore a
mighty argument that the postulate or
relativity is to be extended to coordi
nate systems that are moving non-uni
fonnly relative to one another.

·In thi.r considertttion on. must naturally
n~glect ttir resisfance.

Excerpt From Essay by Einstein
On 'Happiest Thought' in His Life
Following is an excerpt entitled, "The

Fundamental Idea of General Relativity
in Its Original Form," from an unpub·
lished essay written by Albert Einstein
in longhand about 1919:

In the development of special rela
tivity theory, a thought-not previous
ly mentioned - concerning Faraday's
work on electromagnetic induction
played for me a leading role.

According to Faraday, when a mag
net is in relative motion with respect
to a conducting circuit, an electric cur·
rent is induced. in the latter. It is all
the same whether the magnet moves
or the conductor; only the relative mo·
tion counts, according to the Maxwell
Lorentz theory. However, the theoret·
lcal interpretation or the phenomenon
in these two cases is quite different:

If it is the magnet that moves, there
exists in space a magnetic field that
changes with time and which, accord·
ing to Maxwell, generates closed lines
or electric force-that is, a physically
real electric field; this electric field sets
in motion movable electric masses [that
is. electrons] within the conductor.

However. if the magnet is at rest and
the conducting circuit moves. no elec
tric field is generated; the current arises
in the conductor because the electric
bodies being carried along with the
conductor experience an electromotive
force, as established hypothetically hy
Lorentz, on account of their (mechan·
ical1y enforced) motion relative to the
magnetic field.

The thought that one is dealing here
with two fundamentally different cases
was, for me. unbearable. The difference
between these two cases could not be
a real difference. but rather, in my
conviction, could be only a difference
in the choice of reference point.
Judged from the magnet there certain
ly were no electric fields; judged from
lhe conducting circuit there certainly
was one. The existence of an electric
field was therefore a relative one. de
pending on the slate of motion of the
coordinate system being used, and a
kind of objective reality could be grant·
eel only to the electric and magnetiC
field together. quite apart from the
state of relative motion of the observer
or the coordinate system. The phenom·
enon of the electromagnetic induction

""'--......'are or to Ir mouon wltn respe<'r....,.-u"'n::;p::;u=r;ls"h"ed.-::manuscrjpt~. a few travel
one another, because their relative rna. diarjes and jiieveroill (olde~ or publlshcd
tion modifies the calibration of tll(·ir articles, some of them in draft fonn, as
clocks and yardsticks to make the lignt well as thousands of letters.
measurement always come out the His lecture notes in statistical me.
same. chanics. accord.ing to Dr. Klein. "show

In his original 1905 work, Einstein his unifying grasp" in a way that is
focused his attention on rewriting the lacking in the publfshed papers.
equations of physics so that they would With regard to the genesis of rcla
not change if one moves from one co- tivity theory, Dr. Holton has noted the
ordinate system to another. But his repeated remarks by Einstein that ma
equations spelled out the other effects. jar advances in science owe much to
For example, they showed that as ob- intuition and to "being sympathetically
jects acquire added energy, they also in touch with experience." Or, as Ein
increase in mass.

This was later stated in terms of the stein put it another time, he came to it
famous equation E=Mc:, meaning that hy continuing to ask himself questions
energy released in the conversion of about space and time that only children
matter to energy equals the original ask.
mass multiplied by the speed of light Tomorrow: Einstein the internalionalist
squared-an enormously large amount. and humanitarian.

Excerpts from the Einstein manu
scripts are published with permis·
sian from the estate 0/ Albert Ein·
stein, which retains all rights thereto.

>U
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At Carnegie Institute of Techn , in 1934, he delivered a lecture on that
"special" theory, which deals 1IIth relationship between mass and energy.

On Jan. 11, )922, according to Pro·
fessor Klein's reconstruction of the de
bate from published and unpublished
material. Einstein wrote to his close
mend, Paul Ehrenfest, thai the exper
iment had been perfonned by a Berlin
group and that the efreet predicted
from the wave theory had not been
observed.

If this finding stood up. Ehrenfest
replied to Einstein, the latter would
have discovered "something completely
colossal."

Two days later Ehrenfest wrote sug
gesting an alternate explanation for
lhe result. However, he' prefaced his
comment by saying: "Of course you are
such a devil of a fellow that naturally
you will tum out to be right in the
end."

In his Jetter at reply, Einstein noted
that all of his colleagues were against
him in this argument. He said that he
and Max von Laue had had a "regular
duel" over the matter, arguing the va·
lidity of various aspects of the experi.
ment. Ehreofest continued to ex
press his doubts and finally Einstein
capitulated.

"You were absolutely right," he wrote
to Ehrenfest on Jdn. 30. He had re
worked his calculations and discovered
an error that invalidated his argument.

Two years later Einstein was partic
ularly upset hy a proposal by Bohr and
two others that. in order to preserve
the wave concept of light, it was neces
sary to abandon causality and the class
ical conservation laws of energy and
momentum, except in tenns of statis
tical averages. It was this that pro·
voked Einstein's comment that, if this
were true, he would rather be a shoe·
maker or casino employe.

However, Professor Klein does not
think Einstein ever considered that his
concept of light simply as particles or
quanta was the whole truth. As early
as 1909. Einstein wrote that "the next
phase or rhe development of theoretical
physics will bring us a theory of light
that can b. interpreted as a kind or
fusion of the wave and emission [par
ticle] theories."

Such a fusion ·finally emerged in the
concept of light as quanta moving in
a wave-like manner. But Einstein never
felt the theory was adequate.

In 1937 he wrote to Ernst Cassirer at
the University of Goteberg in Sweden
that he considered the use of probabil.
ities "an incomplete description of the
'truth'."

It is a view still shared by some of
his survivors.

Hendrik A. Lorentz, round the idea
acceptable.

The correspondence reflects Ein
stein's deep affection and admirati
for Lorentz who, in 1911, invited h·
to lecture at the University of Leid
in HoUand, where Lorentz was tea
ing.

While he was looking forward to the
lecture, Einstein replied., his chief reason
for coming was "the discussion wi
you about the radiation problem."

He said Lorentz had been misled., it
he regarded Einstein as an ..orthodox'·
adherent of light quanta. But he said
he was uenormously curious" to be
Lorentz's teactions to some or his neW
ideas on the subject. ·'10 these unfin
isbed things," he added, peopl. under
stand on. another with difficulty unless
talking face to face.

The chier challenge to the concept or
quanta lay in the evidence that light
does behave as thOUgh formed of waves.
For example, when light from a pinhole
source is split and then, by means of
mirrors, is brought together on a screen,
a banded pattern appears on the screen.
This, it was assumed. is because light
"waves" reinforce or interfere with one
another, producing bright and dark
bands.

In 1921 Eioslefn proposed a complex
experiment that he thought would set·
tie the matter. If, he said, the effect
predicted as a consequence or the wave
theory of light was not observed, then
that theory would be disproved.
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Einstein in 1905, year he published
his "special" theory of relativity.

Extract from Einstein's follow·up paper to his first on the "special" theory of
relativity, both published in Annalen der Pbysik, Leipzig, in 1905. Tbe
final equation above was later restated in the famous form E=~lc2.

behave as though it consisted of par
ticles of energy or light "quanta," as
he called them.

Although his relativity theory was
published in the same year, it was still
so controversial in 1922 that, when he
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics
for J921, it was for his paper on
packets of radiation rather than his
revolutionary relativity concept.

In the radiation paper he explained
a recently discovered puzzle. When light
of a certain wave length or color falls
on a metal plate or other suitable sub
stance. electrons are dislodged from the
plate and fly off. However, as one in
creases the intensity (brightness) or the
light, there is no change in the energy
or the ejected electrons as long as the
color, or wave·length of the light re
mains tho same. More of them fly off.
but always with the same energy.

The explanation proposed by Einstein
was that light "waves" are really par
ticles, or quanta, whose energy (related
to their color) is transmitted to the
electrons. But, as noted in his agoniZed
letter to Hedwig Born. the fact that
the time and direction for each electron
emission could not be predicted from
known laws deeply troubled him.

In any case it was 17 years before
the experiments of others provided clear
proof that Einstein's description of
light "waves" as quanta was correct.
He fought a lonely baltle for his thesis.
Even fellow physicists who greatly ad
mired his work, such as Planck and

'-'l<~~"'~-_
bundles rather than in a steady

"lream.
While Einstein was. to a large extent,

the founder of quantum theory, he was
never able to accept that part of it
which allowed for the unpredictability
of such events. For more than a third
of a century he debated this problem
with his contemporaries and, in the
\"iew of some physicists. the problem
remains unresolved.

This debate. which helps illuminale
Einstein's personal philosophy, runs
like a thread through many letters in
the Einstein collection at Princeton,
N.J. While some of these letters have
appeared in collections of his corre
spondence with individual scientists,
the bulk of the material is unpublished.

To Einstein the debate was an emo
Hemal one, (or his philosophy was
strongly rooted in causality. It was
inconceivable to him that the timing of
e\'ents in nature, explainable on the
average, should be determined individ·
ually by whim, While most physicists
now accept quantum theory more or
less fully. there are still those who
share Einstein's doubts.

Among those with whom Einstein
debated this problem was Niels Bohr,
the great Danish physicist. Dr. Martin
J, Klein, professor of the history of
physics at Yale University, hu said:
"The extraordinary personal and intel
lectual qualities of the two men and
the unprecedented difficulty and depth
or the issues they debated make these
discussions unique in the history of
physics."

The late phases of this discussion
have been known to science historians,
Dr. Klein points out, but the early part,
documented in the letters - many of
them to scientists ()ther than Bohr 
remains to a considerable degree un
explored.

In a 1924 letter to Hedwig Born, wife
or the German pbysicist Max Born,
Einstein noted that "Bohr's views on
radiation interest me very much." How
ever, he contihued, "1 shouldn't let my
self be pushed into renouncing strict
causality before it has been derended
altogether dirrerenUy rrom anything
done up to now."

''The idea that an electron ejected
by a tight ray can choose of its own
free will the moment and direction in
which it will fly off, is intolerable to
me," be said. "U it comes to that, I
wouJd rather be a shoemaker or even an
employe in a gambling casino than a
physicisl"

His attempts to explain such phenom
ena, in a direct cause-and-effect manner,
"have failed again and again," h. added.
"But I am far from giving up hope."

The phenomenon to which he referred
In this instance was one that bad led
Einstein himself to help round the theory
whose implications so troubled him.

In 1900 Max Planck in Germany had
been able to describe mathematically
the relationship between the color and
temperature of hot, glowing objects.
Specifically, he had shown the relation
ship between the wave lenglh of "light
waves" and their energy. His fonnula
tion seemed to depend on a peculiar new
assumption that energy could not be
emitted continuously but only in packets
consisting of definite amounts.

Planck himself considered this as
sumption to be only a mathematical
convenience. Then Einstein, in 1905,
argued that radiation itself really did
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.The Einstein Papers: A Man of Many Parts

Al,n w. Rldllrds

Albert Einstein being visited in Princeton by David Ben-<iurion, Israeli Premier, in
1951. Einstein papers tell 01 the scientist's efforts toward the creation of Israel.

This is the last Of three articles dealing with the
life and thought at Albert Einstein as revealed in the
collection of his manuscripts, letters and other popers
to be published by his estate.

By WALTER SULUVAN
On Feb. 27, 1939, six

months before the German
attack on Poland. the great
German physicist Max von
Laue secretly wrote to Albert
Einstein in the United States
that certain German scien·
tists wanted to "cleanse" his
relativity theory of its "Jew·
ish taint"

Adolf Hiller was in his hey
day, and it was a time of in
tense anti-Semitism in Ger
many_ Because Einstein was a
Jew, German physicists who
supported his views were un
able to find employment and
German students were unable
to come to grips with a
theory that had already rev
olutionized physics and would
soon revolutionize warfare.

The efforts within the Nazi
state to misrepresent Ein·
stein's role as father of rela
tivity and thus avoid having
to deny the truth 01 his think·
ing throw into sharp relief
the harshly repressive impact
that totalitarian policies were
having on the German science
01 that day.
Refused Israeli Nomination

'!be von Laue letter is only
one 01 thousands of hitherto
unpublished documeots on
file in the collection of Ein
stein papers at the Institute
lor Advanced Study in Prince
too, N. J., many of tbcm fur·
ther demonstrating Einstein's
long involvement with poli
tics and world events.

For Einstein, in addition ta
his scientific achievements,
was a man of many parts
amateur but serious violinist~

impassioned humanitarian and
internationalist, affectionate
husband. fatber, brother and
friend, kind adviser and

teacher of strangers - and
each part is reflected in his
papers, which are to be pub
lished by the Einstein estate
and Princeton University
Press.

The papers tell of his long
efforts in behalf of the crea
tion of a Jewish national

state and of his sad refusal
when asked by the Israeli
government in 1952 to accept
nomination to the presidency
af that country as successor
to Chaim Weizmann.

In addition to corresnond
ence with a galaxy of lead
ing physicists as well as

friends and family, the col·
lection includes communica
tions with such figures as
Sigmund Freud, Bertrand
Russell, Franklin D. Roose
velt, Albert Schweitzer,
Thomas Mann and George
Bernard Shaw. In the corre
spondence with Freud, Ein
stein discussed the possible
psychological roots of war
and aggression. With many

Continued on Page 20) Column
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The Einstein Papers: Man ofMany Parts Was Long Involved in the Cause ofPeace

d Physicists Help Bar Arms Race

ordinary citizens-an Anny private, for
example, who wondered how the uni·
verse could be limited in size. What
would happen it you poked a finger
through the edge?

In a letter glowing with paternal
humor Einstein responded to a very
young acquaintance who was com
plaining that she had never seen her
Uncle Albert. That he had "a modest
paunch" and an "awkward walk" but
no "crooked legs and warts" and so
was "quite handsome:' Although some
what stooped, Einstein was taUer than
average height.

His years in Princeton were marked
by a number of sadnesses. His wife.
Elsa, died in 1936, her daughter (Ein
stein's stepdaughter) Use having died
in Paris two years earlier. His other
stepdaughter, Margot. has been living in
his Princeton home since 1934. (He pre·
(erred to refer to both girls as his own
daughters.)

Elsa was Einstein's second wife. The
first. Mileva, bore him two sons, Hans
Albert and Eduard, but the marriage
ended in divorce. In 1951 his family
circled dwindled further when his sis
ter. Maja, passed away.

These were years when Einstein. in
addition to his voluminous correspond·
ence, was trying to unify into a single
comprehensive theory the laws gov~rn

ing both gravity and electromagneosm.
It was his deep conviction that such

a unity must exist in nature. but he was
never sure that he had it within his
grasp, and his frustration on this score
shines through his correspondence.

One of the most poignant exchanges
in his role as a philosopher came when
he was 70 and living in Prineeton.

An ordained rabbi had written ex
plaining that he had sought in vain to
comfort his 19-year·old daughter over
the death of her'sister, "a sinless, beau·
titul, 16-year-old child."

"A human being," wrote Einstein in
reply, "is a part of the whnle, called
by us "Universe: a part limited in time
and space. He experiences himself, his
thoughts and feelings as something
separated from the rest - a kind ot
optical delusion at J'lis consciousness.
This delusion is a kind or prison for
us, restricting us to our personal desires
and to affection for a few persons near
est to us. Our task must be to free
ourselves from this prison by widening
our circle of compassion to embrace
all living creatures and the. whole
nature in its beauty. Nobody IS able.
to achieve this completely. but the striv·
ing for such achievement is in itself
a part of the liberation and a founda
tion for inner security.-

. It was in Princeton that Einstein died
_ on April 18, 1955, at the age of 76.
To the end he was adamant against pub.
lie display, asking that he be cremated
without any ceremony. His ashes were
scattered at an undisclosed place.

Aug. 2. 1939. In the letter he drew the
President's attention to some recent
developments in physics related to his
own special theory of relativity. "This

Thus ended the passage that Einstein
finally agreed to delete. He concluded
the essay. however, by saying: "But
why so many words, when I can say
everything in one sentence, and also in
a sentence that suits my being a Jew:
Honor your master. Jesus Christ. not
only with words and hymns, but above
aU through your deeds."

When lhe Nazis took power in Janu·
ary, 1933, Einstein was in the United
Stales on a lecture visit. Before he and
his wife left Germany. he may have bad
a premonition of what was to come. For
he urged his wife to take a good long
look at their home, and observed sadly
that they might never see it again. And
they did not. Indeed, they never agaIn
set foot in their native land.

Einstein had already accepted a posi.
tion with the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, and once settled
there, in his later years, he became fixed
in the role of sage.

Although he fretted at the notoriety.
he carried on a heavy correspondence
covering a wide range of subjects, sci·
entific, personal and political. He al
ways preferred to communicate in Ger
man, but he spoke and wrote English
fluently.

While he exchanged views with the
great and the powerful. he otten an·
swered with special care letters from

Till NIW York Times

playing the violin on ship that carried him to california in 1931. An
Ushed musiciaD, be had started taking violin I.ssons at age ot 5,

urders do not disappear? In that
it seems to me as follows:

en I Jook into the home of a
nonnal citizen I see a softly
room. In one comer stands a

red·for shrine, of which the man
house is very proud and to which

ntion of every visitor is drawn
loud voice. On it, in large letters,
rd 'patriotism' is inscribed.
ever, opening this shrine is

lIy forbidden. Yes, even the man
house knows hardly. or not at

at his shrine holds the moral
ites of animal hatred and mass
r that. in case of war, he obedi
takes out for his service.
is shrine, dear reader, you will
nd in my room, and I would re·
if you came to the viewpoint that
t comer or your room a piano or
II bookcase would be more ap·

'ate than such a piece at furniture
you only find tolerable because,
your youth. you have become

to iL"
is beyond me lo keep secret my
tiona I orientation, lo keep any
secret," Einstein continued. He

that the state, to which he belonged
as citizen. "does not play the least.
role in my spiritual life; I regard aile·
giaace to a government as a business
rna", somewhat like the relationship
with. life insurance company."

He said he would never forget "what
an open halred" his classmates in
grade school had had for the students
of a neighboring schoo't. umerous
fights took place, with many a battered
head resulting.

"Who can doubt that blood revenge
and dueling spring from this feeling?
I even think that the honor which we
so carefully nurture receives its chier
nourishment thence.

"The better philosophers of all ages
were unjted in the belief that war is
the bitterest enemy of human develop...
ment, that everything must be done
to prevent iL I am also convinced
that, despite the unspeakably sad situa·
tion at present, there will be formed,
in the not-so-distant future. a Euro·
pean governmental organization to
prevent European wars, just as the
German Reich now bars a war Between
lliavaria and WUrttemberg."

It was, however, the next passage that
Einstein was asked to delete, for it de
graded the concept of patriotism that
was the chief prop for the morale 01 the
German troops who were bogged down
in trenches along the various fronts.
Einstein wrote:

"One may ask oneself why is it that
in peacetime, when the social system
suppresses almost all expressions of
virile pugnaciousness. the attributes
and drives that dwing wars generate

Einstein Ur
In Dttember, 1944, in the midst

World War n and only seven months
before the first atomic explosiop. Albert
Einstein proposed that the world's lead
in hysicists-inclu in t

Einstein was at liberty to use the in
formation in the letter, von Laue said,
"only my name shou14 not be men
tioned lest it happen to me, as in
Mozart's 'Abduction from the Seraglio':
'Erst gekopft uDd dann gehangen
'Aufgespiesst auf glUh'nde Stangen...•..

Roughly translated, the lines say:
"First beheaded and then hanged,

"Spitted on a fiery stake ..."
Von Laue ended his letter with a

warm reaffirmation of his good wishes
for Einstein's 60th birthday.

While Einstein is well known for his
internationalism and pacifism in later
life, he was no less opposed to national·
ism and wars of aggression as a young
er man. He spoke out with particular
bitterness while living in Berlin dUring
World War 1. The episode is another of
those, previously unknown, that has
come to light through the collection of
the papers at Princeton.

At the height of the war Einstein
was asked by the Goethe Society ot
Berlin to write an essay, apparently for
its publication. The resulting exchange
brought Einstein, the internationalist,
face to face with German nationalism,
and finally forced him to make deletions
from his owfl ar.-ticle.

The request from the Goethe Society
had been sent on Ocl 23. 1915, and
Einstein replied: "Of course. I will not
be surprised. or even indjgnant, if you
do not make use of my remarks. How.
ever, in that case, I ask you to send
the essay back to me."

"I ask you in particular," he con
tinued, "not to be angry at my words;
I assure you that what I say is my
conviction."

What he submitted did, indeed, dis
may the Goethe Society, for Einstein
equated patriotism with the worst of
aggressive animaJ instincts. After some
correspondence he agreed to delete one
passage and wrote, on Nov. 16, "[ have
tried to meet your wishes without being
in any way dishonest and without
having to say anything direct about
patriotism.1f

However, he said in conclusion,
"should you, with Ihe more sensitive
feeling that you have from your can·
tact with the lecal populace. still find
the altered contents offensive, please
let me know."

The essay that so upset the members
of the Goethe Society began with an
assessment of the aggressive instinct:

"The psychological roots of war, in
my view, lie in a biologically based,
aggressive peculiarity of the human
being. We 'masters of creation' are not
the only ones who may claim the glory
of this gift; we are surpassed in this
respect by many animals, such as the
bull or rooster."

"Whene\'er human beings confront
one another, this aggressh e tendency
becomes manifest," he said. "In a
tightly constricted society it comes out
in quarrels and even murder."

Continued From Page I. Col. 4

or the others he agitated for peace.
The letter from von Laue, who was
Einstein's closest friend among Gennan
physicists. was hand-carried to Eng·
land and mailed there. It reponed that
a physicist named W. Lenz had sub·
mitted an article to the journal "Natur·
wissenchaften" (Natural Science) say
ing that Einstein was not the only one
responsible for the "special" relativity
theory.

This was Einstein's first relativity
theory, which, among other things, es
tablished tho r.lationship between mass
and energy. Ironical1y. it was this theory
that lay behind the development ot the
atomic bomb, which Gennany ulti
mately decided not to build-reportedly
because the Gennan physicists believed
it could not be done in time to figure
in the war.

Lenz contended in his article that the
French mathematician Henri Poincar~
was an "accomplice" in the development
of the theory. Von Laue said that in a
Jetter accompanying the copy of the
article Lenz had told him his purpose
Wa.3 to counter the view that the theory
was only a product of the Jewish spirit.

Thus, said von Laue with evident
disgust, his colleague hoped "-how
shall 1 put it?-to make it presentable
in the Third Reich."

The most unfonunate part or the
whole sorry business, von Laue added,
was that Lenz hoped thereby to win
"better treatment" for theoretical phys
iC! from the Nazi Party. Lenz had al
ready made a deal with an official of
Hamburg University that after the a?
pearance of his article a course in rtla·
tivity theory would be-as von Laue
caustically put it-"graciously permit·
ted~"

In particular. von Laue said, Lenz
hoped that his strategy would enable
Werner Heisenberg to obtain a faculty
post in Munich. Seven years earlier
Heisenberg had won a Nobel Prize in
physics, but now he was being de·
nounced as a "white Jew" because ot
his support for relativity.

Von Laue said that in a letter to Lenz
he had quoted passages from Poincar~

written several years after Einstein
published his paper on special relativity.
These, he said, showed that white
Poincar~ knew the mathematics of the
theory and had even contributed to it,
he had never gone on to take "the
really decisive step."

Von Laue said that his effort to have
the paper withdrawn had failed and so
he was writing something he hoped the
journal would run as a postscript to the
Lenz article. But it it was not published
he urged Einstein to see that a rebuttal
was submitted to the British journal
"Nature," which. he asserted. some·
times spoke out "in delightfully vigor
ous tones."
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own special theory of relativity. "This
new phenomenon would also lead to
the construction of bombs:' he said. He
pointed to the alarming news that Ger-
many had suspended exports of urani-
um from the mines in Czechoslovakia.

In reply, the President wrote: "I found
this data o( such import that 1 have con
vened a board consisting of the head of
the Bureau of Standards and a chosen
representative of the Army and Navy to
thoroughly investigate the possibilities
of your suggestion .. :'

1t was not until the eve of the Japa
nese attack on Pearl Harbor that a
decision was made for an all·out effort
to develop an atomic bomb. Many phy
sicists who were associated with the de
,·elopment of the bomb became con
cerned that they would have no influ·
eoce on how it was used.

A few months before the Hiroshima
blast Einstein wrote Mr. Roosevelt to
introduce Leo Szilard, who was seeking
a hearing for the scientists at the high~

est level of government.- Roosevelt died
before taking any action on the letter.
It was relerred to Harry 5. Truman but
apparently had little effect on what fol
lowed.

Still, Einstein never gave up. He de
voted much of his time afler the war
to an effort to achieve a ban on the
use of nuclear weapons. And he never
tost his sense of horror, his friends re
call. at the prospect that the fruits 01
his theoretical work should again be
used for mass destruction of human life.

influence be mobilized to prevent it.
Among those that he mentioned were
.P.eter Kapitza and A. F. Joffe, both in
the Soviet Union.

1t is not clear, (rom the letter,
whether Einstein meant that this should
be done before the war ended, but
in any case the idea of bringing the
Russians into the effort would hardly
have been welcome in Washington at
that time, and Einstein in any case was
persuaded by Bohr to remain silent.

Einstein had played a role in setting
the bomb project in motion with his
famous letter to President Roosevelt of

The tettmlM Atdll".

tein with J. Robert Oppenheimer, director of the Institute of Advanced
5 in Princeton. Dr. Oppenheimer led team that developed atomic bomb.

B_ telling of visits by the physicist,
OdD Stem, a consultant to the bomb
ptDject.

-A little while ago," Einstein wrote,
"stem came to see me, greatly alarmed,
am said in effect that when the war
is over there will be in all countries the

uit of secret annaments with tech
gical means that will inevitably1_ to preventive war ..."
e politicians, Einstein said, seemed

ware of the catastrophic implica
. os of such an arms race. He therefore

posed that scientists with political

before the first atomic esplos on, A
Einstein proposed that the world's lead·
iog physicists-including tv;o Russians
-be mobilized to prevent a postwar
weapons race.

He did so in a letter to his old friend,
Niels Bohr, the Danish physicist who
had himself been seeking to persuade
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and
President Franklin D. Roosevelt that a
nuclear weapons race between the
United States and Soviet Union would
be disastrous.

It was Bohr, in the winter of 1938·39.
who brought to the United States news
that the uranium atom had been split
in a German laboratory. This fission
had released vast amounts of energy
considering the tiny scale of the reac
tion-as predicted by Einstein's rela
tivity theory of 33 years earlier.

Now Bohr was back in this country,
haVing escaped from German-occupied
Denmark in a small boat, and as soon
as he received Einstein's letter he
hastened to call on him in Princeton.

Bohr had been much closer than
Einstein to the atomic bomb project
then under way and possibly briefed him
on some of the behind-the·scenes ac
tivities - including, presumably, those
relating to the post-war situation. He
persuaded Einstein to maintain secrecy
and not make any moves on his own.

This little-known episode has come
to light through study of documents in
the Einstein collection at Princeton. One
of them is a letter from Einstein to
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Some of Einstein's Reflections, Aphorisms and Observations

I
l-

I

Einstein Joved little verses. On the first page of his guest book
at Caputh, his country home near Berlin, he drew a German
traffic sign forbidding inscriptions in prose.
w He began v.:ith a verse of his own titled "Ordinance" and signed
• In the name of the Caputh Estate Management," In tranSlation,
It went:

Men, women and little children
Enter yourself in this little book
But not with clumsy words
The way people mumble everywhere,
Only with verses polite and tender
As in the august poet's manner.
Don't worry; simply exertyourself
And you'll certainly be on the right track!

The physicist. Max von Laue. whose inscription is partially
shown above, followed with a verse about. being fhe first visitor
to obey the ordinance. But Rabindranath Tagore, the Bengali
poet, shown below with Einstein. restricted himself to signing
his name in Bengali.

The last entry in the book was again by von Laue, on Nov. 29,
1932, a rew days before Einstein left Germany never to return.

(From a letter dated April 16. 1954,
to S. Flesch of Vienna):

I do not visualize God at all [in a
personal manner] but let it suffice (or
me to admire the structure of the uni·
verse as far as it is revealed at all to
our weak: powers of recognition.

•
(From a letter daU!d Feb. 12. 1945, to

a United States Army private who had
asked how the universe could be of
finite dimension):

Truth in physical matters can, of
course, never be founded on mathe
matical and logical considerations alone.
This is, of course, also true concerning
the question: Is physical space (more
accurately, the space-like section of the
four-dimensional space·tim~ continuum)
finite or not? The answer is still doubt·
ful but there are good arguments in fa·
vor of a finite space. However, the
answer can be given only on the basis
of empirical facts (value of the mean
density of stellar matter in space). You
are asking further whether it is possible
to give a perceptual interpretation

.(imagination) of a finite space. This can
be easily done but I have not time to
give it in a letter. The method is to
work out the three-dimensional anal·
ogon of the two·dimensional geometry
which holds on the surface of a sphere
01 Hnite radius.

•
(From a letter dated Sept. 30. 1920,

to an 8-year·old acquaintance):
I hear you are unhappy because you

did not get to see Uncle Einstein. There·
lore. I will tell you what he looks like:
Pale face, long hair, and a modest paunch.
In addition, an awkward walk, and a

cipr between jaws-when he has one
-end a pen in pocket or in hand. How
eftr, crooked legs and warts he does not
have, nad so he is quite handsome, also
no hair on the hands, as many ugly
men have. So it is a pity, after all, that
you did not see me.

•
(In response to a request for a state·

I'IIent submitted by a Berlin society for
aid to the Jewish elderly, late 1926, or
early 1927):

Through the lot of the elderly. one
can recognize the state of cultural de·
velapment of the young.

•
(From a letter doted March 30, 1950.

to an elderly cousin in which Einstein
discusses, among other things, his ef
torts to merge his two relativity theo
ries, dealing with gravity and electro
Jllagnetism, into a unified field theory):

It has been my fate that, for reasons
unknown, my achievements have been
immensely overrated. People need a
couple of romantic idols to serve as
spots of light in the colorless panorama
of their mortal lives. They have made
me into such a spot of light. but for me
their choice of the particular person is
inexplicable and irrelevant.

As a result of this, so many are ex·
erting pressure on me that 1 must live
like a prisoner who cannot move at lib-
erty lest he make the dust whirl, leading
to unpredictable complications. More
over, 1 have acquired a guBty con
science, since 1 cannot read nor answer
the countless manuscripts and queries
that are pelting me incessantly-an in
SUfficiency that only grows as the years
go by.

As my endeavors go, they are nol so

very bright, as you may imagine. But
just don't believe everything irrespon
sible newspaper scribes say. After years
and years of incessant effort I per
fected the theory of relativity. but be
cause ot the enonnous mathematical
difficulties am unable myself to judge
whether the completion of the theory
hit the mark correctly.

The present generation of my col~

leagues think not, so that I stand more
or less alone in my basic concepts, with~
out being sure whether I have come
upon the right track or not. Neverthe·
less my arguments are good....

Enjoy your days in tranquillity and
don't be deluded by the outward appear
ances of things. Rejoice that only a few
people concern themselves with you, and
believe me, it has many advantages. Bet~
ter to be an appreciative spectator than
a flood·lit actor.

•
(From Einstein's last letter to his old

friend, Max von Laue, dated Feb. 3,
1955, declining an invitation from sci
enti/ic societies in West Berlin and East
Germany to a joint celebration of the
50th anniversary of his first papers on
relativity and quantum theory):

Above all, I am glad that in this un
usual case I have been the cause
of brotherly cooperation and not at
controversies.

Age and illness make it impossible
for me to take any part in such
celebrations, and I must also confess

Excerpts from the Einstein manu
scripts are published with permission
from the estate of Albert Einstein,
which retains all rights thereto.

that this ordinance of providence has
something liberating for me. Because
everything connected somehow with the
cult of the person has always been
embarrassing to me. The more so in
this case because here a development
of thought is concerned in which many
took an essential part, a development
which is far from being completed. 50
I decided not to take part in any way
in these commemorative celebrations.
several of which are planned at various
places.

1f I have learned one thing in ponder~

ing throughout a long life it is this, that
we are much further from a deeper in·
sight into the elementary processes than
most of our contemporaries believe
(but you are not included). so that
noisy celebrations are definitely not
very appropriate to the actual state 01
affairs.

•
(From a 1930 letler to Pro'. Oswald

Veblen granting Princeton University
permission to inscribe on a mantlepiece
his well-known saying. "God is subtle,
but He is not malicious"):

Nature hides her secrets through her
intrinsic grandeur, but not through de·
ception.

•
(From a letter dated March 21, 1955.

less than a month before his death, to
the Besso family on the death 0' his
lifelong friend, Michelangelo Besso):

With the departure from this strange
world, he now has gone a little ahead
of me. This is of no significance. For
us believing physicists, the separation
between past, present and future ha5
only the meaning of an illusion, albeit
a tenacious one.

•

)
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Mr. Sullivan has talked with Mr. Holton - will be

going to Harvard Thursday night to see what the Times

might be able to print. Wants to talk with you. Will

phone 4:30 today.
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January II, 1972

Dear Mr. Sullivan:

I write to repeat my invitation for y~u t stay
at the Institute'a gueat apart nt at 44 Einstein Drive.
The door will be pen, there will be a key inaide--
also aome provisions for you to make y urself breakfast
if necessary on Sunday morning.

I learned from J hn Babe II that tbe astro
physiciat ' jamboree will be going on re or less all
day over at the Cniversity and that there will be an
informal supper at Jerry Ostriker's in the evening to
hich you will be invited.

1 would be glad to see y u any t~ during
the day, for lunch if you are fr e or in the vening
fter the Ostrikers' supper. Either John Bahcsll or

I will be glad to provide eny n cesaary trans rtati n
if it turns ut you do not drive.

Why don't you just let me know what y ur thought
is when y u get in. You can reach me either at ho at
921-7154 or t the office, 924-4469.

I look forward to seeing y u Satur ay.

Sincerely,

Carl Kaysen

Mr. Walter Sulliv n
The Rew York Timea
229 West 43rd Street
ew Yo ,New York 10036

--------
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Princeton ni\'ersity Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 0854°
/

'Pruidenl. HAROLD W. MCGRAW, JR. TrllSlees, EDWARD T. CONE, W. FRANK CRAVEN,

ROBi';RT F. GOIlEEN, ROBERT C. CC:-"NINCI RAY"-IOND C. HARWOOD, AARON LEMONICK1

RiCHARD A. LESTER, RICARDO A. MESTkES, ALBERT REES, NORVELL 8. SAMUELS, CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR.,

ALBRIDCE C. SMITH Ill, RICHARD H. ULLMAN

~.arcb ,1972

Professor ~.artin J. Klein
History of Ecience and ~dicinp

Yale University
ew Haven, Connecticut 06520

Dear t'.artin:

I ju.st wanted to let you knOll that I bad a good talk with Walter
Sullivan the other da • and he i goin ahead with hia three articles.
He assured at he would e careful not to embarrass you y Ilny
premature statements bout your relation to the Einatein project,
though indeed it would be nice if he could say that you are definitely
going to be in Princeton next car worldn on the papers. I am sure
he will clear any statement of that kind with you. In that regard, I
a aure that both tbe University and the Inatitute would like to know
--as indeed I would too-......hat your plans ar" 8S soon as they are definite.
Of course w ar all hoping that you can com for tho entire ycnr, but we
realize th t that may b au impossibility.

I phoned Admiral Strauss in Florida last w ek, and he seems to be
still wor ing, but no definite results yet. It is all very frustrating,
but there doesn I t seem to be anything that I can do to push the project
along until the Admiral bas explored his prospects.

With very best wishes,

Sincerel ,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

Silent copy
____~~ Dr. Carl Kaysen

•
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

./
'Pr~s;de"l. RAYMOI'D C. HARWOOD Trmtees. W. FRANK CRAVEN, ROBERT F. GOHEEN,

ROBERT C. Cl:N~INC, DONALD R. HAMILTON, AARON LEMONICK, RICHARD A. LESTER. A. WALTON LITZ,

HAROLD W. ~IC CIlAW, IR., RICARDO A. MESTRES, ALBERT REES, NORVELL B. SAMUELS,

CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ALBRIDCE C. SMITH JII, RICHARD H. ULLMAN

December 20, 1971

Dr. Carl Kaysen
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Carl:

This is to acknowledge and thank you for your letter of
December 13 and the enclosed carbon copy inviting Hartin
Klein to come to the Institute next year. Meanwhile the
Princeton Physics Department has approved the plan to invite
Martin to come for a term as visiting professor on the same
terms, namely that when the Einstein Papers project is funded,
the department (like the Institute) will be reimbursed from
the project's funds.

I just talked with Martin on the telephone, and he feels
quite sure that he will be able to be here for at least a
term, and perhaps for the whole year. I certainly hope so,
since it would be wonderful to get the project under way.
Many thanks for taking the initiative in all this.

Wi th bes t wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
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iHE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, Princeton, New Jersey
Office of the Director

December 13, 1971

Dear Herb:

Attached is a foraal invitation which I
have just sent off t Martin Klein. The a unt
shown 1s rooghly half his current salary bot is
subject to dj t nt if he gets a substantial
rise.

As
is funded, the
fr the funds

agreed, 1£ the Xi tein paper project
Press will rei rse the I titute
of t proj ct.

1 am .-cst pleased that e can begin n
this valuable ent rprise.

Cord1l11 y,

Carl Kay en

~. Berbert Bsiley
Princeton University Press
41 William Street
Princeton, ewer ey 0854
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_I8%' 9, 1971

randUIII for t

I spoke th Barb Bailey, Tom Kuhn,
and Marsh 11 Cl gett about inYit1 Martin Klein for
a te next ye r. The purpose would be to let him
get started his r. I told Bailey I would do
it on lIlY .mey if, th ti c ,he till had
DOne; ho ver, if be _re to set money, I Id 11 e
to be paid back.

11 gr d this .s a id. Cl sett
uld ba happy to join .. in iti to SIIS to inYit

hi1R s« member Vith t underst din that it w s
on the Director's" dset, not the chool's.

C.I:.
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y 14, 1971

to Carl Pope

en the ocial ci ea ve into the n building
and th Hath tici-. t a over tha top floor. I v t to
aave R #413 for Mias a d th Einatain a ra. In
thia cODllactio I want to look into two thi a. a firat
ill to et nou h firaproof locked filing cabineta or th

ole collection Miall Dukaa baa. The aecond ill t a utility
of l' 'ilIaci the reliant oor with a lit el clad doo for

tra aecurity J fira protection. Pl...e let eat te
of the coat involved for both the filing cabin ta and a
more aecure door.

Thl can be one at your convenience. Miaa
IIl&t rial will probably not b ed b fore Sept ar.

C r1 lay n
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

'Preside,,!, RAY~10~'D C. H ..... RWOOD Trwtus. W. FRANK CRAVEN, ROBERT F. GOHEEN,

ROBERT C. CUNNINC, DONALD R. HAMILTON, AAROS LEMONICK, RICHAJU) A. LESTER, A. WALTON LITZ,

HAROLD W. ~1C CRAW, JR., RICARDO A. MESTRES, ALBERT REES, NORVELL 8. SAMUELS,

CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ALBRIDeE C. S~lITH III, RICHARD H. ULLMAN

19 March 1971

Dr. Carl Kaysen
Director, Institute for

Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
08540

Dear Dr. Kaysen:

With considerable assistance from Mrs. Bortell, we have fixed
the date for the Einstein meeting as Saturday, 3 April 1971, 10:30
a.m. at the offices of the Press. The meeting will adjourn for
luncheon at Prospect and will resume back at the Press.

I speak for the Estate of Albert Einstein and the Press when I
express the hope that you will be able to attend at least part of
the meeting. In any event, we do, of course, plan to keep you fully
informed of progress.

Yours sincerely,

jJ./~
John W. Hannon
Science Editor

Ik
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

Department of History and Philosophy of Science

April 13 1971

Dr. Carl Kaysen
The Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton
New Jersey 18540
U. S. A.

Dear Dr. Kaysen,

Permit me to express my gratitude for the kindness with
which you received me and for the interest which you showed in
the various projects of the Hebrew University. I hope very much
that now the Einstein publication will proceed smoothly and that
we shall all be able to assist in it in some form or other.

On a personal level, allow me to urge you to do whatever
is in your power to persuade Martin Klein to accept the task of
editor in chief. We could not do better.

Enclosed are copies of my letters to Dr. Nathan and Mr.
Bailey. I shall keep you informed on progress of the Hebrew
University Institute of Advanced Studies. At the meeting of the
Board of Governors which took place at the end of March a sub
stantial sum was allocated for planning the Institute - so it is
indeed serious - and both Oscar van Leer and Isaiah Berlin whom
I saw after our lunch in Princeton showed great interest in the
project.

Finally, as I promised you, I am sending you some des
criptive material on the Van Leer Jerusalem Foundation (Draft of
a pamphlet and list of materials ready for publication) and some
articles of mine by way of introducing myself also as an historian
of science.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours

y,,-\. ...Jc. tJ1.\>.c,,~

Yehuda Elkana
Chairman

Dept. of History and
Philosophy of Science
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prll 12, 1971

Dr. ~!)

Tru tee,
s t f rt stein,

24 Flfth venue,
N vr York • Y. 100 1

De I' Dr. ath

It 'if a ell 'if rth at yin round till th 3rd of pril to be able to
particip te in the m?v1ng experience of th Em tein Publ tions getting
under wa •

I felt full Fympa ,) ",i h y u duri i your 0 ning 6 ech on wu
both moved and xcit d by the s ibiliti s. I als think that if we indeed
suc eed(with Dr. "aysen's help I) to persu d arUn ein to become
editor' chief, that w J dve done v ry 'ell ind ed. Th", moment we
h ve an editor in chief, all the 0 er open questio and problema ill
100' small in comparison.

On my I' turn hom" I reported the reside t nd th fte I'

f th University and you ill I' ceive official letter fr m them. ean
" ile I w nt to e%preslI 0 me er onal opinions on th to iCE c ncerned
and I' port to you on my activiti s.

1. U16t in n PQJ:II'A. • , 110.......1 __"-... _.14.1.__"" ... ,.. _

ebrew translatorll. 110 t t 11 those as ge hich W re ori lns11v in
German "ill b translat d directly into Hebrew. I am discussing th mat
t I' no" "ith onc of t pre es connected ith h Hebre U er It •

Y I a180 remind y u til t you were kind enough to ff I' to lIend me t
origlnsl German pasllages which your diUon f the book ppear d in
English tr nslaUon. I sh 11 soon end you a formal request for permission
to translate.

2. Editorial Board: On my return home I learned t at Mr. Harm n
had ent you a c bI uigellting m;r name for the Bard. Though I am
tre tly pIe e and onor d by tht , I should like to malt it very clear
that I per onally find it inconceiv bl that Prof s l' a Rosen - the

o1y I raeli scientist to 'le ked and publi hed ther with !nstein-
should not b n the Do rd.
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In C lie you I." ch th conclu i a t
to many I ell. 1'\ the al."d. 1 thl t
pl."8fe I." • I my elf 1 k p p 1 11' t 1. )1 I
e cl J" oCord' tor of UI H brew Unlvel." tty a pefully. a.
on L f ae ~ho ill elp. t ein in hi dlfIlcult t ak. und I."

hat v I." titI it Ybe.

roblem
him

I." II co 10-

nd • Uey I."8cel e an
ity for j lot ubl1cati a d fun

ay Int rf 1."8 Ith the I." 8 at
atate. Our pe nd ah 1. that

uld a pear on the p bUe t1on.
tat • a. yo:>u yourself h d liugiuted

t it did t m terta ) d In
w Unlve ity i e fi epa ltor
If would e me u at dally
1atl nibly e.!tine

3.
fflel

r slo. • if greed to.
a re ment between e

me of th ebr W oiv
jolot! wlth at of prloeet.?D
in th ast (a1 - it sour
accord nc wi Ct t ('t th H..b
t the t in Paper. Tn wor it

ch .ppr If rt of t a ditln. t e tl."
could b d n io hi cut

t. I I." mi d) u. I 11 t.1k up t
with r. 0 car van Leer whom I 11 e in id-

et I." h c::Iuld b h lptul lo raislo fund on b
t of the oterpriae.

ih rm reg rd •

y ur

r. Yh 1k

C irma

Dept. of Hi tory and hibli by
f "cienca

cc
• A. an

Dr. • K ,sen
•• Duka
r. H. • Balley
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pril 12, 1971

Mr. Herbert. ailey J r. ,
Director,
Princeton University Press
Princeton. • J. 08540

Der . Bail y,

s a follo~-up to our several enjoyable discussionE. allow me to
summarize the things which we discussed, especially in view of the fact
t.ltat y'>u h~d.nOt realized until our la t short and hurried meeting th t I
w s an off1c1al representative of the Hebrew univ rEity, fully empower d
tv di cu with you not "nly matters in principle but alao f1::ul.ncial details.

I~ is the hope and wish of the Hebrew UniverliHy to become a full
part e.c 1.1 publication and in fund raising lor t11€ tein Papers and you
will ~ ceiv as soon spas ible a letter to at effect from Mr. • Harman,
Pre ldent t the ll_brew University, Jerusalem.

Let me emph size that on no acc?unt do we wish to distJrb or to
upset the delicately balanced agreement which was fi lly reacned by the
Est te dnd the Press, and only wish that the nQlIle of the Hebrew University
hould appear jointly .vita the Pres and he E:state. Not onl do T

re peet your rCCldluc.. to ao u ll1J. on yvur own ..ng ,ne UllUll ., p ..hIUl<:~~~m

which you have been dealing With this project, but also we fully re.uize how
negligent we were i this matter.

In additbn to the purely financial participation. I wish to re-emph size
that we in Israel have facilities and personnel vailable whic might make
the enterprise simpler and II'S expensive. By this I mean translators and
scholar, both in th sciences and the humanities, originating from Germany

ho not only know the language but also know tne period and the ersonalities
concerned and thus can be of enormou help. If the Editor in Chief should
wish it, we can also offer the editorial help of several Israeli such dS

Profe sor % Jammer, Dr. Joan Bromberg - who iii. joining the Dep rtment
of 'story nd Philosophy of Science of the Hebrew University - dr. Ze'ev
Bechler (just completing his PhD. in the History of Science and who h E

done work on the theory of relativity) and myself.
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HERBERT . BAILEY, JR.
DI RECfOR. AND EDITOR.
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Harch 30, 1971

Editorial Advisory Board

for The Hritings of Albert Einstein

Valentine Bargmann, Professor of Mathematical
Physics, Princeton University

Freeman J. Dyson, Professor, School of Natural
Sciences, Institute for Advanced Study

Marshall Clagett, Professor, School of Historical
Studies, Institute for Advanced Study

Charles C. Gillispie, Shelby Cullom Davis Professor
of European History and Professor in the Program
in History and Philosophy of Science, Princeton
University

Gerald Holton, Professor of Physics, Harvard University
-;rv$T

Martin J. Klein, Professor of the History of Science
and ~ledicine, Yale University

Thomas S. Kuhn, M. Taylor Pyne Professor of the
History of Science, Princeton University

Marston ~rorse, Professor Emeritus, School of
Hathematics, Institute for Advanced Study

Shmuel Sambursky, Professor of the llistory and
Philosophy of Science, The Hebrew University
of Jerusalem

Scr A~ il

John A. Hheeler, Joseph Henry Professor of Physics,
Princeton University

For the Estate of Albert Einstein

Dr. Otto !lathan, Trustee
Miss Helen Dukas, Trus tee

For Princeton University Press

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., Director
Mr. John H. Hannon, Science Editor and Secretary to the

Editorial Advisory Board

For the Institute for Advanced Study

Dr. Carl Kaysen, Director

Guest

Professor Yehuda Elkana, Chairman, Department of
History and Philosophy of Science, The Hebrew
University of Jerusalem
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The follOl,ing budget represents our best estimate of five-year costs,

on the basis of experience with other large projects such as the

Jefferson and Wilson Papers. It is hoped that the editorial work can

be largely completed in five years.

THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

Five-Year Budget

Editorial Salaries (General Editor and

Associa te Editors) 1

Secretarial functions

2
Translation expense

Office expense (including reproduction

of documen ts)

Meetings of Editorial Advisory Board

Administration

.'
Con tingen cies

$400,000

100,000

50,000

40,000

50,000

10,000

15,000

$665,000

1. It is expected that this will be a mixture of full-time and half-

time activities. The scholars chosen for these tasks may not be

able to give full time except when on leave from university posts.

2. Translation policies have not been established, but it is clearly

important to publish at least a Selected Edition in English.

9
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEYo8Ho

THE DIREcrOR

Harch 17, 1971

Hemorandum to Faculty Representatives

on Einstein Editorial Advisory Board

There Hill be a meeting of the Board
on Saturday, April 3, at 10:30 a.m. in the
conference room of the Princeton University
Press at lhlliams Street and Charlton. The
group Hill have lunch at Prospect~
and reconvene afterward if necessary at the
Press.

You Hill probably receive a further
notice directly from ~tr. Hannon, Science Editor
of the Press, Hho is arranging the meeting.

~e...<;.~tf7~
~trs. Paul Bortell, Jr.

Hessrs. Clagett, Dyson, Horse
Institute for Advanced Study

cc: Hr. Hannon
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Attending the luncheon Saturday will be:

Tom Kuhn

Val Bargmann

John Wheeler

Gillispie

Gerald Holton

Martin Klein

Dr. Elkana (as a guest, not member of committee)

Prof. Sambursky

Prof. Clagett

Prof. Morse

John Hannon

Dr. Nathan

Miss Dukas

Mr. Bailey

Prof. Dyson won't be able to make it.

Mr. Bailey will calIon you to make a few remarks

about the Institute, Einstein, etc.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETO:'-l, NEW JERS1Yo8j+o

TilE DIRECTOR

~larch 2, 1971

To ~~ssrs. Clagett, Dyson, and Morse:

The first meeting of the Editorial
Advisory Board will be on either April 1 or
April 8 here at the Institute at lunch.
Mrs. Bortell will let you know ab~ut the de
tails of the arrangements as soon as they
are definite.

tJ·
Carl Kaysen

Attached: Copy of letter
to Mr. Bailey

-
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(
AGENDA

Editorial Advisory Board
for The Writings of Albert Einstein

Meeting Saturday, April 3, 1971
at Princeton University Press

1. Remarks by Dr. Nathan, Trustee of the Estate of Albert Einstein

2. Remarks by Dr. Kaysen

3. Remarks by Mr. Bailey on the agreement between the Estate
and Princeton University Press, and on the administration
of the project

4. Discussion of editorial questions:

a) The Basic Edition (scientific papers, letters,
non-scientific "ritings)

b) Translation? Selected?

c) Other

5. Discussion of the choice of a General Editor and
Associate Editors

6. Suggestions for financial support? News release?

7. Composition of Editorial Advisory Board. Suggestions for
appointments. Future meetings.

8. Other business
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10011

"'~rch 8, 1971

Dr. Carl ·ysen
Director
The Institute for Advanced stu~

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Thank you very much for your letter of March 2, 1971. I wae very
happy to receive the suggestions which you made for the Editorial
Adv1sory Board. Since receipt of your letter I had an occ sien to
meet with Mr. Bailey. We discussed ;your recommendations and
decided to ask the three gentlemen suggested b;y ;you to join the
Editorial Adv1sory Board. We re also very plsased to accept ;your
invitation to arrange the first meeting of the Board at the Institute.
Va-. iley or his assistant, Mr. John Hennon, will advise you of the
date as soon as that date has been definitely fixed. Mr. Bailey and
~self would be very pleased to have you attend the meeting and help
us make the difficult decisions which are now upon us.

Wi th kind re rde ,

fir f4Jt.....
otto Nathan

TRUSTEE

ON:jb
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

Office of the President

Jerusalem, January 19 1971

Professor Carl Kaysen, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 085~O

U. S.A.

Dear Carl,

Thanks for your note of January 5.

I have meanwhile informed Nathan that Professor Sambursky has
agreed to our putting his name forward as a candidate for the Editorial
Board.

Sambursky's name was considered some years ago, apparently, as
Editor-in-Chief, but at that time he was unable to get away from Israel
for any length of time. He is now retired from the University, and can
more or less arrange his affa:<r8 to suit his own convenience. I do
hope that this proposal will be favourably considered.

I shall be meeting next week with Bergmann, and possibly we may
come up with one or two more suggestions for the Editorial Board. How
ever, like you, I think that these matters will be cleared up. Would that
our major concerns in the Middle East were as easily susceptible of
solution!

Zena joins me in cordial wishes to Annette and to you.

Sincerely,

Avraham Harman

AH/ea
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

March 7th, 1971

Dr. CarI Kaysen
The lnstitute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N.J. 08540

Dear Dr. Kaysen,

Thank you for your kind letter.

Dr. Elkana and myself will be privileged visiting with you and we
accept your kind invitation for lunch on Monda,y, ~la.rch 2200, 1971.

Sincerely,

-
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February 26. 1971

Professor .athan otenatreich
c/o Dr. I. Balherg
234 Korth Harrison Street
Princeton. New Jersey 08540

Dear Professor tenatreich:

Thank you for your letter f February 18
about your fort ng viait to Princeton. If it
suits your schedule. I would he plensed to have
you join De here at the Institute for lunch at
12:30 on Honday. reb 22. Of course. Dr. Blkaua
is ala _lcDGe. If this is not convenient. I
could ee y u both t 11: OC a .m. that day. You

y let my aecretary know your decision when your
plana re definite. (Mrs. rtell at a.c.609-924-44 .)

1 look forward to seeing you.

Sincerely y urs.

carl ltaysen
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

Pebruary 18, 1971

Dr. CarI ~seD
The Director
The Institute for AdTanced Study
Princeton. Nev Jersey 18540

Dear Dr. ~sen,

President Harman tells me that you hlLve been kind enough to agree
to se& me during my fortbcoming stll,)' in Princeton.

Mt\Y I suggest Monde,y, March 22nd any time convenient to you. Most
probably my :friend Dr. Yehuda Klkan-, tbe ChlLirmlLll of our Department of
History &nd Philoso:Ph)' of Science rill join me, subject to your lLpprovlLl.

My addreslt in Priceton will be: c/o Dr. I. &lberg
234 Nortb Harrison
Princeton, N.J.
Tel.: 921 - 7019

ThlLDking you in lLDtieiplLtion &nd looking forward to the privilege
of meeting you.

Sincerely yours,

fV,rh1~~
Ne.thlLn Rotenstreich.
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

Office of the President

Jerusalem, February 4th, 1971

Prof. Carl Kaysen
Director
Institute for Advanced Studies
Princeton, New Jersey 80540
u. S. A.

Dear Carl,

The enclosed copy of my letter to Dr. Otto Nathan
is an indication of some of the ·new thoughts on the Einstein
papers which I referred to in my recent letter to you, and
which I hope that Professor Rotenstreich will have the
opportunity of discussing with you.

Yours sincerely,

jlk~
Avrahall! Harman

President

AH/dg

cc: Prof. N. Rotenstreich

Encl.
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ttice of the President

Jeru ale ,February th, 1971

r. ~tto th
Trustee

t te 0 Albert instein
24 Fifth Avenue
N w Y rk, N. Y. 10011
U. S. A.

Dear Doctor N than,

"y conver tioD ith you in ew Yurk n
my aind ever since ] return, d I a.e h refore 7er
all the corro ondence which )'ou 111\'e been con ctt
in tat.gab11 oler ~ e t n th -1 re ece
and th ~r. We m3UD, the orm r Director 0 the Jevi
'a ior. 1 Li rary et tee e' ni .t)'.
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witb t e
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ith 11 nu.
rore

r 0

It tz.

De ito the ifricult Ii a cial condition of t e
UnJ.versitl, I h ve c .e to the conclu-i~ th t it is a ebt 0

ho 0 r rut have e' 100. t the ro ° al you riginalll
put tore .e, A tar in into this ~uestio 1. h y colleagues

nd it lead1ft! .e.bers ot 0 Be d 0 overn s, I ald like
to re-open with you th ole 1e tion t e u licat n of the
pa era.

~e are re~ar d to be a full p tner
with rine ton University in t ia enterprise,
area 0 edit1 g the a ere tor pu lie tion a
enough to u eat, at uao in the full respo
ent rpri e a hole.

ith"1 u
not only
70U ere
ai Hit,.

lUld
in th

od
ior the

/ ...
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Dr. Otto Nathan - 2 - February 4th, 1971

etin
ace",

ave it

p here inee
" in t l.n
brew, d

have tak
o r boolt

;;'nto H

Anotner aatte: hie I
you i tho tter ~t tran latin
eit ~r ~- 1 y or in hortene r
ubl' h y t e Hebrew Uaiversity.

ap y to e .le to inlor y~u that t .artmenta
and the hiloaophy of S 1 ~~ will

lkana, who ie the C iraan 0

phy of eienee at the
o e.eor • mbureky in t is
on e 1 t the n versity,

o

In rae Dr. ~lkan~ ~ereed to co-ordinate on
a the ehre Unive ity ODd under 1 r na direction
asp eta 0 t e contacta btu i AT to th
aa 'ell a. the content of y ur lo~ter to • Wor.ann i
bieh you rererr to t e i h Dr rot r in to

libr y e de i ated a th ulti. te a it ry of h" •

W
loa that
both to you

ecifio th uS
a will be i a

Misa Du 5 n the

ta on t
osition
n t

i Question, d
to epell the. out

tant J. tire.

I oul it clear t at in
Dr. E1 ana will b acti i~ the ful
exc1u ive1y on behalf of the Uebr

e 01 t or ith he Ire:
We d hey are in ull e or on thi ,
the obrew U iver ity, and ~it it one,

te
ti

matter
e d

i cu sed
nit· ea.

With
ealing.

I ea mentioning hi in ticul bec~use ~rofe~sor

Bergaann and roteasor hole hav had di~eua5iona -ith you in the
neae ot the I rael Acade.y. They will r main a oeiated with
the Univercity's a ettorts, but 11 bencer r ar 11 0

in their cap city as a. bera at the Hebrew Univer ity' culty
B d ot ~v.rno 8.

In addihan to
Prot a or Seaburaky and ofes or
in o~ diseusaion ofeasor

rore aor ere-ann
alec, eave al 0 aa oei ted
"tenetreieh, ho is Chair

/ ...
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

Office of the President

January 31st, 1971

Prof. Carl Kaysen
The Institute for Advanced Study
Office of the Director
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
U. S. A.

Dear Carl,

I understand that Professor Nathan Rotenstreich,
who was until last year the Rector of our University, will be
visit£ng Princeton on the 20th of March for a couple of days.
This is in the nature of a private visit which he is tacking
on to some business he will be doing for the University in
New York. His son-in-law and daughter are at Princeton at
the moment.

I would be very grateful indeed to you 1f you
could find the time to have a chat with him. Conceivably
he will also be in a position to discuss a particular aspect
of the Einstein papers with you. Since I wrote you on the
subject there have been some developments here, and I am
hopeful that if they cr7stallize they would be of positive
nature.

Yours sincerely,

A .. ../
Avraham Harman

President

AH/dg
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, Princeton, New Jersey
Office of the Director

March 2, 1971

Dr. Otto N than
Trustee
Estate of Albert Einstein
24 Fifth Avenue
New York, Ne' Yor 10011

Dear Dr. Nathan:

I very pleased that the rrangements between
yourself, representing the Estate of Albert Einstein, nd
the Princeton University Press for the publication of the
Einstein papars are now complete. I hove sugsested the
names of three people to Mr. Bailey to represent the In
stitute on the Editorial Advisory Board. They are:
Freeman J. Dysan, }t rston wrse, Marshall Clsgett. Dyson,

f curse. is a physicist who has a thorough mastery of
the substance of Einstein's >rork. }wrse. now Professor
Emeritus, knew Einstein well when he was st the In titute
and Ms an interest in the mathematicsl b ckground of his
thinking. Clagett. who is a historian of science. has had
a great deal of experience in the problems of using historical
materials, editing papers nd the like. although hia own
field is mediaeval and renaissance rather than modern cience.
I think all of them will make a subatanti I contribution to
the quality of the publicstion. I understand tl~t we will
have a first meeting of the Board as soon as it can be
arranged, and I hope it can be here at the Institute.

With best wishes for the success of this important
project.

Sincerely yours,

carl Ksysen
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Trustees have considered it one of their forelJlOst obligations to make the

X1nstein material accessible to competent scholars and, eventually, to

THE COIJ.ECTED WORKS OF ALBmI' EINSTEIN

I The Einstein Ls~cy

I 'f d
Albsrt Einstsin published during his lifstime 274 scientific, and 332

papers of general content (called. hereafter ''non-scientific papers").
a... +>uc..

0Illy few of his writings were published in book form. Access to Me
A

(t,.!~ ...:~t k .....·~
papers is lle41 eae1 siftee they were published in a largs number of ~-

It·.
pean and American jOurnals, magazines; and newspapers. Besides the-

published material,Einstein left a large archive of scientific and non

scientific documents, many of which are in the form of letters; a nlativel:;r

limited amount of the unpublished material was aesembled in several

anthologies and published partly during Einstein's lifetime and partly

aftor his death.

Einstein stipulated in his last Will that the literary property in all

his published and unpublished material be vested in a Trust to be estab-

l1shed after his death and to be administered by tvo Trustees. Upon

assuming the responsibility with which Einstein had honored them, the

x_
~'.~ help prepare the publication of X1nstein's Collectsd Works.

;tf'1 -"T
~ II Activities of the Einstein Trust Since. Einstein's Death

Einstein's archives have bean housed in one of the buildings of the

lostitute for Advanced study in Princeton 1of which E1nstein had bean the

first member and which bad been his academic home during the 22 years he

spent in the Un1teil. states, after his emigration from Germany. In the
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Einstein's revolutionary contributions to the theoretical physics of the

twentieth century are too well known to require more than brief summary. Be-

ginning in 1905, with announcement of his Special Theory of Relativity, he pur-

sued the studies of light, magnetism, and gravitation upon which depended the

ful~ statement, in 1916, of the General Theory of Relativity, whence the char

2
acteristically simple yet pivotal equation E = mc derives. By means of these

statements of natural laws, Einstein not only equated mass with energy (defining,

in effect, mass as concentrated energy), he recognized time as a fourth dimen-

sion, and related mass, space, and time in such a way as to render observance
"f .... .,{.....,~.

of phenomena in the physical world relative to the .,I>s" .. " ... '" position" He

defined the universe as a four-dimensional, space-time continuum. Preparatory
M.~<l J.t~A...

to stating the General Theory, Einstein provedAMax Planck's quantum theory,

which predicted the existence of energy as small fragments (quanta) rather than
~ ......

0.. continuous .. a , and identified the photon as the quantum of light. He also

established a mathematical formula for predicting the motion of particles sus-

pended in fluids, and attributed this Brownian movement to atomic motion. Further,

he postulated the effects of gravity on light and on time, and, within his life-

time, saw his theories verified through precise astronomical measurements that

proved the Einstein Effect a critical parameter for all subsequent celestial

these researches.

studies. The 1921 Nobel prize in physics was awarded him in recognition of
C~.,.~y: C1~-:1 0 G,..;.~~:......

His -~i~ied-Field·Th~ory, to which he dedicated the last

twenty ri~ years of his life, was stated in its final form in 1953. It is an

astonishing although inevitable culmination of his work on Relativity, which

unites the structure of the microcosm, i.e., atomic particles, with that of the
/JLC_~~_,t

macrocosm, i.e., the universe as a whole. To this day,~ continue to

assimilate its implications and p..edict its ramifications for the tenets of

classical physics and the future course of cosmological investigations.
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During his research, Einstein prepared numerous papers and entered

into significant correspondence, very little of which has ever been published.

His writings to such eminent scientific thinkers as Ernst Schroedinger, Wolfgang

Pauli, Eli Cartan, Nils Bohr, and Max Born, for example, provide splendid in
·f{·..Ll' .,'( ~

sight into the maturation of abstract 1>It.... !!1:~. They suggest, as well, further

avenues for research, which Einstein himself was unable to follow. Just as he

sought harmony in the universe, so, too, did he seek it in the world he lived

in. His correspondence on non-scientific topics will not only remind scholars

of his devotion to the problems of the world, which he never ignored for the

intellectual problems of the universe; it will also show the range of his in-

terests and his agile mind.

justice, war, peace, music,

His concern with the questions of philosophy, ethics,
est fl iJ (,~h "" t,.r

culture, world government, and the .ta~~ of Israel
/I

is the frequent subject of his correspondence with such notable contemporaries

as Sigmund Freud, ,ri drich AdleL, Fr~lklin Koosevelt, Albert Schweitzer, and

Ernst Cassirer. Only with publication of the complete corpus of his work will

the world at large come to know Albert Einstein's true dimensions as scientist,

philosopher, and humanitarian.
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years since Rinstein's death, his archivss have been tfterell~ Ball
f,r..-~~ <! ,ff-~.

8CAo'Br'y orsanized~ Mo~over, the Trustess have been able to add a
'\ ~ .

large number of often very 1mporte.n~h :La~ to the collection. Through

extended correspondence with scholars, libraries, and dealers of rare

doclllll8Ilts in different :parts of the world. it was possible to obtain
~ . .,.:,

originals or copies of letters or other",IloCUlpeU+e by Einetein, pe.rti-
~

cularly"d hie earlier years when he 1Il!l1led GIK letters and pe.pers in
~

long hand, without retaining copies. Arre.ngelllBllts, frequently difficult
'.J to -fc.,r

to accomplish, * exchange tI'E RUlstein _terial...eWHl:s4; copies of material

owned by the archives of'ten produced precious additiona to the Trust's

collections.

Besides these many~CCeSSfulefforts of the Trustses to
4t (It'

enrich the archives, other stepe were taken wMga will be

editinS and publishing QS the Collected Works:

enlarge and

helpful in ~

(1) Arrangements were made with Readex Microprint Corporation, New

York, to PUblish.r( in 1960) a microprint edition of all oE Einstein's

p.tblished scientific and non-ecientific papers and to issue a cOlllplete,

chronological Index of hie published writings, divided into two

sections, one listing his scientific and the other one listing his

non-scientific pe.pers. The Index enumerates the original publication

of the various pe.pers with bibliographical data of all (then) known

translations.

-Pc: e.
(2) ~ Valentin Bergmann, a collaborator of Rinstein end now

M6..~'\.{~\'\~(."L. ~~ V"""'\.

Professor of" Physics at Princeton Un!versi ty, hasXPl'e PllOa a thorough,

definitive editing of Einstein's published scientific writings which ..

~ now nearing completion llBO: IfMeh will be part of the Collected Works.,
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(3) The correepondence between Einstein and three of his scholarly

1voh
friende __ published over the ysars: (a) in 1956, the letters

R1nstein e.ddressed over half e. century to Maurice Solovine, one of his
,.,..A

ee.rliest professional friende vho later lived in Pe.ris eIlBl'-ged in
J ~

scientific writings; the publication is in German and in French;

(b) in 1968, the correspondence vith Arnold Sollllllllrfeld, for me.ny years

Professor of Physics at the University of ~funich, Germany; the publi

cation is in German; (c) in 1969, the correspondence vi th Max Born,

Professor of Pb,ysics e.t severel Universi tiss in Germany, llbg1end)and

Scotland; ;lne original publication is in German; an English trsns

.lation is in the process of publication.

(4) The Trustees published (in 1960) e. .large volume containing all

o Einstein's many con~ribu"ions to tne question of var and peace from

1914 until his death in 1955; the original publication (called XINsrnN

ON PEACE) is in English; forsign-language publications are in preparation.

ill Arrangements vi th Princeton Universi ty Press

The Trustees Mve nov entered into agreement vith Princeton Univerai ty Press
~H::--

(called t.j3 Iseflsl "the Press") to e.ssume rssponsibility for the publice.tion
A

of Einstein's Collected Works in book fonD.. For e. number of reasons, the

Press seemsd to be the most appropriate publishing house for tbe.t great

venture. Ever since the death of Einstein, the Press MS offered its facil-

i ties and experience for the publication of Einstein's collected vri tinge.

Ths Press is one of the oldest publishers of Einstein's scientific works. One

of his most famous books, THE MEANlliG OF REIATIVITY, vas published by the

,,,- Press in 1922; the 6th edttion of that volume vas prepared by Einstein him-
- l. ...... 11'ib j -H.t .... ,(t./t" (~(C'Iv..·~'j

eelf as his very last scientific work,and vas published.A",ftsl" his deatlt!J Nt-

~36, The experience the Press has eJlined through the publication of similar
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works, such as the Jefferson "l'M'& and the Papers of Woodrow Wilson, will
/I.

be of great assistance to the Einstein project. Moreover, the physical
plr::1C- q ..... ;' -'I

closeness of the Press and the mstitute for Advanced Study, whsrs the

editorial work will be done, will be very helpful.

The Truetees have also been in cOlllDumication with The Hsbrew Univsrsity in
~ i CA.V.~.·"u:..

Israel ShlC. Einstein's Will provides that, upon termination of the Trust,

the archives and all other assets of the Trust will bscolll8 the property of

The Hebrew University. The President of the University welcomad the

1n1tiative 1I'Itioll the Trustees took in mking arrangemants with the Press

for ~ editing and publishing ~ Einstein's papers and has assured them
.)

that the Universi ty will cooperate vith them and the Prese to the fulleat

possible extent.

It was stipulated in the agreemant between the Press and the Trustese thet

the initial edition of the Collected Works ,will reproduce all of Einstein's

papers in their original languages (this refers aleo to .. wri tinge by

t~others) which may have to be included in the volumas for a under-

standing of soma of the E1nstein documante); this maana that a very large

part of the material will have to be published in German. This decl:aion

was =de since the Press and the Trustees are convinced that, for the purposes

of historical scholarship, papers of such significance should be preserved in

print exactly as the author had prepared them. It is envisaged that the

Press will, when it finde it feasible, publish an 1!hglish translation of

the Collected Works and mayl PUbliehfitselfl or license to be published,

translations in other languages.
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IV The Editorial Work

The editorial work will be done in cooperation with the Institute for

~
Advanced stud,y in Princeton with which, ae woe mentioned befe!'e, Einstein

"- ,.)

wee closely aeeociated. The Institute offered, and the Preee and the

Truetees accepted, to make officee lfor the Editor and his etaff/;;:vailable. ._---_.
and to provide all the neceseary mechanical equipment. Thie generoue con-

tribution by the Inetitute will greatly facilitate the use of the material

in the archives,11&1-98 aN located in the Institute. The Press and the

Truetees intend to appoint an outstanding echolar in the history of science
o-f -Ilr. C-.t_--:- " Lh~. ~~

with particular emphaeie on physics ae Ed!(or d:n eM e~, He will have eeveral
• ~ _ l-~ ..... ,.

~v~..... ')
eQ!~erlal aeele~~ts, themselves scholars in physics or the history of science,

the number of which cannot be determined in advance. It is hoped that the

editor1~J vork 0 t~~ n~-sc1 nt1fic ~tori~l c~n be cc~o D1~~~eously,

under the direction of an editor ,rlu i. particularly qualified for euch an

undertaking. The editing of the scientific and non-scientific material will
Q--

raiee many difficult questione. The Editor/loA Caief and his steff will be

able to consult not only with the press and the Trustees, but particularly

wi th an »Utorial Advisory Board to be appointed jointly by the Prees and

Trusteee for that specific purpose. The Board w111 consiet of at least

seven members and possibly a larger number to be decided upon by the Prase

and the Trusteee. It is envisaged that the membership of the Editorial

Advisory Board will coneiat of echolars from the Un! ted States 11ft« eeveral
~L .)

European countriee.J8& <beH: 8S hell. Ierael.

V A Monument to Albert Einstein

Albert Einstein made it known to those who were cloeest to him that there

should not be any funel'lll or memorial services; there ehould not be a marked
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grave or monument, and his name should not be used for multifarious purposes

and interests. As far as bUMP]y possible, these wiahes have been obeyed. Al-

though he often wondered about the reverence in which he was held throughout the

world) I!lftll which he considered undeserved, he realized -- and so expreseed him

self once more shortJ.;y before his death -- that some of his scientific work

lOuld conetitute a lastlns contribution to the knowled8e and underetandlns of
..(.,... <J.-., --r~~ ...

man. In g1ving in hie Will ~e 'F~ tl:l!liisSIl explicit authority"to publish the

documentation he left, he made it clear that thia was the area of memoralizing

MfA- to which he did not object.

~ -c;
The Collected Works will be the",~ fitting monumentl\v!:I'c!:l tlae Trustees did

ftO~ hesitats to help eus. for Albert Einstein. They will show a man of moet

extraordinary stature and significance. Among the truly great men of hietory,
lJ'1U-'-'-"

there art! not many who CI!!ooi not onJ.;y o;;>aft new vistae in their chosen field of

endeavor, but who aleo showed deep concern about many other problems facing

the world in which they li..ted. Einstein is one of them. The Collected Works,
j{ .rr

and particularly the many letters wh~will be incorporated, will brlns to
lJ1f...C
~ the human being El.nstein was, !l.lld not onJ.;y the scientist. They will

mke obvious his deep intereet in securlns political and intellectual freedom

for men and women throughout the world, hie opposition against any kind of

authori tarianism, his unequivocal antagonism against all types of prejudice

and discrimination, his long, never-ceasing struggle against war and in favor

of es Llbl1:ettpg orderJ.;y and peaceful relatione among the nations of the

globe, his devotion to the Jewish people in their efforts to find a home of

their own)as well as many other interests to which he gave his active support.

The Collected Works will be a unique publication of the writings of a truly

unique man. He exchanged letters, often over many years, with all the "great"
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personali ties of his time in science, in poli tical affaire, in art... and in

literature, but he never tired of corresponding alao with the humble and

unknown who had addressed themselves to him in anxiety or despair or in -tBe
4: ~~ -It,(.

hope...w obtain information or advice wIU4li they felt they could not secure

from anyone elae. '..'bet all ef Einstein's latters make manifest/1'e list
~

~ his wisdom and concern about scientific and purely human problems)~

also his outspokennese and humil1ty.

Whoever will help in facilitating the publication of Einstein's Collected

workejr;ill participate in a cultural event of greatest significance for
a.~

our own times and for"WM).¥; meny aCQPrs to come.
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THE COI.LECTED WORKS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

Budget for the First Year of Editorial Work

Edi tor -in -Chief

As5=;"4-
3 ~sei_t~~ Editors (ons of which will be

editor of non-scientific papers)

2 Secretaries

Quarterly mestings of Edi torial Advisory Board
(expenses of membsrs and stipends)

Mailing, telephone and cables
)

Contingencies

$ 35,000

90,000

20,000

12,000

2,500

2,000
$ 161,500

I

/
f

It ehould be expected that the expenses for the second end th~rd years
will be, if enything, hig!:ler then for the first year since it "ill
presumably becoms ~tcnle te employ ",orc thaD thr86 e~tor!l!::::--ei9t&a~

As salariss end otb expenses may be assumed to increase in the years
ahead, total editorial expenses will amot:nt to at least $600,000 for three
yeers -- ths minimum elJOU!lt of tiI:le that will be required for the ed!toriel
work. (No provision has been rne.de for rent, light, IIl9chenicel equi~nt, etc.,
since the Institute for Advanced study has offered to make all these facilities
available in one of its bUildings.)
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Yale University NewHaven,Connectiwto6520

DEPARTMENT OF

I-llSTORY OF SCIENCE AND MEDICINE

Box 2036, Yale Station

February 11, 1971

Dr. Carl Kaysen, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Dr. Kaysen,

Thank you for your very kind letter of January 29. I
very much appreciate your offer of the Institute's hospitality.
Unfortunately however, I have found it necessary to decline
the invitation from ir. Bailey and Dr. Nathan to become General
Editor of the Einstein Papers.

I hope we can meet on the occasion of my next visit to
Princeton.

Sincerely yours,

Martin J. Klein

MJK: Is
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S er y y

ce: r. l1ey

bee: Miss 1e Dukas
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March 2, 1971

To !lessra. Clagett. Dy on, and Morse:

The first meeting of the Editorial
Advisory Board will be on either April 1 or
April 8 here at the Institute at lunch.

s. Bortell will let you kuov about the de
tails ~f the arrangementa as soon s they
are definite.

Carl l(aysen

Attached: Copy of letter
to Mr. Hey
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March 17, I 71

entative

dvi ory Bo rd

There 11 be a eUng of the Board
n Saturday, pril 3, t 10:30 a •• i the

c nferenee roo.. of the Princeton UniYeraity
Preaa at Willi Street ad CbarIt n. The
group will have lunch at Prospect at 12 :45

ad reconvene afterward if necessary at the
Press.

You will pr b hly receive s furth r
n tice directly froca Hr. lIannon, Science E itor
of the Preas, is arranging the meeting.

a. Paul Bartell, Jr .

• srs. Clagett, ])yaon, rae
Institute for dvanc: d Study

c:.e: lfr. RaDDe
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rc 2, 1971

Dr. t
Trustee
Bst te of Albert Binatala
24 rUth Ave

8W Yon, Y r' 10011

r Dr. ethan:

I very plaased that the arran.a_nt8 bet_en
urseIf, repreaentiD8 the Estate of Albert linatain, and

t Princeton Un:l.verB1ty rrau for the pu lieation of the
I:l. tain pen re co lete. I have uueat d the
DalD8S of tbne per pIe to Mr. !lAUsy to represent th In-
sUtute the ditorial dv1a,rry Board. They rs:
l"re n J. O1s=, Marat Morse, Marshall CIa ett, Dyson,
~f eour e. i8 phyaic1at s a th~r b stary of
the aubst cs fEinstein's rk. Morae, DO Professor

rit linstein ell wu at the Instituta
and has n late tit t tical b c 'P' und of his
thinking. Cl tt, who :La 8 historian of cienee, 8 bad
a gre tel f ieDCe in the pr bl_ fusing histnr1cal

te 1s, ed1t1n p pen nd the like, alth.,ugb his own
Held 18 di ev 1 rana:l.sssnee r tiler t n ern c' DCe.
1 thi 811 of t ill a ubst nti 1 c ntr1 uti n to
the q Uty of the bUeaU 1 Ullderstand thet ,.. wUl
ha.... a first _tina of the rd as a it can be
am , I hope it eaD be • t the tituts.

project,
With best ahea for the aue<:esa of tb1a

Ii rely yours.

Carl ltayaen

rtent
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J ry S. lSll

De r Av:

for your letter f De r 24. 1
in touch th Nathan and the Princeton Pre.. , and

I hope t t can rrang tMs tter in a y t
satisfy all partie.. As you prob bly know, Nathan
himself is a s hat prickly ent d it is not always
easy to oid wounding his sensibilities. Be hA18 'ome
auxietiea about the 1Ira81 cadenry of Scance, the
exact nature of which 18 not clear to 1lllS, which ha
made him feel reluct t to talk with hrgnl&lUl. Vel",

I think theae c ncerna are on the "",y to being resolved.

Th nk. for your good
the added hope that re s ght
Middle laat thi. com1Dg ye r.
walt'1D1lJ1t personal good visbe••

shea Mch I return ith
have .. victory in the

tte join. in

i cer ly,

carl I:.ayaen

Dr. vra Harman
Pr s1 ent

brew UniwrlUy
of Jeruaal

Jerusal ,I.r el
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

Office of the President

Jerusalem, December 24 1970

Professor Carl Kaysen
The Institute for Advanced Study
Office of the Director
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
u. S.A.

Dear Carl,

For your information, I am enclosing copy of a letter I
have written to Dr.Otto Nathan.

I am hopeful that it will soon be possible for me to tie
the various ends together at this side.

I take the opportunity to send to you and your family
best wishes for the New Year. As far as we here are concerned,it
looks as though it is going to be a year in which we shall need
all the good wishes we can get!

Sincerely yours,

~
Avraham Harman

Enclosure:

AH/ea
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Offic!! of th

Dr. Otto Nathan. Trustee
state of Albert ~instein

2~ Fifth AvelUle
E!W York. . Y. 1.'1 II

U. .A.

Dear Dr. Nathan.

esidpnt

J usal • December 2~ 1970

I am just beginni to catch up with the
mul.ated in my absenc from Jerusalem,

terial which accu-

I want to write to tell you how very much I enjoy d meeting
you. and our conv sationa~ I look forward very IIUch to our contil1Ued
association.

I have reported to the
also brought them to the attention
~nst gmann is way for a short
soon.

t on our conversations. and have
of ofe SOl' holem. Prof S80r
period. but I hope to be seeing him

I hope that
ends together. and
tainly be v ry happy

AH/ea

it will not be 10 before we can
ke some sp cific proposals to you.
to cooperate with you.

incerely yours.

Avraham Mar n
esident

ull all the
We shall car-

cc: Professor Carl Kaysen
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEY

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10011

December 1, 1970

Dr. Carl Kaysen
Director, The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Dr. Kaysen:

I enclose copy of a letter which was mailed today to President

Harman of The Hebrew Univerai ty.

Wi th kind regards,

t3W ,.. 11. .. • ,
otto Nathan

TRUSTEE

ON: jb
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Dtcealler 1, 1970

Pre.l4cl\ Ii Banu
'!be Babm UlU'Nralt7
Jeruaal_
ISIlAm..

I' Pre.1..t Ba I

Prinoetan uninralt7 PrH. _d tile ltataw are .1Iloerell' .0rT7 DOt baT1q r_had
a "~ to tile l.e\wra which tIle7 a44re...d to 70U. 011 Ju17 13 ~ SepteUer 18, 1970.

'I'M Dinctor of tile Pre••~ the '1'ru.atM. of the "taw ba.... ncant.1T at to an
a oe"f\al "Tl_ of tile .1tIlAUon •• it now pre_ta 1U8l1'. 'rha7"'~ nsret
thet fta Bebm uniTaral t7 baa appa~tll' 01. COIle to a faToralll.e daoblon CID the
• .UOI1 tIle7 .u.la1ttad to 11. 1Il JIma to Jo1ll tile. in ...ua1D,1 contrac\u.al
rMpco.nl1U7 tor the a41t1q _d Pl llah1q of l1Jl.tatn'. papa". In orcl.er to
~1c1 NIl" t'lu'thar da187 of the 10Da Oft1"c1lle proJeCt tile Pre.. tile ltataw haft

daol to lIIltar tnto • PlblloeUOIl ss- 1. betwa.l til ...alft••~ to taka
w r _"a will be conaldared. nacea..1'7 to ax c11 ta tile work.

Va al.eo _1. with Dr. Ila7Mn, the Director of Tha Inatltllte for .adftnoe Stllcl,r In
Princetan. a aoquaillwd h1a wlth tha dac181_ Jua\ tlIan cd raJ!Mwd our earUer
tnrttaUca to tile Inatltuta to led 1ta .apport to the work to 1la 400.a. Dr'. ~.AIl

ftl'7 ....rll' .ccepted the tnrtta\ll11l c unn4 Il8 tIlet the In.\1bte lIOud -.a
a...al7 affort to •••1.1. tn what 11. cona1dara an axoea4'nS)7 iaportllnt proJ.ot. Wa
abou.l4 Un 110.1. .1nceralT to axtend a 81.11ar 1IlT1tlIUClIl to Tha bn1l auT ralt7.
Whtl.e tile l1A1Ta"1t7 • appumtll' not alIl.e to ••_ tba h"T7 .4Idn1.traU....
an financlal n.poI1a1bl11t7 which 11. wou.l4 ha... tncu.rn4 b7 ccepUns ou.r earllar
.1I8P.\1011, wa bopa ...1'11 DOt 1I1.tU. tn OOllllttnc oa tlIe thlftra1t7'. T&1aalll.e
uatatance .. tile work pro_da. Ve ahou.ld _1. ....rll' valooae a faTOrabla "PlT
frca 7011....lda. an 11c11:tor-tn-ch1at, we lilted to appotnt an Ill1tortal A4rt.017
Joar4 of DOt l.e.. fl... 01' 1101'11 tJIan f1 t'taaD FIlTAl01.ta, to aHu.n tile
.01 Uf10 an4 acbolar17 tllAl1t7 of tile ac11tor1al work. A. va crt... 11. now
the :ao.r4 w1ll .... AD 1.portct rol. 1Il halPtna an tile _rioue d.1fflou.lt
daola1ou '1loth a1lout tile .copa at the publloaUClIl an4 tile MIl7 11. tn reprd.
to ac11t1q of the h 8II01IIlt of ater1al. • bope that Tha Jlallrew UIl1T ra1t,J
Ylll f..l tn a poeltlCl1l to _'nata,for appotn~t to the Ill1tort.l A4Tl.017
:ao.r4, caapetet acho1U'e tn I.raal, alther ..l"T1nII CD tacu.ltT of tile \JIl.1....nlt,
01' l CW1s:'IlS to othar oea-to tnaUtll.Uou. ....••hoU4 .tnoare17 welcOlle IUl7
~.UClIl 7011 01' 70ur •••oc1atu ~ ltke to -.a 01' u.J other t,Jpa of cooperatlon
the tl'D1ftralt7~ 1. to offal'. V. are "..UIlS hen wlth an .1110.1. lIIl1q; piece
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- 2 - Dteeu.r 1, 1970

ot .cbol&rlT won which v1ll be tJle ClD1T k1D4 ot ...._At" Albert Iluw1Ja
w0lll4 haft _tell ua te lIllU4 tor 1l1a. AD:t ulp that _ be &1- v1ll lie
m.t Wl1I1T apprec1at.4 b7 tJle TN"". w~ be appo1D~ 1Jl M. W1ll te
.....le a4 .ta1n1.ter hi. }l&para 4 te IlM tJle1r 41aorat1aa 1Jl -t1D&~._.81\1. to tbe wor14.

'1'0 aY014 lU\7 "1IIl4aratall411l& I • 01114 11. te _t1aa t W. letwr, ..
11 ,"noaa 00 mJoaUaaa, 1& _t 701l vtth the IalDvl" aD4 approftl both

of -.T oo-'1'rWltee, Mia. BaleDe , aDd. the Diraater ot Pr1DcatoD Ub1ftra1t.7
JTa•• , Mr. Jlar1lert 8. ..tle7, Jr.

i1iJ8i'D
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

'President, RAYMOND C. HARWOOD Truslt:es, JEROME BLUM, W. FRANK CRAVEN,

ROBERT F. GOHEEN, ROBEIlT C. CUNNINC, DONALD R. HAMILTON, RICHARD A. LESTER, A. WALTON LlTZ,

HAROLD W. MCCRAW, JR., R.ICAROO A. MESTRE5, WHITNEY J. OATES, NORYELL B. SAMUELS,

CHARLES SCRIBNER. JR., ALBRJDCE C. SMITH III, RICHARD H. ULLMAN

o_lIber 24, 1970

t:r. Otto athan
Eatate of Albert natein
24 Pifth Avenue

v York, :v York 10011

Dear Dr. etban.

It vas load to aee you and Miaa Duku in Prince too, and vere
p rticularly fortunate in c tch10s Dr. 1: yaeD at a Dt vbeD be vu
free. I belleve that \I ba_ do e ri t thins in decidinl to proceed
with an a elllllDt between tlte !stat d the Prea., aetting the buic
arran _nta for the p llcatioo of Profesaor E:Lnstein' a apen, d
bringing in the nebre Utrl. raity or other outside partiea in a secondary
rola, by autual agree.nt. 'l'hWl ... can &1" the nebrev Un1 nity the
opportunity to parUcipate, with or vithout th brael Acadeay u ita
asent, without putUns thea in a position to hold thin up.

I encl inl a draft of a o..ible agreement vbich I think is
a If-ellPlanatory, though there are II poute worth,. of c~t. You vill
note i_diately that I he 10dicated that the vork viII be "editorially

pODJlored by the I titut. for dv cad Stud,.." 'l'hia aee_ appropriate,
aince the InaUtute ia providin a place for the archives and for editorial
work, and... ope that throuab fallow hipa md in other vaya they wtil
usiat 10 the ecl1torial effort. 'l'h cooperation of t e Inatitute ia of
coune eaaential, d I .. confident that thia ..pect will wo out very veIl.

I ha prepere<! e draft a ree.nt by .,dify1nl our atandard contract
fo~, a copy of vhich you too vith you 1 t veek, md I ndinl it _
_ dified rether th retyp10l it a that you can euil,. aee what ch a
ha_ been _de. Th IU1n ch I", of courae, are the inaertiona of aix
paralrap a at the b.pnohl, dealln& with the Adviaory Board, the !:cl1tor

d hia duties. the rehanaive aa of the work, d financ1ol. The
a er .adifJ.caUo of the basic. ra nt a81nly del.tiona cd the
inaertion of ..... cl.fic royalty err e_nta. You vill see that I have
.paciUed that the Prea. will und rtake the no p liah10 coata, but
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• Otto at pa 2

• ecNIt of editorial p'('llparatl rill a to be paid fro oatdde f
atill to ba ao t.

•

It ••eM to at our firet , after co laUll1 the contract,
t ba to appo!Jlt ditorial Yiaory Board. lth air vic v c

• ditor and dr_ a b da-t, la at t e • ti_ beg1nn1ni 0 r
aaar for f de to a port a editorial wor • .hall ell haft to
a _jor effort iA f d rabln , but I oofi at at e naceaaary fllDde

be c d.

t aa
will DOt

• r;"'.lUl
1y 1Dvol_
r.ft.

cople. of thie 1 t r _d the ra t. ..
AI 0\1 I_tita for ce St

q:rwl.,Dt. it _. t _ to be.. tlal that
of atrlm ta. ain a I tituta 1& 0'-

ard to viAl yoar c ta on hi. ,raU arr

aeadinl
• by

rty to
iAfo

fo

a p
ahoulc1
I all 1

lolitA b • t wis • ,

Sl ca 1,..

arc s. ailay. Jr.
Jr:

claa a to all rect, a
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Insert
I tem"::"':'::'6

_ __ __-:0::=. _ -:I
DRAFT

~moranclam0/~reement
made at Princeton, New Jersey, this day of 19 .

BETWEEN

............~~ ~.~.'l,'A'l,'!> .. qJ! ~~.~ E:P.'.~~g J(it

(hereinafter called the Proprietor and designated by tbe masculine singular pronoun)

AND

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called the
Publishers)

relating to a work now entitled

THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN,

editorially sponsored by the
Institute for Advanced Study.

1. TI,e Proprietor and the PlIDlishers jointly agree to appoint,,
in consultation ,·lith the Institute for Advanced Study, an Editorial

Advisory Board of not less than five or more than fifteen persons, to

assure the scientific and scholarly quality of the editorinl work.

2. On the advice of the Advisory Board, the Proprie tor and the

Publishers will jointly appoint the Editor, who will hnve the primary

responsibility of organizing and preparing the mnterial for publication.

The Editor may appoint, with the consent of the Proprietor and Publishers,

associate editors or assistant edi tors for individual volumes or series

of volumes.

3. 1be Work is understood to include the complete writings of

Albert Einstein, published and unpublished, including correspondence,

except for such papers as the Proprietor finds it necessary to withhold

for reasons of privncy. Standards of editorial section shall be determined

by the Editor in consultation wi th the Advisory Board.

II. TI,e basic edi tion of the Hork shall include all documents in

the original Innguages in "hich Professor Einstein wrote them. Other

special editions (for example nn English language edition or an unedited

facsimile edition of published scientific Hritings) Hill be published-on the auvice of the Advisory Bonrd and Edi tor, and to the extent that

the Publishers are financially able to do so.

5. Publishing costs after preparation of manuscripts suitable for

the printer ,<ill be borne by the Publishers. Editorial costs for prepara

tion of manuscripts >1ill be paid from funds raised especially for the

purpose and deposited with and administereu by the Publishers. The

Proprietor and the Publishers jointly agree to seek contributions for

this purpose.

6. a ther ins ti tutions or individuals may be enlis ted in the effort

to carry out this project, as sponsors or othen,ise, by mutual agreement

of the Prol~rietor and the Publishers.
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THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN,

editorially sponsored by the
Institute for Advanced Study.

DR AFT

~moranclt.zm0/~reement
made at Princeton, New Jersey, this : day of 19 .

BETWEEN

............ .'ruJ;; J;;S'l:A~ ..()Jf ~!'.R.l: .. .E.~I:l.~p:~ lllt

(hereinafter called the Proprietor and designated by the masculine singular pronoun)

AND

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called the
Publishers)

relating to a work now entitled

Insert
Items 1-6

UVll~
;r
All~' The Proprietor hereby grants and assigns to the Publishers the full and exclusive right

&AMIoT during the term of copyright and renewals to publish or to cause others to publish the said work
in all forms and in all languages throughout the world.

the Proprietor's

The Proprietor authorizes the Publishers to take out copyright in ihlliJt name in the United
States, and in other countries if they deem advisable. The Proprietor promises full and seasonable
cooperation in effecting copyright renewal, which he agrees to assign to the Publishers.

J,
I,H;;;6R'5""2. The Proprietor represents and guarantees that he is the sole author and proprietor of the

'iltlUtJilI'!" said work and that he has full power to make this agreement and grant; that the said work does
not infringe the copyright or other proprietary right of any other person; and that the said work
contains no libelous or other unlawful matter, and makes no improper invasion of the privacy
of any other person. The Proprietor undertakes to hold harmless the Publishers from any claim,
suit, or proceeding asserted or instituted on the grounds that the said work infringes such rights
or contains such hurtful matter, and to indemnify the Puhlishers for such reasonable expenses
as may he incurred in defense against such claino, suit, or proceeding.

9-
'Ga~. The Puhlishers agree to publish the said work at their own expense (unless otherwise

'1'6 PHBblSIl specifically provided in this agreement) within a reasonable period in such form as they deem
most suitable. P,o,ioeo, hOlle,e" that in the e...e of a "olk in sobst""tial:ly i
or ill prospectus at the time of this agreement the Publishers' commitme IS shall be
contingent upon the decision of tbe Editorial Board of' niversity Press when the
complete manuscript is submitted that it is . n content worthy of scholarly publication;
it being understood that t" e a scholarly decision without reference to commercial
expedienc:Ii..Jllld-i so eing understood that the Editorial Board has already given general
~o-tlle-sllbjeet Ilfta I'IIlft of the 'ltorl<, ,,'hielt is to be 81'I'rolfimfttely

PR9TEe:pt8N ~he Proprietor aglces that he niH not, without the consent of the Publisl.cxs, pablish auy
abr-idged-«.-other edition-okbe-work-or-any-book-of--1Hlimilar-ehllrlleter-tending-to-interfere
with the sale of the "011< eo,erea by this egreemeBt.

____________ _ _ J
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DELIVERY

OF

MANUSCRIPT

SIZE OF

MANUSCR1PT

FORM OF

MANUSCRIPT

EDITING

INDEX

PERMISSIONS

AUTHOR'S

ALTERATIONS

REVISED

EDITIONS

IIHH='a....'JOE

S.,.-.:I:be-Frel"'ietel'-flgrees te deli'fer the eeftll'lete ftlllfltlsertl'q--tegether with all illllStI'll"
maps, charts, drawings, or other material (except index) to be included in the work, not I er
than . If the Proprietor shall fail to make delivery by that ate,
the Publishers shall be released from all obligations under this agreement unless the have
advised the Proprietor in writing of their willingness to postpone the delivery date' ut the
Proprietor shall not be free to cause publication of the said work elsewhere until he all have
reoffered it to the Publishers under the terms of this agreement.

6. The manuscript of the work as submitted to the Publishers consists of:

In any revision which he may undertake before the work goestfu.to production the Proprietor
shall not add to the size of the manuscript or number of illusjrations without the written per
mission of the Publishers.

7. The Proprietor agrees to present a legibly typed manuscript and illustrations, charts, etc.,
suitable for reproduction. If submitted in such forn that editing (aside from routine "copy
reading" customary among publishers) is required or that retyping of manuscript or redraw
ing or other processing of illustrations is necessar , such work shall be done by the Publishers
and charged to the Proprietor's account. Unless special request as to spelling, capitalization,
punctuation, and typographic style shall be < de by the Proprietor, and unless a manuscript
consistently following such style shall be fu ished, the Publishers are authorized to make the
manuscript conform to the style which the believe to be most suitable for the work, provided,
however, that the Publishers shall not b free, in tl,e process of editing, to make substantive
changes in the manuscript without the e ress approval of the Proprietor. The Proprietor agrees
tl,at if the book is to include an inde he will prepare it promptly after page proof has been
submitted, or, if he fails to do this, '" I compensate the Publishers for their expense in preparing
the index. The Proprietor agrees t pay all permission fees (if any) for the use of text or illus
trations controlled by others, an upon request to furnish the Publishers with written evidence
of the copyright owner's autho zation to use the material.

8. The cost of Author' :Alterations (i.e. changes from the original manuscript submitted by
the autllor, exclusive 0 the cost of correcting printer's errors) made by the Proprietor in type
and/or plates shall b borne by the Publishers to the extent of 10% of the cost of original
composition, but be ond that amount shall be charged to tl,e Proprietor's account. The cost of
Author's Alteratio s in illustrations, exclusive of correction of printer's or platemaker's errors,
shall be borne b the Publishers to the extent of 10% of tbe cost of making the original plates
or negatives, the case may be, but beyond that shall be charged to the Proprietor's account.

9. The roprietor agrees to revise the first and subsequent editions of the work and to supply
any ne material necessary from time to time to keep the work up to date as may be desired by
the E blishers; and in the event tbat the Proprietor shall neglect or be unable to make such
rev' ion or to supply such new material then to permit the Publishers to engage some other
p son or persons to revise the said editions or to supply such new material and to deduct the

s. thereof from royalties RGGrlliAg to the ProprielGr OH-llYGb r."is.d.....od eAlargeEl .ElitiOAS.

10. The Publishers shall taktfthe same care of any manuscript, illustration, or other material
placed in their hands by the~as they would of their own property, but they shall not be
responsible for its loss or damage beyond the amount (if any) for which the~ requests
in writing that it be insured at his expense. p I iropr etor

11. Six months after first publication of the work, the Publishers shall prepare a royalty
statement covering sales of tl,e work to that date, and within 60 days thereafter shall pay the
Proprietor the amount due. Thereafter the Publisbers shall pay the Proprietor in the months of
March and September of each year the royalty payable as of the preceding February 1 and
August 1, respectively, covering sales during the preceding six months. Provided, however, that
annual rather than semi-annual payments may be made if a semi-annual payment would be in an
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amount less than $25.00. No royalty shall be paid in any year in which less than five dollars
($5.00) has accrued in royalties. The amount of royalty shall be calculated as follows:

~Ch yo1ume
On book sale within the liurlts of the United States (except for the special cases listed below),

the following stipulated percentage of the list price:

10% on the first 5,000 copies sold, 12-1/2% on the next
5,000 copies sold, 15% beyond 10,000 copies.

On book sales outside the liurlts of the United States, one-half the above stipulated percentage
of tbe list price.

On sales of sheet stock or on book sales at special discounts of 50% or more from the list price,
or on book sales of a special edition issued by the Publishers and retailing at less than two-thirds
of the list price of the regular edition, the regular domestic royalty rate (as stipulated above)
calculated on the net amount actually received by the Publishers.

In the event of publication of an abridged, expanded, or revised edition necessitating the
resetting of twenty per cent or more of the work, the said edition shall be considered a new
work and a new agreement shall be arranged on mutually agreeable terms.

No royalty shall be paid on any copies lost or destroyed, or on damaged or overstocked copies
sold at or below manufacturing cost, or given away for the purpose of aiding the sale of the work.

In any royalty-payment period in which the sale of the work is less than 150 copies, the
royalty shall be one-half the regular royalty rate as stipulated above.

If the Publishers should issue their own paperback edition of the work, the regular royalty
rate shall be five per cent of the paperback list prir,and the above-listed stipulations with
respect to foreign sales, special discounts, reduced rat -of-sale, revised editions, and royalty-free
copies shall apply.

on the fIrst 10;000 copies sold, 7-1/2% beyond 10,000 copies.

12. The Proprietor grants and assigns to the Publishers the full, sole, and exclusive right to
arrange for the sale or licensing of the following rights relating to the said work, and constitutes
the Publishers his representatives and attorneys-in-fact for that purpose. If such rights are sold
or licensed, the Publishers shall pay to the Proprietor, at the time of the next royalty payment
after receipt of the funds, the following portion of the net amount actually received for such
sale or licensing:

(a) Translation, first and second serial rights, selection, abridgment, paperback, condensation,
digest, adaptation, syndication, omnibus volumes, receipts from a license to another publisher
to reprint in whole or in part, or from a license to a book club to manufacture its own edition
for distribution to its members-50% of the net amount actually received by the Publishers.

(b) Dramatization, public reading, radio, television, and motion picture rights (sight and
sound) or the right of reproduction by other mechanical devices-85% of the net amount actually
received by the Publishers.

each vo~ume of
13. The Publishers shall give the Proprietor 10 free copies 0 the SaId work. For additlOnal
copies, not for resale, the Proprietor shall pay the list price less 40% discount, f.o.b. Princeton,
New Jersey.

14. If, after three years following the date of publication of the said work, the Publishers shall
advise the Proprietor in writing to his last known address that they find it necessary to discon
tinue publication, or if the Publishers fail to keep the work in print and neglect to reprint it
within six months of the Proprietor's written request that they do so, then the Proprietor shall
have the right to ternrinate tins agreement by written notice. Upon such notice of ternrination
the Proprietor shall have the right at his option within 30 days of such notice to purchase at
25% of the actual cost (including composition) the type and/or plates of the work, should any
exist, and to purchase at actual manufacturing cost any copies and/or sheets remaining in the
Publishers' hands. If the Proprietor shall fail to exercise tllis option within 30 days, then the
Publishers shall be free to destroy or dispose of the type and plates, if any, and to dispose of
any copies and/or sheets in any way they see fit without payment of any royalty on such copies
and/or sheets. Upon termination of the agreement, the Publishers agree to assign the copyright
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of the said work to the Proprietor; thereupon all the then existing rights granted to the Publishers
undet tIris agreement shall revert to the Proprietor.

1-5~he-Propriet{)r-eg1'eeS-te-m"ke-tlle-Fubllilhers-the first elfer-of-publi
full-length book. But if the Publishers fail to exercise this option by-exect!fihg a publishing
agreement within 90 days of receipt of the-completed manuscript, tIlen the Proprietor shall be
under no further obligation-utlder this option, and shall be free to cause its publication elsewhere.
XJ-Erolltl6tOr-iS4l9t-Gblie:aa to BCGaflt tae }!yslishers' slFe. lIBEle. this eJ*iet!'

1'5:
B"'~. This agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the heirs, executors,

HEIRS MID administrators, and assigns of both parties.
ASSIONS

This agreement may be assigned by either party with the Wl'itten consent of the other, which
consent must be obtained in advance, and the assignee thereof shall have all the rights and
remedies of the original parties insofar as the same are assignable. But tlris agreement shall be
assigned only as a whole and not as a part, nor as to any part interest therein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Proprietor has hereunto placed his
hand and seal, and the Publishers have caused this agreement to be
executed and tIleir seal to be affixed by authority of their Board of
Trustees.

(L.S.)
WITNESS TO PROPRiETOR'S SIGNATURE

WITNESS TO PUBLISHER'S SIGNATURE

PROPRIETOR SIGN HERE

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

by (L.S.)
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THE ISRAEL ACADEMY OF

SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

Jerusalem, 4 November 1970

Dr. Carl Kaysen
Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
U. S. A.

Dear Carl,

Prof. G. Scholem told me, on his return to Israel, that you and
your friends are disturbed by the hiatus and delays which have been created
in our negotiations regarding the Einstein Papers. I fully understand your
feelings and I can assure you of two things: firstly, that I share them, and
secondly, that I know that the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities is
as interested as ever in participating actively and prominently in the project
which we have discussed and corresponded about.

Perhaps it might be useful to summarize and describe the present
situation in this matter. You will remember that the Academy originally
entered into this project on the assumption that it will be a joint enterprise
between Dr. otto Nathan - as the Administrator of the Einstein Papers -
the Princeton University Press and the Academy. At the time we submitted to
our partners-to-be statements by the President and the Rector of the Hebrew
University which gave the Academy full power to deal with the project also on
behalf of the University. Furthermore, we suggested that the Institute for
Advanced Study must be a partner in this project. Things went along quite
satisfactorily until Dr. Nathan's letter to the President of the Hebrew University,
Mr. A. Harman, in which he de facto excluded the Academy as a direct partner
from the negotiations. As I stated already, this has not diminished our interest
in the project, but, of course, the Academy as such can do nothing in this matter.

I regret (and I am sure that the members of the Council of the
Academy share this regret) that President Harman has obviously not yet had the
time to take a decision in this somewhat delicate matter. Naturally, the best

./2.

4J. Jahotinsky Rd., Jerusalem • P.O.Box 4040 • Cablts: Lsracademy • ,UIl lHl)\) • 4040 ,-n • 'D"'#'" .U 'PVJ'V1J'J 'n,
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SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
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would be that he reiterates the desire of the University that the Academy continue
the negotiations also on its behalf. However, this decision must be left to him,
and all we could do in this matter was to supply President Harman with all the
"documents in the case".

We understand from President Harman that he wanted to talk to you and
perhaps to Dr. Nathan personally, and I am sure that he will do so at the earliest
possible opportunity. Of course, it is most regrettable that so much time has
been lost, but I hope you will understand that since Dr. Nathan's letter to Presi
dent Harman, not only you and the Princeton University Press, but also the
Israel Academy had to wait.

Naturally, we trust that these initial and only administrative difficulties
will be overcome, and that the execution of the project can start actively.
As a chemist, I am convinced that this project (as many others) represents an
autocatalytic reaction.

With best regards, also from Prof. SCholem, and in the hope to see
you soon again, I am,

Yours cordially,

tl d iJ (""- tl..---

E. D. Bergmann

cc. Prof. G. SCholem, President, The Israel Academy of SCiences & Humanities;

"""""Prof. A. Dvoretzky, Vice-President, "

Mr. A. Harman, President, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem;

Dr. Otto Nathan, Trustee - Estate of Albert Einstein;

Mr. Bailey, Director, The Princeton University Press.

43, Jabolinsky Rd. J.,.u.rt>km • l' 0 Box 'Mn • r_u... l _, • ~.
t •• '"""" \AIUKS. sTacuuemy·) 111 US,., • 4040 ,-n • 'O''1'''n' .• ) 'POJ'\)l.1·, 'n,
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Dr. Carl Kaysen, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Carl,

JEFFERSON PHYSICAL LABORATORY

CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02138

11 December, 1968

I have now managed to get to my reading notes and studied
them a bit in order to answer your letter in a more informed
way.

We have catalogued some 15 "Notebooks" (inc!. lecture
preparation notes) in the Einstein Archives, all but the last
set in Einstein's own handwriting:

(1) ZUrich 1896-1900, "Kollegium Uber Physik - Prof. Weber".

(2) Ditto , "Vorlesungen tiber Physik, Weber"
These are Einstein's notes taken as student, more
interesting for what Weber did not teach than for anything
else. Einstein was for example~happy that Maxwell's
equations were never reached in Weber's course.

(3) ZUrich 1909-1910, Notes for lectures on Kinetic Theory
and Statistical Mechanics.

( 4)

(5 )

Ditto

Ditto

"Mechanik I".

, "Mechanik II".

(6) Ztlrich 1909-1911, "Relativit1!t" (General), also Thermodynamics
and Radiation.

(7) ZUrich 1910-1911, Notes for lectures on theory of electricity
and magnetism.

Then follow 3 notebooks from the Berlin days, including
two interesting ones on his lectures in relativity.
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Item (11) is a notebook from Princeton, 1937, mostly on field
theory and general relativity theory. Item (12) is Einstein's
last writing pad (1955). Item (13) is a pocket memorandum
booklet of the years 1911-1914, and item (14) a memo pad (about
1930 and later), mostly of League of Nations Committee work.

Finally, item (15) is a set of notebooks by W. Bloch (~16-191B)
~

who made them while following Einstein's lectures in Berlin.
'I have either read closely or at least glanced hastily through all
of this material. There is here without doubt excellent raw material
for work in the history of science, and I have used small parts
of two of the notebooks for two of my own published articles in
this field already. To do a serious job, specifically with the
notebooks, even only for 1906-1911, would take someone with lots
of time and with deep insight into state of physics and of the
educational systems of the time. For my part, I would of course
enormously welcome it if someone would do this, though I do not
know the name of anyone now free of major projects who has these
qualifications.

In the meantime, some useful preliminary work might be done with
smaller investment of time by others. You are also bound to have
scholars turn up for such work when and if the catalogue of
holdings at the Einstein Archive becomes available. I still
have to get clearance for this from the Estate, but it would not
be wise to raise the question just now with Miss Dukas or Otto
Nathan.

What would help a lot is if you yourself showed both of them
that you are interested in the Archives, and possibly also in
the idea of an eventual pUblication of the scientific correspondence
of Einstein. Just a hint along these lines, and your own authority
and interest, will reassure Miss Dukas and Otto Nathan, both of
whom (rightly or wrongly) felt the previous director was not
really sympathetic to this enterprise. Eventually I hope to
undertake such a publication, if the Estate agrees.

With best regards,

Cordially,

Gerald Holton

GH:ew
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SQiOOL OF NATURAL SOENCES

Dear Carl:

In answer to your questions.

Septe=ber 14, 1970

(1) Klaus Hepp is a good physicist just starting on a productive
career, and the last thing I would want to do is to load hiIn with a lot of
ad=inistrative chores. If you want somebody from ZUrich to give advice
on the Einstein papers, the best man would be Markus Fierz. Fierz is
about 60 years old but still vigorous, and intensely interested in the history
of physics.

(2) Your phrase to describe John Wheeler's letter is exactly right.
This is not the fir st time it has happened. The most famous example was
a letter John wrote when the original Project Matterhorn was started in
Princeton. John was then so enthusiastic that he sounded as if he would
build a hydrogen bomb single-handed.

(3) You may have been surprised that the article of Feynrnan which
I sent you discussed only grade-school arithmetic and not university physics.
Feynrnan has put a lot of effort into university teaching and I think he agrees
with me that the basic defect of existing teaching is the same in universities
as it is in first grade.

Yours sincerely,

f~ .......
Freeman Dyson

FD:eg

Dr. Carl Kaysen, Director
Institute for Advanced Study
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DEPARTMENT 0'" PHYSICS

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

LYMAN LABORATORY OF PHYSICS

CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02138

July 1, 1970

Dr. Carl Kaysen
Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Carl:

I am sorry to be late in replying to your letter
of June 12, but I have just returned from the Binational
Conference on Physics held in India. On the way back
I met with some of the Israeli people who are also
interested in the Einstein publication project.

This project should yield one of the major scholarly
publications in the field of the history of science.
So I welcome your personal interest in the matter, for
you and your office might provide the missing ingredient
to make this cake -- namely the operational know-how
in getting a complex job done. The great danger is,
frankly, and confidentially, that there have been too
many people involved in the half-hearted negotiations
so far, and none of them able to see more than a
fraction of the great amount of work that looms, or,
for that matter, of the challenge implied. If you
had occupied your present chair a few years earlier,
this would probably not have happened.

You speak only of having the interest of the
Institute represented; I welcome this, but urge you
to take a more active role if you possibly can; e.g.,
to help all parties to work out, right at your desk
a viable plan of proper scope, with safeguards for
the working editors and publishers. From the beginning,
the project must in every respect be run as serious
business.

As you know, I have worked off and on for years
with this material, and it is~glorious goldmine for
scholarly work in physics, history of science, philosophy
of science, sociology of science. Here, after all, is
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·Dr. Carl Kaysen -2- July 1, 1970

the record both of a good part of the growth of modern physics
(intellectually and sociologically), and of the interaction of
physics and world history. In my view the publication should
consist of several parts or volumes: (1) Runs of correspondence
of significant length, possibly excluding those parts published
elsewhere (Solovine's, Born's, Besso's [said to be in pressy,
but publishing items that were left out from such other
publications. (2) Correspondence of shorter length, with more
than-usual editorial commentary for those (often brief) items
that in fact have an importance that is out of proportion to
their brevity or apparently casual character. (3) Unpublished
manuscripts, and interesting fragments or early drafts of
published manuscripts, by A.E. (4) Notebooks, lecture notes,
etc., insofar as at all coherent, if necessary by photographic
reproduction.

(I)

I would suggest to leave out~MS of published items (except
perhaps for some passages of interesting draft changes on MS);
(2) reproduction of actual pUblished articles, books, or reprints;
(3) unanswered crank letters; business correspondence (but care
fully scanned for non-business content!); passages in letters
judged by the Estate to be concerned with matter severely embarrassing
to the family or to living persons [but omissions marked]; perhaps
some other letters that were not answered or only perfunctorily
answered by A.E. (but these to be listed by name as being in the
Archive); perhaps unpublished MS by others than AE.

As to scholarly apparatus, I suggest: (1) A brief introductory
essay, probably by the Editor in Chief. (2) A catalogue raisonnaie
for which a good start has been made under my supervision and with
the excellent participation of Miss Dukas and several students.
(3) A full index of names. (4) Extensive crossreferences and editorial

comments & explanations; e.g., as footnotes -- a desideratum
I wish to urge as strongly as possible despite the evident labor
this will involve on the part of a carefully chosen team.

Finally, some troubled and fairly obvious thoughts. Miss Dukas
wrote me about the project in general terms in February; since
then, frequent & contradictory rumors have floated by. I don't
have a list of strong candidates for Editor or for members of
editorial work and advisory boards, but some person or persons
should soon be persuaded to take up the reins. The job is so
big that a good man will have to clear the desks for some years
to see this through. Possibly Martin Klein can be persuaded.
(I have not talked to him about it.) Miss Dukas, if properly
used in the good sense, will be invaluable. Young physicists
historians with time and energy have to be identified and mobilized.
Hence enough funds must be raised. The presses (Princeton plus
Gordon & Breach ) need to gear up to get permissions from owners
of literary rights (if I understand the law correctly). Posslbly
the additions to the Archives, received since I had the collectlon
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Dr. Carl Kaysen -3- July 1, 1970

microfilmed, should be photographed. Above all, ground rules
must be written which satisfy Nathan & the Estate, and yet
protect the editors from interventions (for this must not be only
the "scientific" correspondence, but as Helen Dukas wrote herself,
"also the other correspondence, etc., of general interest,"
to be sure within reasonable limits, set forth earlier).

My own selfish chief interest is to get the published
volumes soon for my library; there are lots of problems left
on which I want to work on my own, though at the moment I have
been getting rather more intrigued with some aspects of the
work of iels Bohr. Of course, when the things that need doing
now are done, I'll be glad to try to give you help and advice,
as you requested in your letter.

With every good with,

Ch;
Gerald HoI ton

GH:m
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

Office of the President

Jerusalem, June 21 1970

Professor Carl Kaysen, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
U.S.A.

Dear Carl,

Thank you for your letter of June 12. Meanwhile, I

have heard from Otto Nathan, and I shall go into this matter

immediately.

Sometimes it is a relief to have problems like this to

deal with. These, at least, are tangible problems, about which

one can hope to do something. I wish it were true of some of the

more fateful issues.

With warm greetings,

Sincerely,

Avraham Harman

AH/ea
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June 12, 1970

Dear Avram:

You will shortly be hearing from Otto Nathan
about the proposal for the publication of the Einstein
apers. I vrite simply to say that I have diacu.sad this

rith h1lll and ritb rb rt Bailey of the Princeton Univer
sity Press, and as far as I'm concernad, the arrangements
are agreeable. Whife respecting Nathan's feelings about
who the contracting party should be, they rill pet1llit what
I consider to be tbe proper participation of both the In
stitute and tbe Israeli Academy of Science.

It se difficult in these tiaes for eith r of
us to concentrate on these scholarly tters, harder I am
8ure for you than for me, but it i8 what we have to do. I
am writing in a similar spirit to Ernst.

\lith _meat greetings,

Cordially,

Carl Kays n

Dr. Avraha Barman, President
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Jerusalem, larael
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June 10, 1970

Memorandum for File

Conversation with Otto Nathan in his apartment. 24 Fifth Avenue,

at 5:00 P.M. on Tuesd y. June 9. regarding Einstein papers.

Mr. Nathan is eager to go abead with the project. He
is perfectly happy to have the Institute's cooperation; nd indeed
welcomes it. He agrees that, whatever the past reletions between him
and the previous Director, he is ready to go ahead nov. I expressed
my own wish that tbe Institute get appropriate credit for its share
in tbe endeavors, snd he said that be is perfectly happy to see the
Inatitute's name on the titla page of the volume. Nonetheless, he
wishes to have tbe basic agreement be one between the Estate and the
Hebrew University on the one hand, and Princeton University Press on
the other, because in his view they are the parties legally concerned.

I indicated some of the commitments th Institute might be
willing to make under appro riate circumstances, i.e. office sp~ce for
Miss Dukas and a technical assistant; office space for a visitor to work
on the papers; one, and occaaionally evan two, visiting berships in
connection with the project scholars properly qualified who would
be working on it. In this connection I talked about money and made the
point that this would be an expensive endeavor. I indicated that I
might seak support from the NSF and that I thought the Israeli Govern
ment might be induced to make a contribution through the Hebrew Univer
sity. I also raised the possibility of a contribution from the German
Government, to which Kathan reacted sharply and violently. After some
discussion on this point he asked me to seek Miss Dukas' reaction in
dependent of his own.

We talked about the need for a acientific advisory or
editorial committee and who might be a suitable chairman. He had a
positive reaction to the auggestion of Res Jost, although he did not
know him. We elso talked about Martin Klein at Yale. We a reed that
the committee should be international and suggested that
be a possibility 8S well as Europeans and Israelis.

The relation between the proposed com lete rublication and
the reprinting of the major scientific papers under the editorship of
Dr. Bargmann came up. We agreed tb question should be explored.
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I rai.ed the question of xerox copie. of all the Einstein
document. and the retention of one set by the In.titute. Nathan agreed
that there .hould be many xeroxed copie. for .ecurity a. well as
accesaibility rea.ona. Be had previously talked with Dix about having
Princeton Library be the depository" but he was perfectly agreeable
to bavina us at the lnatitute a vall.

Nathan Directed., ttention to the two draft letters from
hi. to Karman and Bersmann in Bailey's posse.sion and invited my
cOllllllent. on th We agreed to be in touch.

Carl ~y.en
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Kemor nd fo-r File

June 10. 1970

.!!C:!!o!!n:!".!:r~s!!!a!!t~l~o!!nL.!wi!!1thh...!OQ;t~t~oL1!!!:h!!!..!!l.Jl;lt!....!s!lpa!!!r!t!!!!,,!!.tL.."';2~4UFi~f:!t.!lh~!!J!!!!!.

instein papera.

Hr. athan is eager to go shead with tba project. Be
is perfectly happy to have the Inatitute' s cooperation 1 indeed
velcOlMs it. Be asr". that, vhat....r the past relaUou ber-eD hilll
and tbe pr....io Director, he is ready to go ahead DOW. I re••ed
.,. wi.h that the In.titute get appropriate credit for its share
in the ende vor., and he .aid t t ba is perfectly bappy to see the
In.titute'. na D the title page of the volume. N ethele•• , he
wi.he. to e tbe ba.ic agree_Dt be De between the Z.tate and the
Hebrev University 0 tba ODe hand, nd Princeton Univ raity Pre••
tbe other, because in hi• .taw they are the parti•• Illy concerned.

I indicated .... of t co!Dit1aenra the Inatitute lIIight be
willinl to ..ke er ppro riate cire tance, i.e. office space for
Ki.. a. and a technical a.si t tl office .pace for vi.itor to ¥or
on tbe paper.: ana, nd cc .io lly two, visitin r hips in
c _ctio witb the roject .cholars pro etly lined who would
be worldna 011 it. In this eo etion I talked a ut y aDd ..de the
point t t tbis would be expensive endea'lOr. I indicated that I

abt a IJUpport frOlS the that I thoul t t IarHl1 eovern-
_nt lIIi t be induced to e a contribution through the brew Univer-
.ity. I al.o rai.ed tbe po .ibility of a contribu ion fr the Ge
G<nrern_nt, to whicb athan reacted aharply and violently. After a
di.cu•• ion on this poiDt he a.ked .. to .eek Ki.s Duka.' r.action in
derendant of hi. own.

We talked about the naed for a .eienUnc advi.ory or
itorial cc.aitt.e and lIIight be ••uitable chaitlll8n. Be ad

po.itive reaction to the .ugae.ti n of aea Jost, alt ugh be did not
Imov hilII. e also talked ut Martin nein at Yale. We agre d that
the committee should be int.mati 1 and auggeated that
be a poasibility .. _11 aa Europe nd laraelis.

The relation between the propo.ed c lete u lication d
the reprintlna of the _jor scie tific papers under the itorship of
Dr. BarpaD1l c_ up. W. agreed the q tion .hould be explored.
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1 raised the queation of xerox copies of all the Einstein
docUIIIeIJta snd the retention of one aet by the Institute. athan agreed
that there ahould be aany xeroxed copiea for aecurity aa well aa
acceaaibility re sona. He had revi ualy talk.ed with Dix about haVing
Princet n Library be the dap sitory" but be was perfectly greeahle
to heVina at the llUltitute well.

Nathan Directed my attention to tba two draft letters from
hi. to Barman and Ber8ll\llnn in lailey's 1'09 "sian and invited my
cosenta on tbeDI. We agreed to be in touch.

Carl ltaysen
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, EW JERSEY 085+0

Td.phon.-609-9z+-++oo

THE D1R£CfOR

Memorandum for File

June 10, 1970

Conversation with Otto Nathan in his apartment, 24 Fifth Avenue,

at 5:00 P.M. on Tuesday, June 9, regarding Einstein papers.

Mr. Nathan is eager to go ahead with the project. He
is perfectly happy to have the Institute's cooperation - and indeed
welcomes it. He agrees that, whatever the past relations between him
and the previous Director, he is ready to go ahead now. I expressed
my own wish that the Institute get appropriate credit for its share
in the endeavors, and he said that he is perfectly happy to see the
Institute's name on the title page of the volume. Nonetheless, he
wishes to have the basic agreement be one between the Estate and the
Hebrew University on the one hand, and Princeton University Press on
the other, because in his view they are the parties legally concerned.

I indicated some of the commitments the Institute might be
willing to make under appropriate circumstances, i.e. office space for
Miss Dukas and a technical assistant; office space for a visitor to work
on the papers; one, and occasionally even two, visiting memberships in
connection with the project for scholars properly qualified who would
be working on it. In this connection I talked about money and made the
point that this would be an expensive endeavor. I indicated that I
might seek support from the NSF and that I thought the Israeli Govern
ment might be induced to make a contribution through the Hebrew Univer
sity. I also raised the possibility of a contribution from the German
Government, to which Nathan reacted sharply and violently. After some
discussion on this point he asked me to seek Miss Dukas' reaction in
dependent of his own.

We talked about the need for a scientific advisory or
editorial committee and who might be a suitable chairman. He had a
positive reaction to the suggestion of Res Jost, although he did not
know him. We also talked about Martin Klein at Yale. We agreed that
the committee should be international and suggested that Yukawa might
be a possibility as well as Europeans and Israelis.

The relation between the proposed complete publication and
the reprinting of the major scientific papers under the editorship of
Dr. Bargmann came up. We agreed the question should be explored.
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I raised the question of xerox copies of all the Einstein
documents and the retention of one set by the Institute. Nathan agreed
that there should be many xeroxed copies for security as well as
accessibility reasons. He had previously talked with Dix about having
Princeton Library be the depository, but he was perfectly agreeable
to having one at the Institute as well.

Nathan directed my attention to the two draft letters from
him to Harman and Bergmann in Bailey's possession and invited my
comments on them. We agreed to be in touch.

ct-
Carl Kaysen
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

'Preside,:/, RAYMOND C. HARWOOD Trw/us, JERO),1E BLUM, W. FRANK CRAVEN.

ROBERT F. COHEEN, ROBERT C. CUNNING, DONALD R. HAMII.TOS, RICHARD A. LESTER, A. WALTON Lin,

HAllOLD W. MCCRAW, JR., RICARDO A. MESTRES, WHITNEY J. OATES, NORVELL B. SAMUELS,

CHARLES SCIllBNER. JR.) ALBRIDCE C. SMITH III, RICHARD H. ULLMAN

April 9, 1970

Dr. E. D. Bergmann
Chairman) Science Section
The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities
43, Jabotinsky Road
Jerusalem, Israel

Dear Dr. Bergmann:

Since Dr. Nathan wrote to you on ,ffirch 6 saying that he
and Miss Dukes and I planned to get together, we have been tD'ing
to arrange a meeting, but as you may have heard, Dr. Nathan has
been in the hospital, and so we have not been able to have our
meeting. It is most unfortunate to be faced with delay at this
time, when we seem to be about to make real progress, and I am
hoping very much that Dr. Nathan's condition will improve soon,
so that we can go ahead. Under the circumstances, with an injured
back that has given him intense and continuing pain, Dr. ~athan

really isn't able to do anything, as I am sure you will understand.
No one is more anxious to proceed than he is, and I am sure that
as soon as he feels able to address himself to the natter, "e shall
meet and then be in touch with you again. Mean"hile I hope you will
be patient, and I shall "rite again as soon as I have anything to say.

Sincerely yours,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director

HSBJr:eb

Copies
Dr. 0 tto Na than
Hiss Helen Dukas

Silent copy
Dr. Carl Kaysen
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Princeton University Press PRINCETOS, NEW JERSEY 08540

'Prr.siden/, RAY),IOND C. HARWOOD TrusluI, JERO),1£ BLUM) W. FRANK CRAVEN',

ROBERT F. GOHEEN, ROBERT C. CUNNING, DONALD R. HAMILTON, RICHARD A. LESTER, A. WALTON LITZ,

HAROLD W. MCCRAW, JR.., RICARDO A. )'1ESTRE~, WHITNEY J. OATES, NORVELL B. SAMLlELS,

CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ALDRIDCE C. SMITH III, RICHAll,I) H. ULLMAN'

October 29, 1970

Mr. Roger D. Smith
Jackson, Nash, Brophy,

Barringer & Brooks
330 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Dear Roger:

I am writing to ask you for legal advice on a non-tax matter.
Enclosed is a copy of the Last Will and Testament of Albert Einstein,
whose collected papers we are planning to publish. The question is:
would a publication contract between Princeton University Press and
the Trustees of the Estate (Otto Nathan and Helena Dukas) be b~nding

after the termination of the Trust, that is after the deaths of Helena
Dukas and Margot Einstein? The Estate is anxious to make an agreement
with us, but the question has been raised whether the consent of the
Hebrew University must be obtained.

It seems to me that Section 13 of the Will, on paRes 4, 5,
and 6 is particularly relevant. In my opinion, Paragraph (A) gives
the Estate discretion to publish "in their sale and absolute judgment
and discretion," and Paragraph (F) is not limiting in this regard, so
long as the comfort and welfare of Helena Dukas and Margot Einstein
are protected. I should add that royalties on the edition would be
payable to the Trust. It seems to me further that the only ctipulation
regarding the Hebrew University is that it shall have whatever is remain
ing of the Trust when the Trust terminates.

I have given you my own interpretation, which I hope is correct,
but of course what I am seeking is legal advice. Suppose the Estate made
a contract with us, and at some time later the Trust terminated, '<auld
the contract then be binding on the Hebrew University as the final o<mer
of literary rights? Neither Dr. Nathan, who knew Einstein very well, nor
I, who knew him slightly, believes that it was his intention to tie up
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~Ir. Roger D. Smith page 2

the literary rights so that publication of his papers depended on the
consent of the Hebrew University. I should add that we have been
attempting to Hork with the Hebrew University, and they seem to want
to cooperate, but they are so dilatory and unresponsive that we cannot
make any progress. The project has already been held up for a year
simply owing to their failure to respond to letters. Thus we would prefer
to proceed without them, giving them every opportunity to cooperate to the
extent that they are willing and able, but not giving them the right to
call the shots or hinder the project.

I should be very grateful for your help in this matter. With
bes t >lishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
HSBJr:eb

Copy
Dr. Otto Nathan
Dr. Carl Ka sen

Enclosure to ~Ir. Smith
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10011

June il, ~910

Dr. Car~ ~S8Il

Director, The Institute for Advanced Stu~

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Dr. KaJ"sen:

I was very pleased to ~earn from Mr. BolUey that ,.ou did not raise an,- objections
to the draft ~etters to be addressed to President HanIIBn and Dr. BerBJll8I1D.. The
~ettera are being _i~d toda,.. Copies are enclosed for ,.our infoI'IIBtion. Mr.
:Baile,. advised me that you 7I1I!J;f want to send a note supporting our atters to both
President RarmBn !llld Dr. Ber8lJlMJl. I sh~d oertainly welcome your doing so.

I wish to thBnlc you once IIIOre for your Id.ndness in calling on me on Tuesda;y.

\/1 th Id.nd reB/lrda,

/JIP ~.

otto Nathan
'l'RUSTEK
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June 12, 1910

Dr. Ernst D. Bera-nn
Cba1~, Science Section
The Israel Acadelv 01' Sciences and HUII&n1ties
43, Jabotinsk;y Road
Jerllaalelll
ISRAEL

Dear Dr. Bergal&lln:

r;r with great care and in great
;rou raised in ;rour letter caused us to
sition we hed tkken in the past. The

aT·''''''deliberations are embodied in a letter
!!!!r.::Jl:arllllll~~~~:J76.out b.r the ssme _il and 01' which a copy

We have considered ;rour
detail. In taot, the
reconsider the entire p
conclusions we cema to
to President A
is enclosed.

I should like to reter to ~ note 01' 0, and to Mr. Beile;r's letter
01' April 9, 1910. I lUI. SOrr)" that prolonaed illness, we were
not able to rep17 to ;rour letter 0 rv'2Jt betore now. M;r health is still
not completel,y restored but I &Ill now Ugh to attend to _tters of urgency.
One 01' the tirst things I did when I ~1~!t1led h01llll trom the hospi tal was to
arranBll' a lllBeting wi th Mr. d Hi kaB which has Just taken place.

Under no ci d we want to loee the 1lIlportant help which we are
con"f'1nced ;r gues at the AcadelllJ' would bring to the proJect.
Since ;rou mber 01' the Israel Acad.em;r but aleo a tacult;r I118l1lber
01' The Hebre we felt certain that ;rou would be able and Willing to
be assooiated w dil'ticult talk 01' editing and publishing Einstein's papers
even it the AcadelllJ' was not a part.r to the fundamental publication agreelll8llt.
We a88l111l8d other members 01' the Israel Acade~ would be able to do likev1ee; to
our ltnowledBll', a nulllber 01' them are lllBIIlbers 01' both 1nBtitutions. Moreover, The
Hebrew Universit;r should be given authori t;r in the baB1c publication &gre8lll8Ilt
to seek the cooperation 01' individual scholars resardless 01' Whether or not

1I:1e;r are associated with the Un1vereit;r or with the Acade~, or The Hebrew Un1verait;r
m1ght _Ice a speciala~t with the AcadellQ'.

We were ver;r IllUch interested in your suggestion to obtain the assistance of the
Princeton Institute. In fact, ver;r preJ1J11nsr;r talks with Dr. C..rl Kayeen had

1aken place even before .rour letter was received. We should certa1nl;r welcolI8 an;r
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Dr. Ernst D. ller8lJlllIlIl - 2 - June 12, 1970

help and cooperation the Princeton Institute can give us not onlJ" because it
was Einstein's professional homs during the last two decades of' his lite and
hils been the damicile 0 hie Archives since his death, but pr~ilJ" becau8lI
outstanding scholars are ssociated with the Institute frOlll who the project
might profit gree.tlJ". Atter very extended discussion of' that point we felt
that the Princeton Institute should have the IlllIIIll position as the Israel
Acadell\T. In resard to the Institute in Princeton, the University Press should
be given the privilege which The Hebrew th1versi ty would enjoy vi th respect
to the Israel AcadelD.1.

Thie letter, as all correepondence in resard to the
to ;you on behalf ot Princeton University Press and
Un!versi t;y Press has, ot course, s en the draft of
ot it.

lfethan

Olf: Jb

ject, 1s being addressed
Estate. Princeton
letter and has approved
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COpy
SUPERIOR COURT OF NEW JERSEY
CHANCERY DIVISION-MERCER COUNTY
DOCKET NO.

In the Matter of the Estate )
)

of )
)

ALBERT EINSTEIN, Deceased )

Civil Action

AFFIDAVIT OF SUBSCRIBING WITNESS TO WILL

STATE OF NEW JERSEY )
) SS:

COUNTY OF MONMOUTH )

DAVID J. LEVY, one of the witnesses to the annexed instrument dated

March 18, 1950, filed in this court and purporting to be the last will of

Albert Einstein, the testator therein named, being duly sworn, says:

1. I saw the testator aforesaid sign the said instrument and heard

him declare it was his last will.

2. Katherine Russell and Kurt GHdel, the other subscribing witnesses

to the said instrument, were present with me at the same time when the said

instrument was signed by the said testator and by him declared to be his last

will as aforesaid.

3. The said Katherine Russell and Kurt GHdel and I subscribed our

names to said will as witnesses in the presence of said testator and at his

request.

4. At the time of the execution of the said instrument, the said

testator was of sound mind, as far as I know and verily believe.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO

THIS 4th DAY OF MAY, 1955

C. THOMAS SCHETTINO (signed)

Judge of the Superior Court

DAVID J. LEVY (signed)
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SUPERIOR COURT OF NEW JERSEY
CHANCERY DIVISION-MERCER COUNTY
DOCKET NO.

In the Matter of the Estate )
)

Civil Actionof )
)

AFFmAVIT OF SUBSCRIBING WITNESS TO WILLALBERT EINSTEIN, Deceased )

STATE OF NEW JERSEY )
) SS:

COUNTY OF MONMOUTH )

KATHERINE RUSSELL, one of the witnesses to the annexed instrument

dated March 18, 1950, filed in this court and purporting to be the last will

of Albert Einstein, the testator therein named, being duly sworn, says:

1. I saw the testator aforesaid sign the said instrument and heard

him declare it was his last will.

2. David J. Levy and Kurt G~del, the other subscribing witnesses

to the said instrument, were present with me at the same time when the said

instrument was signed by the said testator and by him declared to be his

last will as aforesaid.

3. The said David J. Levy and Kurt G~del and I subscribed our

names to said will as witnesses in the presence of said testator and at his

request.

4. At the time of the execution of the said instrument, the said

testator was of sound mind, as far as I know and verily believe.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO
THIS 4th DAY OF MAY,
1955

C. THOMAS SCHETTINO (signed)
KATHERINE RUSSELL (!i.gned)

Judge of the Superior Court
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SUPERIOR COURT OF NEW JERSEY
CHANCERY DIVISION-MERCER COUN1
DOCKET NO.

In the Matter of the Estate)
)

of )
)

ALBERT EINSTEIN, Deceased )

Civil Action

AFFIDAVIT OF SUBSCRIBING WITNESS TO WILL

STATE OF NEW JERSEY )
) SS:

COUNTY OF MONMOUTH )

KURT GODEL, one of the witnesses to the annexed instrument dated

March 18, 1950, filed in this court and purporting to be the last will of

Albert Einstein, the testator therein named, being duly sworn, says:

1. I saw the testator aforesaid sign the said instrument and

heard him declare it was his last will.

2. David J. Levy and Katherine Russell, the other subscribing

witnesses to the said instrument, were present with me at the same time when

the said instrument was signed by the said testator and by him declared to

be his last will as aforesaid.

3. The said David J. Levy and Katherine Russell and I subscribed our

names to said will as witnesses in the presence of said testator and at his

request.

4. At the time of the execution of the said instrument, the said

testator was of sound mind, as far as I know and verily believe.

SUBSCRIBED AND
BEFORE ME THIS
OF MAY, 1955

SWORN TO
4th DAY

KURT GODEL (signed)

C. THOMAS SCHETTINO (signed)

Judge of the Superior Court
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SUPERIOR COURT OF NEW JERSEY
CHANCERY DIVISION-MERCER COUNTY
DOCKET NO.

In the Matter of the Estate )
)

of ) Civil Action
)

ALBERT EINSTEIN, Deceased ) QUALIFICATION OF EXECUTOR

STATE OF NEW JERSEY )
) SS:

COUNTY OF MONMOUTH )

OTTO NATHAN, the executor in the annexed writing named, being duly

sworn, says:

1. The annexed writing contains the true last will of Albert Einstein,

the testator therein named, as far as I know and verily believe.

2. I will, as the executor thereof, well and truly administer the

estate of the said Albert Einstein first, by paying the dehts of said testator

and then the legacies therein specified, as far as the estate of said testator

will thereunto extend, and the law charges me.

3. I will, when required by law, make and exhibit unto the Clerk of

this court a true and perfect inventory of the personal estate, so far as the

same have or shall come to my possession or knowledge, or to the possession

or knowledge of any other person for my use with my knowledge.

4. I will well and truly account when required by law.

5. Said testator died on April 18, 1955.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO
THIS 4th DAY OF MAY, 1955
BEFORE ME

C. THOMAS SCHETTINO

Judge of the Superior Court

OTTO NATHAN (signed)
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, AMEN:

I, ALBERT EINSTEIN, of Princeton, New Jersey, being of sound and

disposing mind and memory, and mindful of the uncertainty of life and the

certainty of death, do hereby make, publish and declare this to be my Last

Will and Testament, in manner following, to wit:

FIRST:

I direct that all my just debts and funeral and testamentary expenses

be paid as soon as practicahle after my decease.

SECOND:

I give and bequeath all of my furniture and household goods,

chattels and effects, of every kind or nature, to my step-daughter, MARGOT

EINSTEIN .

THIRD:

I give and bequeath my books and all of my personal clothing and

personal effects, except my violin, to my secretary HELENA DUKAS.

FOURTH:

I give and bequeath my violin to my grandson, BERNHARD CAESAR EINSTEIN.

If he shall be not of legal age, then I authorize and empower my Executors to

deliver the same to his father, my son ALBERT EINSTEIN, JR., in his behalf, to be

turned over to my said grandson when he shall attain majority.

FIFTH:

I give and bequeath to my step-daughter, MARGOT EINSTEIN, the sum of

TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS (20,000.00).
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SIXTH:

I give and bequeath to my secretary, HELENA DUKAS, the sum of

TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($20,000.00).

SEVENTH:

I give and bequeath to my son, EDUARD EINSTEIN, the sum of

FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($15,000.00).

EIGHTH:

I give and bequeath to my son, ALBERT EINSTEIN, JR., the sum of

TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($10,000.00). If he shall predecease me, then I give

and bequeath the said sum to my grandson BERNHARD CAESAR EINSTEIN.

NINTH:

If my sister, MARIE WINTELER, shall be living at my death, I give

and bequeath the sum of TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($10,000.00) to my step-daughter,

MARGOT EINSTEIN, IN TRUST, NEVERTHELESS, to hold, invest and reinvest the same,

and to pay over or to apply for the use and benefit of my said sister the income

and principal thereof, to the extent and in the manner which my said step-daughter

shall deem proper, for the care, comfort and welfare of my said sister, for life.

If my said sister shall survive me but shall die before said fund shall be

exhausted, then the balance of income and principal remaining at her death shall

pass and be paid over by my said step-daughter, MARGOT EINSTEIN, to herself, for

her own use and benefit. If my said step-daughter shall die or for any other

reason fail or cease to act as Trustee of this fund, then I designate my secretary,

HELENA DUKAS, as substitute in her stead.

TENTH:

If any of the legatees hereinbefore named shall predecease me, the

bequest, legacy or fund provided for his or her benefit shall lapse, except as

otherwise specifically hereinbefore provided, and the property or fund in question

shall pass as part of my residuary estate.
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ELEVENTH:

If the amount of my estate shall be inadequate to provide for

the payment of setting up, in full, of the legaeies and trust fund provided

for in paragraphs FIFTH through NINTH hereof, then there shall be no priority,

but the same shall abate proportionately.

TWELFTH:

After the foregoing legaeies, bequests and trust fund shall have

been paid, delivered or set up, and out of my then remaining estate, other than

the speeifie property alloeated by me to the trust fund next hereinafter pro

vided for, I direet my Exeeutor to pay all transfer, estate or inheritanee

taxes whieh might otherwise be ehargeable or apportionable upon or with respeet

to the foregoing bequests, legaeies and trust fund, to the end that if the

amount of my estate shall permit, the same shall be paid, delivered or set up

in full as hereinbefore direeted.

THIRTEENTH:

I give and bequeath all of my manuseripts, eopyrights, publieation

rights, royalties and royalty agreements, and all other literary property and

rights, of any and every kind or nature whatsoever, to my Trustees hereinafter

named, IN TRUST, NEVERTHELESS, to hold the same for a term measured by the

lives of my seeretary, HELENA DUKAS, and my step-daughter, MARGOT EINSTEIN,

and during sueh term to administer the said trust in manner following, to wit:

(A) To sell, publish, lieense or otherwise dispose of any or all of

the said property and rights so bequeathed to them as Trustees as aforesaid, and

also any and all property reeeived in exehange therefor, and any investments or

reinvestments at any time held in this trust fund, in sueh manner, and upon sueh

terms and eonditions, as they, in their sole and absolute judgment and diseretion,

shall jointly determine from time to time.
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(B) To pay and turn over to my secretary, HELENA DUKAS, all of the net

income received or collected from time to time, and as well any sum or sums of

money whatsoever which shall constitute principal of this trust fund, and which

may be received, collected or held hereunder by my Trustees, at any time or feom

time to time, all to the extent and in the manner to be solely determined by the

said HELENA DUKAS in her own absolute discretion, and which may be required by her,

during her lifetime, in writing delivered to the Trustees then acting hereunder,

other than herself if she shall then be one of the Trustees.

(C) After the death of the said HELENA DUKAS, to pay and turn over all

such net income to my said step-daughter, MARGOT EINSTEIN, and similarly to pay

and turn over to her any sum or sums of money out of the principal thereof to

the same extent and in the same manner as provided in the foregoing sub-division

(B) hereof.

(D) To deliver and turn over to HEBREW UNIVERSITY any funds or specific

property held in this trust, at any time, upon the written direction of the said

HELENA DUKAS during her lifetime, and thereafter upon the written direction of

my said step-daughter, MARGOT EINSTEIN, during her lifetime.

(E) Upon the death of the said HELENA DUKAS and the said MARGOT EINSTEIN,

this trust shall terminate, and thereupon all funds or property, if any, still held

in this trust, including all accrued, accumulated and undistributed income and

all literary rights and property, shall pass and be distributed to HEBREW

UNIVERSITY, subject only to the expenses or liabilities of the trust.

(F) In the interpretation of this provision of my will, it is to be

borne in mind that my primary object is to make further provision for the care,

comfort and welfare of my said secretary, HELENA DUKAS, during her lifetime, my

secondary object is to make such further provision for the care, comfort and

welfare of my said step-daughter, MARGOT EINSTEIN, during her lifetime and my

final object is that any such property which may then remain (whether it consist
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of original manuscripts, or literary rights or property still owned by my estate,

or the proceeds from the disposition of any such property or rights) shall, to

the extent that the same shall not have been distributed or paid over to my said

secretary and my said step-daughter, pass to HEBREW UNIVERSITY and become its

property absolutely, to be thereafter retained or disposed of by it as it may

deem to be in its best interests. To these ends, I direct that if the said

HELENA DUKAS during her lifetime, or the said MARGOT EINSTEIN thereafter, shall

require that any moneys be paid to them out of this trust, and there shall be

inadequate funds available for the purpose, then property or assets of the trust

shall be sold or otherwise dealt with as may be necessary to produce such funds,

but the Trustees of this fund shall jointly determine what shall be sold or other

wise disposed of, and the time, terms and manner of such sale or other disposition,

and no such disposition may be made except upon such joint consent.

FOURTEENTH:

All of the rest, residue and remainder of my estate, of every kind or nature,

whether real or personal, and wherever situate, I give, devise and bequeath to my

step-daughter, MARGOT EINSTEIN, or if she shall predecease me then to my son, ALBERT

EINSTEIN, JR., for her or his own use and benefit.

FIFTEENTH:

Without limitation of the absolute nature of the bequest of my residuary

estate, if my sister, MARIE WINTELER, shall survive me and the trust fund for her

benefit under paragraph NINTH hereof shall be thereafter exhausted, then I request

my said step-daughter, or if she shall predecease me, then my said son, to make

other or further provision, as may be necessary from time to time, out of my

residuary estate to be received by them as aforesaid, for the care, comfort and

welfare of my said sister, as long as she shall live.
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SIXTEENTH:

I direct that there shall be apportioned to and charged against the

trust fund under paragraph THIRTEENTH hereof that proportion of all federal or state

transfer, estate or inheritance taxes imposed upon my estate which the value of

the property allocated to said trust shall bear to the amount of my net taxable

estate before exemptions, all such values to be taken as they shall be determined

in the respective tax proceedings. The amount of such taxes to be apportioned

against such fund shall be a charge thereon, and the assets and property allocated

thereto hereunder may be sold or otherwise disposed of either by my Ex~cutor alone, or

by the Trustees of the said fund, as may be necessary to provide funds to meet

such taxes.

SEVENTEENTH:

(A) I nominate, constitute and appoint my friend, DR. OTTO NATHAN,

as sole executor hereof.

(8) I further nominate, constitute and appoint the said OTTO NATHAN

and my secretary, HELENA DUKAS, jointly, as trustees of the trust under paragraph

THIRTEENTH hereof.

(C) I further nominate, constitute and appoint my attorney, DAVID J. LEVY,

ESQ., of the Borough of Manhattan, New York City, as substitute executor hereof,

and substitute trustee of the trust under paragraph THIRTEENTH hereof.

(D) I direct that my said executor, trustees and substitute shall be

permitted to qualify and act hereunder, at any time and in any jurisdiction,

without giving bond or other surety.

EIGHTEENTH:

I do hereby confer upon my executor, trustees, and any substitute,

the power, authority and discretion, without application to any court, and in

addition to the rights and powers otherwise provided by law: (1) To hold and

retain any assets or property received hereunder, and any property received in exchange

therefor, either permanently or temporarily, as they in their sole judgment and
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uncontrolled discretion shall determine; (2) to sell, exchange or otherwise

dispose of same, either for cash or upon credit, secured or unsecured; (3)

to mortgage, lease or sell any and all real estate on any terms and conditions;

(4) to grant options, and to participate, as to assets or property held by them,

in any reorganizations or rearrangements, upon any terms; (5) to borrow money,

without personal liability, and upon any terms and conditions deemed advisable, and

to secure repayment thereof; (6) to adjust, compromise or arbitrate any claims

or demands of or against my estate, including tax matters; (7) to hold securities

or property of my estate in the names of nominees, or in such form as to pass by

delivery; (8) to maintain a custody account or accounts, and to employ investment

counselor accounting services, charging the cost thereof to my estate; (9) to

make distributions either wholly or partly in kind, and for that purpose to fix

values; ~O) to determine and allocate income and principal and charges thereto;

(11) to payor apply income or principal for any minor beneficiary hereunder

either directly to such beneficiary or to his parent or legal or natural guardian,

or to any person standing in loco parentis, or otherwise; and (12) to do,

generally, any and all things with respect to my estate as they in their good

judgment shall deem wise and proper and in the best interests of the beneficiaries

hereof, it being my intention that all of the foregoing shall be construed so as

to give my said executor, trustees and substitute the broadest and widest latitude

in the administration and management of my estate, so long as they shall act in good

faith.

LASTLY:

I hereby revoke any and all wills or codicils by me at any time

heretofore made.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, this 18 day

of March, in the year one thousand nine hundred and fifty.

ALBERT EINSTEIN
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SIGNED, SEALED, PUBLISHED and
DECLARED by ALBERT EINSTEIN,
the Testator above-named, to be
his Last Will and Testament, in
our presence, and we, at his
request, and in his presence, and
in the presence of each other,
have hereunto subscribed our names
as witnesses, this 18th day of
March, 1950

KATHERINE RUSSELL

Residing at Winant Road, Princeton, New Jersey

KURT GODEL

Residing at 129 Linden Lane, Princeton, New Jersey

DAVID J. LEVY

Residing at 1092 East 21st Street, Brooklyn, New York
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With thl Complimentl of

THE ISRAEL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

P. 0.8.4040, Jerula/1m, lJral/
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For CK ----

4:15 p.m.

fr".. ;~

'1t....Q£~ )

Notes on telephone conversation with Mr. Bailey of P.U.Press

on 2-26-70 REB

Mr. Bailey wants to keep you informed of what is
going on regarding the Einstein papers and fill in any gaps
from the past. He supports the idea that the Institute
should be a part of the finished volume and is working in
every way possible to handle the Nathan situation in a way
that will accomplish this. He will be seeing Dr. Nathan
tomorrow (Friday) in New York. At that time he will try
to draw the Institute into the picture but has grave doubts
about making any definite progress because in telephone con
versation with Dr. Nathan this week when the Institute was
mentioned, there was a distinct coldness at the Nathan end.

Mr. Bailey has an idea that there may be two
agreements. (1) An agreement between the Estate, the Press,
and the heir (Hebrew University) to publish. (2) An agree
ment between the Press and the Institute saying that the
Institute will do certain things to help in the matter of
the publication of such a book and in recognition of this
the Press will give credit on the title page, or tie the
Institute into the book in some obvious and acceptable (to
you) way. He thinks he can perhaps accomplish this sort
of an arrangement without arousing hostility.

Mr. Bailey feels he has made some progress in
relations with Dr. Nathan both in getting Freeman Dyson
in on the matter and in getting agreement to having G. Holton
as a member of the Advisory Committee. He now, in contrast
to the past, feels Dr. Nathan really wants to get the volume
published--perhaps because he himself is in such poor health
and feels this ms mission must be accomplished--and, if
handled properly, may therefore be more cooperative than
previously.

You can reach Mr. Bailey at the Press till about
5:45 this afternoon if you wish to comment or if you are not
in accord with his proceeding as outlined above.

Dr. Nathan has called Mr. Bailey to say he is in such pain
he cannot have a visit tomorrow, but he has cabled Bergmann
to say why hadn't he written, as it is important to get on
with the matter. Mr. Bailey will write a letter to Dr. Nathan
expressing concern for his health and hoping they can get to
gether soon. But you won't be able to talk to Mr. Bailey Friday
as he will be in NYC anyway.
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NOT TO BE RELEASED BEFORE
SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 1955, 2 P.M.

WILL OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

The will of Albert Einstein will be filed for probate in the

appropriate New Jersey court within a few days.

This information was supplied to the press by Dr. Otto Nathan,

executor of the will, and David J. Levy, New York attorney for the

estate, at a meeting with the press held in Princeton at The Institute

for Advanced Study, with which Professor Einstein was associated.

Neither a copy of the will nor information as to the amount of

the estate were made available, except that it was stated that the will

was dated March 18th, 1950, and that the estate was of moderate size.

The scientist's will was drawn in customary legal terms, and

it was said that it contained no notable or unusual provisions.

The contents were summarized as follows: The household furn

iture and effects were given to his stepdaughter, Margot Einstein, and

his books and other personal effects to his secretary, Helena Dukas,

except for his violin, bequeathed to his grandson, Bernhard C. Einstein.

Legacies of $20,000 each were left to the decedent's step

daughter and secretary, $15,000 to his son Eduard, who is living in

Zurich, SWitzerland, and $10,000 to his son Albert Einstein, Jr., of

Berkeley, California, who is the father of the grandson Bernhard.

There was a $10,000 trust fund provided for the support of

the scientist's sister, who, however, predeceased him, so that this

provision will lapse.

The legacies were to be tax free, and in case of insufficiency

of the estate were to abate proportionately, so that there would be no

priority among them.

The will contained a direction that all of the "literary prop

erty and rights", including copyrights and royalties, were to be held

in trust for the benefit of the secretary, Helena Dukas, and Professor

Einstein's stepdaughter, Margot Einstein, successively during their

respective lives, any remaining amounts or property at their death to

pass to The Hebrew University, in Israel, in the welfare of which it

was stated Professor Einstein had been deeply interested.

The residuary estate, the amount of which could not be estab

lished, was also left to the scientist's stepdaughter, Margot Einstein.

The will designated Dr. Nathan as sole executor, and also

named him and Professor Einstein's secretary, Miss Dukas, as joint

trustees.
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THE INSTITUTE FOll ADVANCED STUDY, Princeton, New Jersey
Office of the Director

FebruaT}' 24, 1970

Dear Ernst:

Tb.a you very b for y ur letter of
a1>''''''TY tho attac d _ted 1. I have vaited

an8VO~ you tl11 I e 1d Ie a I1ttle blt ~ra
t Itgr here, leh I ba nov done.
ut1EWe to feel atr y that the Inetitute abould
party to the proe 1oga. Mr. rbert 11e7 f

Prl a u Un! raity Pre.. II • this view, a
lalllS our a a nea in the lilt .. arising fr

·era I contrete a be Or. Nathan lIlY
pr cessor. I truet that _ au unt tbb b-
staele. although I thin _ pproach lt wlth
cautio •

Lat a.y agaln uc:h Annette and I
appreciated all the he pit lity that Ranni. yo

how b joyed ur viait. It llil
all t attacks th3t seema

pe n find a poaitiva
to_avr r.

wlth hi
f r hi.

I am atl11 explor
er ,

thia in a while.

tbe topi.c I di.scusaed
I will have soma

With w at gr eti. ,
Cordi:l1ly,

Carl ~y
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february 24,1970

Dear rrofessor Kayson,

let me thank you first of all for

the trouble you have taken in the matter of the v.Lane

papers. I shall first take the matter up with otto ilathan,

my co-trustee. I happen to have a nephew who is a member of

the Academy in Berlin and who has helped me before in getting

material from the archives of the Acaden;y. But I shall wait,

until I have talked with Dr.1 ~than.

Yours very sincerely,

ftdJl'~
Helen Dukas

Professor Carl Kay-sen
The Institute iIior Advenced Study
Princeton h.J.
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February 24, 1970

Dear mat:

T you very ch for your letter of
15 Feb ry and the attac d material. I have aited
to nswer y u till I could Ie a little bit more
about the background here, which I have now one.
I continue to feel strongly that the Institute ahould
be a party to the proceedings. Mr. Herbert Bailey of
the Princet n University Press shares this view, and
he explains our absence in the p at as arising from
some r-eraonal contretemps bet n Dr. NatlUln and Illy
predecessor. I trust that we can surmount this ob
atacle, although I think we must approach it with
caution.

Let say again how h ette and I
appreciated all the hospitality that Hanni and you
aho ed us a d how ch we enjoyed ur viait. It is
the de resaing De s about all the attacks th t seems
to fill the papers, but I hope we can find a oaitive
aolution. Retaliation a to a ong answer.

I am atill explorin the topic I di8cUSSed
wi th ShilllODe Peres nd y u, nd I wi11 h4ve s OllIe news
for him n thia in a while.

With warmest greetinga,

Cordially,

Carl hyalin

Professor B. D. Bergmann
Department of Or anie Chem1atry
Hebraw Un1varaity of Jerusale
Jerusalem, Iar el
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085-40
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February 2:1, 1970

Dear a. Duns:

The attach documents how the history of the
von Laue papers. The long and 9 ort of thia is that
Professor Oppenheilller returned them to tile Acadl!lll}' of
Seienees in Berlin in the Sprin~ of 1960 shortly after
"on Laue'a death and, aa you can "eo, thi" "as in accord
ance with von Lau.' a own wiahes. I would be alad to try
to get a copy of thea but I have no idea of the likelihood
of .y 8uccesa. Perhaps you yourself know someone in tha
AcadlllaY to whoa you could write.

Cordially,

Carl Kayaen

Kia8 Belen Dukaa
Institute for Advanced Study

cc: Profe8sor 'yson
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February 19, 1970

It is not clear to from your note
whether you share Iobert' s reservations or not.
For my part, as I said to you before, I think
that the Institute ought to be asocisted with
the proj ct and that there 1& a little excessive
modesty in our allowing everybody else to get the
f ud credit in thia matter.

Dear Freeman:

I returning herewith the
on the diacu sion of the Einetein papers
have taken the liberty of xeroxing.

IllOrand
hich I

Cordially,

Carl Kayaen

Professor Freeman J. Dyson
In.8titute for Advanced Study

Attschment
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF ..JERUSALEM

15.2.70

DEPT. OF "ND

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Dr. Carl Kaysen,
Director,
Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton,
New Jersey,
U.S.A.

Dear Dr. Kaysen,

I am sending you the promised documents which have accumulated in our
discussions with the Princeton University Press and Dr. Otto Nathan. As I
told you, I had raised the question of the participation of your Institute
at the first meeting which I had several months ago with Mr. Bailey of the
Princeton University Press and ~lr. athan, but, in addition, the Council of
the Israel Academy of Science has asked me to discuss this matter with you.
The Council will meet within the next few days and in accordance with what
I told you, we shall bring up this point formally in our answer to Dr. Nathan's
last letter (I will send you, of course a copy of our answer).

Let me add that both lrs. Bergmann and myself were very happy to see you
in Israel and that we two and all your friends in Israel are hoping that the
frequency of your visits will increase in the future.

Yours sincerely,

E.D. Bergmann

Encs.
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Production. The Estate and D:. B~rgmBnn do not wish to
have tIle books produced in Ger any. Dr. BergQan suggested
I5raeli conpositors and proofreaders, which Princeton Univer
sity Press believed co be a reasonable possibility. Holland,
Svitzerla~d, a d other countries could also be reasonably con
sidered. In Bny event, Princeton University Press would
?robBbly have the mate ial set abroad, with reproductio~

proofs, and would print and bind ~he ~oo:;s in the United
States to obtain co yright protection.

As the first step in this project, Princeton University
Press viII draft an outline agreement treating specifically:

1) appoint! ent of Board of Editors
2) joint imprint with Israel Academy of Sciences
3) joint financing and sharing of receipts
4) royalty to the Einstein Estate
5) 'o~nt selection of working editors
6) joint search for outside fu~ds to help nder

write e itorial and production costs.

All three parties, when satisfied, will sign this agree
nont, and will at once begin to work together to carry out
the project. Dr. Bergmann will propose several people for
he Board of Editors from Israel. He \·,ill also furnisl docu

mentary evidence of the Li~rary of The Hebrew University's
endorsement of the joint publishing venture.
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Pri ceton University Press PRIKCETOX, XEW JERSEY 08540

'PreJi.!~n/, RAYMOND C. HARWOOD Trustees, JEROME BLU)'1, W. FRAl':i\ CRAVES,

ROBERT F. COHf;.[S, ROBERT C. CUSSINC, OO~ALn R. HA:\HLTO:", RICHA'l,D A. LESTER, A. WALTOS LiTZ,

FRI""L MACHLUP, HAROLD W. ~C CRAW, JR., RICARDO A. ),1 ESTRES, WHITNEY]. OATES,

NORVELL B. SAMUELS, CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ALDRIDCE C. SMITH, III

ove",;,er 6, 1969

Dr. Otto :;athan
Es~~~c of ~\-b =t Einste"
24 :;':..=t. Avenue
~7cu or ., ~:ew or~ 0011

:>_. Lr::lSt D. ergo:u:n
7he !l bretl Universi y
Jerusalem, Israel

Ge:1tleoen:

You have already ad the memorandum of our meeting in Princeton
recar ing the Papers of Albert Einstein, and I ~~ enclosing erewith
a draft agreeoent. As you will see, it is oainly an agreeC2nt to agree,
but it gives us a basis or going for,,'ard. I shall look forward to
receiving your conments. On the basis of this draft, or a modification
of it, I expect to present t e project to ou Board at thei meeting
in early' ccecher. I an confident t at they will be enthusias ic.

lfu are looking forward 0 working with you in developing an carrying
out is c.-ci i g project.

I!S3J_ :eb

":"" closure
cnd Dr.

to Dr•.'ath
Bergmnnn

Sincerely yours,

~~~~
Herbert S. Bailey/ Jr.
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ceton University Press P INCETOX, NEW JERSEY 08540

'Presi.!Ulf, RAYMOND C. HARWOOD Trusues, JEROME BLUY.. W. FRANK CRAVEN,

ROBERT F. COHEE:':, ROBERT C. C NNINC, DONALD R. HAM1LTO:,,>. RICHARD A. LESTER, A. WALTO:': LITZ,

FRITZ !I.~ACHLUP, HAROLD W. Me CRAW, JR.., RICARDO A. :v1ESTR.ES, WHITNEY J. OATES,

Sml\'UL B. S")'1UELS. CHARLES SCRIBNER. JR., ALBRfDCE C. S:'UTH, III

'ove ber 6, 1969

• Otto :lath:m
t ~ of ¥U::,c=t :instein
::~=t. . ;venue

• o:-k, ::ew ork 10011

Lr.1S t D. ergn:n:n
:!cbre 1 Universi y

:usa e , Isr.:le.l

ltle e.:

You have already ~d the memorandum of our meeting in Princeton
;ardins the Papers of Albert Einstein, an I ~~ enclosing crevith
Iraft agreement. As you will see, it is D3inly an agr CC2.t to agree,
: it gives us a basis for goine forward. I shall look forward to
:eivinS your cocnents. On tie basis of t is draft, or a ~ ification
it, I eApect to p~esent t e project to ou Board at their ~eeting

early Decetiber. I &" confident t at they will be enthusias ·c.

.

D R AFT

~ov('mb.. r 3, 1969

Ner.:orandur.'\ of A~rcement between The Estate of Albert Einstein (hcrein-

after referred to as the Estate), and The Israel Acade~y of Sciences

(actin:; for and jointly Hith The llebreH University), (hereinafter referred

to as the Acadccy), and Princeton University Press (hereinafter referred

to as the Press), re:;arding publication of T.e Paners of Albert Einstein

(hereinafter referred to ns the Hark).

~mere2S the three arties to this Agreement have met and agreed on

the desirability of organizing, editing, and pub .. ishing The Papers of

Alrrp.rt Einstein) including previously published and unpublished wri~in3s

(technical and othendse) and correspondence,

He therefore agree to ,",.'ork together ge:lcrally alon£ the f~llo·..ring

lines, it being understood that the Es~atc has the ultimate control of

Professor Einstein's \Yritings, but that much of the work of editing and

(

lIe are looking forwar 0 'lor ing with you in developing and c rrying
this c.ci i g project.

Jr:eb

losure to Dr. ~athcn

c. Dr. Berg~nn

Sincerely yours,

~\<

publishing ~ill have to be done by the other tHO parties, so that all

three will have to agree on nost matters, with many details and arrange-

n:ents to be wor ed out later. probably in an agrce:nent that ,·,·11 supplement

or supersede this one.

1. The Estate will permit publication of the Hork as constituted by

agreement of the three parties. The copyright will be in the name of the

Est"te, but the publis!1ers (the Press and. The Hebre\< University jointly)

\I.'ill have e:.::clusive pu lishing rights (in all forms and in all lan~ua3es

throu~.out the Horld) for the duration of copyright and reneHals to all

material foot ?=c:viol~5ly co~:;itted else~}here. The Estate a3recs to coo~er.:!te

in tn-=: rcnC'\.'al of all cO!lyrights.

(
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D R AFT

~ov~mber 3, 1969

2. The Hork will be published over the joint imprint of Princeton

University Press and The Hebret;... University. The cost of publicntioll

will be shared "ointly by the Press and The HebreH University, and the

Evrk throu:;hout the \'-'arld.

:1c:ccssnry uith sgecific editorial questions. Hith the advice of the

;:: ·ito:-ial TIo3rd) {..'~ sh.:lll jointly a:3ree on t:i~e a~I'oi.nt:-::~nt of 2:1 Editor

in-Chic: .

(Or should ~·:e eliminate cO:1sidern.tion

of zrn~ts altoscther i~ detereining ~ivision of receipts?)

5. He shall j o· ~ tly o.grce on and anpoint a~ Editori3l Board to ndv· se

on editorial ?olicy) assist i~ selectinci working editors) a~d dC31 as

~ill b~ co~sidcrcd ~s Ac~clc~y fends.

and the Acnde~y in proportion to the share of total costs borne by each"

T"e Press s all have the exclusive right and responsibility to sell the

3. The Estate will be paid a royalty of 10~~ of the list price on

t:he first 5,000 copies of each volume sold, 12-1/2% on the next 5,000

co?"es sold, and 15% on all copies of each volume sold beyond 10,000

co~ies) with the custo~nry provisions on forei~n sales and t e like.

"e Estate will also receive 50% of all receipts by the publishers from

subsidiary rights; the other 50~~ ,,'ill be divic.led bet",een the Press and

the Acadcny in the snnc. proportion as the receipts fro~ sales.

4. He shall \-lork t03ethc.r to seek contributio:ls as necessary fron

foundations or other sources for the support of editin~ and publication .

As soon as possihJ e ,:"e shall reparc a bud~et for lanning purposes. For

pur?oses of determining the ·division of receipts) all fU:lGS cooi~~ £ro~

the U.S.A. uill be consicered as Princeton funds) and all from Israel

ter· al ;l.ot :-e:viol.sly cO:'1::itted else'·:here. The Estate 2.grees to coo:,erate

th~ ret cua_ of all co!>yrigh ts.

ree will have to agree on oost matters) with many details and arra:1Z2-

nts to be \lorked out later) probably in an agree:ncnt thc:l.t \·Jill supplefr.cnt

supersede this one.

1. The Estate "'ill permit publication of the l~ork as constitute by

ree~ent of the three parties. The copyright will be in the nnwe of the

tate, but the: ublishers (the Press and. The liebre'," University jointl')

11 have excJusive publishing rights (in all forms and in all lanbuages

rou~hout the world) for the duratio~ of copyri&1t and renew~ls to all

,~orandun of A~reement between The Estate of Albert Einstein (herein

:ter referred to as the Estate), and The Israel Acade:ny of Sciences

lctin~ for and jointly with The lebrew University), (hereinafter referred

) as the Acade~Y)t and Princeton University Press (hereinafter referred

) as the Press), regarding publication of The Paners of Albert Einstein

lere.inarter referred to ns the Hark).

t{nereas the three parties to this Agreement have met and agreed on

Ie desirability of organizing, editing, and pubLishing The Pape~s of

hert Einstein, including previously published and unpublished ",ritin:;s

'ec nicel and othe.r\·!ise) and correspondence)

t·~c therefore agree to t;Jork together generally a10n£ the f~llm]ing

ncs, it being understood that the Es~atc has the ultimate control of

'orcfisor Einstein 1 S \vri tings, bu t that much of the Hork of edi ting and

.blishin~ ;:ill have to be done by the other two parties, so that all

2
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6. Ee shall ·ointly agree on the con ten tad langu~ze of publi cation .

.I

It is not yet certain whether the complete eJition should be published

both in the languaze as written (German anq English) or En:;lish or both.

:-;,c Ac:tde~y nay ,·!ish to ?ublish a cO::1~lete or abrid:;ed edition in Heb:-e·..J;

if so, it will be done as a part of this agreew nt.

7.. If any of t' e three p~ri:ies to this abreement should decide to

withdr::!'" fron the project, he may do so after three months' notice in

\-.'riting to the other b ...o parties, but he "H"II not be reimbursed ror the

cost of the ,·!Ork alreac!y perforned. If any of the three pnrties should be

unable to perforn his share of the work, he nay be required by the other

t'·10 ~arties to withdra,., from the project, but in that case he ,·Jill be

reimbursed in full for the w('lrl~ he has already performed, the oi:hc.r tt·!O

parties sharing equally the cost of this reimbursenent.

8. This agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, executors,

administrators, and assi~ns of all three parties, but it mny not be

assig:ncd ,·]ithout the Hritten consent of all three parties.

-he Estate of Albert Einstein

The IsrR01 Academy of Sciences

Princeton liniversity Press

3
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Department of Organic Chemistry

1st January, 1970

~lr. Herbert S. Bail ey, Jr.,
Princeton University Press,
Princeton,
New Jersey OB540,
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Bailey,

Thank you for your letter of the 6th November and the enclosed
Draft Agreement. In the recent meeting of the Council of the Israeli Academy
of Sciences, I have reported on our conversations in Princeton and submitted
the Draft Agreement which has been thoroughly discussed.

I have been instructed by the Council to communicate to you the
conclusions of our discussions:

The Academy reiterates its deep interest in the proposed collaboration,
but would like to have a little time to study further in the details of the
Agreement. In particular, we feel that paragraph 4 should not be part of the
Agreement and that the meaning of paragraph 7 is not clear. Would it not be
reasonable to assume that the participation of the parties should be irrevocable?
We should be grateful for a clarification on this point.

The Draft Agreement is not clear as to the relative roles of the
Hebrew University and the Academy. In paragraph 2, for example, you suggest that
the Work be published under the joint imprint of Princeton University Press and
the Hebrew University, etc. This should, of course, read "and the Israel
Academy" .

If I may, I would advise you not to wait for the formal conclusion of
the Agreement (which, indeed, is only a formal matter now), but to prepare a
first budget outline. This will also make it possible for the Academy to know
more or less how much money we will have to contribute to the joint enterprise.

With my apologies for the delay and looking forward to hearing from
you, I am

Yours sincerely,

c.c. Dr. O. Nathan
(-)

E.D. Bergmann
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ESTATE OF' ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEWYORK,NEWYORK 10011

Department of Organic Chemistry
January 30 J 1;'70

(

1st January, 197D

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.,
Princeton University Press,
Princeton,
New Jersey D8540,
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Bailey,

Thank you for your letter of the 6th November and the enclosed
Draft Agreement. In the recent meeting of the Council of the Israeli Academy
of Sciences, I have reported on our conversations in Princeton and submitted
the Draft Agreement which has been thoroughly discussed.

Pro:essor E. D. Eer~"L~

Dep""trr.ent of Orsanic Chemistry
~he Hebre. n_vers ty of Jerus~lem

.:er'lsnlcn

z..1r. Herbert S. Bailey end n:yself erre.nged to meet uPO:l race1. t of :four
letter of J~,ua~J 1. 1970. ~e discussed your re~r%s with great care ~,~

used the opportun_ty for a review of all aspects of the draft greereent
dated ovember 3, 1969 which had been prepared by ~tr. :Bailey end tra.,sr::::.;;ted
by him to both you end myself. The remarks which follow attempt to s= u
the results of the discussion between }tr. Beiley and w.e. }'Jr. Bailey ap?roved
of the d-raft of this letter which means that what I am about to sey represeats
the position of princeton University Press and the Estate.

I have been instructed by the Council to communicate to you the
conclusions of our discussions:

With my apologies for the delay and looking forward to hearing from
you, I am

If I may, I would advise you not to wait for the formal conclusion of
the Agreement (which, indeed, is only a formal matter now), but to prepare a
first budget outline. This will also make it possible for the Academy to know
more or less how much money we will have to contribute to the joint enterprise.

The Draft Agreement is not clear as to the relative roles of the
Hebrew University and the Academy. In paragraph 2, for example, you suggest that
the Work be published under the joint imprint of Princeton University Press and
the Hebrew University, etc. This should, of course, read "and the Israel
Academy".

2. -~e believe -- P..:1U ~~rt':c:l2.8=-ly the Estate be11e~les -- th2.t t:-.e ;...:.c __ 
cst~on co~~r ct s~ould ~e ente:-ed i~to bJ Princeton Tn':versit· ?ress; ~te

33t~ts, ~~d ?he 5eb~ew ~n:~e:-s.:ty. According to ~nste':n's W _1, upon t~e

:'e~ne.tion 0:' the no",- -ex':st.:in T:;'ust (of which Helen Dui-uls e:1d =vself "l:"C

the. Trustees) all the assets of the Trust -- the archives in Princeton,
copyrights, ro.ralt:l' r ghts, etc. -- will become the property of The ~ebre"

-niversity. Our la-7era ~eve advised us that The Eebrew Un_versity c~c~~

by all means be the contract:ng party in a project which will zost cer-
t aL~"- ;;ake a good nw::ber 0= "rears to be completed.. I: you and the r.C" ::'e:;:'
so des~re and if :. t. :'s csree'?ble to the Un!versi ty, the contract r:.";.- r "_
"7he ...:ebre·.... Un "e:-s1 t~· «(J.ctin :'or end jointly with Tbe Is!"ee: Ac"~~:-,' 4"

Sciences)." This language •..ould make sure thet The ~ebre'" Un::. ,er=: .;. "C._

PT nceton aiversity ?ress are entering upon a contract w:th t.~e ~3~·~_.

but that the University itse_f has decided. to share its res cs:'b:'_:~:~~

under the contract with the Israel c demy of Sciences.

1. We believe it is very ioportant thet the three perties arr:.ve at
an agreen:ent bout a formal contract an:ong the=elves. We feel thet
the idee of e. tenta.ti Ve draft e.green:ent. such as the dre.ft of i;ove::tber 31
should be abandoned and the three parties should try to finalize a coa;;ract
at a very early date. As soon as you advise us of your react on to the
various suggestions in this letter we shall try to prepare a fc~l co~tract

to submit for your examination and the examination by those in Israel who
will eventually sign the contract. \'lhateve" su gestions ll:.'ly CClre free:
your s':'de v;ould: of course, be most eernestly considered. by us ~~c.. .:.. -
cor'OOrated ':nto t::'e d..-"'"a:-t con't.r'act unless we feel tp.e.~ :-u:-t.::e:- cL.3C~":C':C:1. (

ebout .~e=':5 req~~:-e~.

(-)

Yours sincerely,

c.c. Dr. O. Nathan

The Academy reiterates its deep interest in the pro osed collaboration,
but would like to have a little time to study further in the details of the
Agreement. In particular, we feel that paragraph 4 should not be part of the
Agreement and that the meaning of paragraph 7 is not clear. Would it not be
reasonable to assume that the participation of the parties should be irrevocable?
We should be grateful for a clarification on this point.

E.D. Bergmann
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Professor E. D. Bergmann - 2 - January 30, 1970
ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVE UE

NEWYORK 1 EW YORK 10011

January 30, 1970

Professor E. D. Bergroa3n
De?".rtrr.ent of Organic Chemistry
1~e Eeb~eN University of Jeruse_e~

':er's~lcn

De~:" Dr. 3e::-gr:r:s..'1..:1:

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey and ttyself arranged to meet upon receipt of your .
letter of January 1. 1970. We discussed your remarks with great care ~,C

used the oouortunity for a review of all aspects of the draft gree~n"

dated Nove;;"ber 3, 1969 which J:ed been prepared by Ir. Bailey and tra.,s:;::' ""ed
by him to both you and myself. The remarks which follow attempt.to s~ u .
the results of the discussion between Y~. B~iley and me. V~. Balley a~?roveQ

of the d-~ft of this letter which means that what I am about to s y represe~ts

the position of princeton Univers_ty Press and the Estate.

1. We believe it is very important that the three parties arrive at
an agreement bout a formal contract arr.ong thell!Selves. We f~e~ tha:
the idea of a tentstive draft agreement. such as the d..."'"l!.ft o. hove:noer 3,
should be abandoned and the three parties should try to finalize a co~t.ract

at e very early date. As soon as you edv_se us of your react~cn to tr.e
various sug estions in this letter we shall try to prepare R lC~_ contract
to su-~t for vour examination and the examination by those n Isreel ....ho
will eventuall; sign toe contract. \·,fha.teve:- suggestions rr:J.y co:r.e f:'C~
your s':'de would. of course, be most earnestly cons,:,c.ered by 1.:.5 ~:lc.. .:.. -

- • ~ .... "'t t 1 f 1 t;'p..l- 'ZO •• _ ... ,..Q ...... r.' e'" "'."":1cor':X>ratea. into t~e 1..i.!1l: cont.~c un eSs -1'16 ae '" _ ...._ \0 ..... _ ""'- ............~_ ....

about he~:o requ:re~.

2. ~e be eve -- ~,d ;~~t:c~l~~ly the EState bel eves -- th3t tte ~~O_~

cat_on co~~rnct should be entered i~to by Princeton lniversit· Press, ~r.e

Sstate, ar.d The Rebrew ~ni'ers~ty. According to ~nstein's Will, upon t~e

:'erm::.netlon 0: the now-"-ex:stin Tl'ust (of which Helen Duims e:ld ::t'self "'re
the Trustees) all t~e assets 0: tt-e ~rust -- the archives in Princeton:
couyr~ghts, royalty r1 ~ts, etc. -- will becoDe the prope~y o~ ?he =ebre~

L7n:ve!"6~ t~t. Our l.e."''Yers ~~ve advised us the. t The Eebrew Un..:. versl ty c::ol..G..d
by all means be the contracting party in a project which will zos" cer-.
tai~y t.ake a good n~ber 0: years to be comp_eted. If you ~,d the ~c"~e~'

so desire and if it is greeeble to the University, the contract ~"J r "C

"'The Hebrew Uni __ersi ty (~cting for end jointly with The Israel Ac~.c.~-;·

Sciences)." This lenguage would make sure that The Hebrew Un::.,·er~: -:- ":.
Pr_~ceton Universit.y ?ress are entering upon a contract with ,,~e ~~"~_.

but that the university itself h s decided to share its respons:b:::~:e

under the contract with the Israel Acederny of Sciences.

3. As far as the problems dealt with under Articles 2 and h of "he
Memorandum of November 3 are concerned, we believe that t!ley shoul<i i~deed

be part of a separate agreement between The Hebrew niversity and Pr~~ceton

n:. versi ty Press, as you seen to imply in t!le third paragr<lpll of :,o....r le-;;-ter.
As sUB5ested in the November 3 Memorandum, Princeton University ?recs ~nd

The Hebrew University should share equally in the cost of the e~torial

work end production. Contributions received fron outside. solicited
either by Princeton niversity Press or The Hebrew University or the
Israel Academy of SCiences, should go into a common fund out of wh:ch the
cost would be paid. If the cost exceeds the contributions received. t~e

balence is to be covered by Princeton niversity ?ress end ~he Eeb~e~

l"niversity. It is obviously impossible to anticipate at th~s ti=
whether such an excess of cost over receipts will occur. Should ?r:nceton
University :ress carry a larger share toward t!le cost than The Eebrew (

n versity, the receipts from the sales o~ books should, in the ~irst

place, be used to refund Princeton University :ress for that prt. o~ i.s
expenses wh ch are in excess of the expenses of The Hebrew niversity.
The same, of course, should be the case if The ebrew University pays a
larger part of the cost than Princeton University Press.

4. He share your view that Article 7 of the November 3 ~Iemorandum shoulc.
be changed. We agree wi th you tt-at we should not provi de for the poss~

b ili ty of ~ of the three parties to withdraw from the pro ect. 'Cae
reasons are obvious: If the Estate were to withd-~w, the project .o~d be
terminated regardless of ho'. much work and investments had been =c.e by
The Hebrew Universi t;r and Pr1nceton niversi ty Press. S1:d.le.rly, ";;"e
withdrawal of either Princeton Lniversity Press or The Eebre~ Ln~versitJ

might mean a very severe, pOSSibly fatal .. blow to the pro.ject: depending
on the time and circumstances of such a wi thdre·.al. On the otner ha...c..
we realize that unforseeable developn:ents rray occur w!Ji.cc !:"£~e e. c~",,-"'1ge 1:1
the relationship among the three par-ties desirable, if not unavoidable.
We wonder if we should not prOVide for an arbitration board .hich, in
such cases would either advise the three parties bout the ct10~ that (
ought to be taken. or would even have po.er to deCide on s ....ch ection.
We would suggest that such ~~ arbitration board consist of t~ree cerebers: .
One outstanding personality (for instance the Pres_dent of the A1T.Sric~n

:?hysic 1 Society) to be designated by Princeton Universi ty ?ress "'1,' ~!:e

Sstate; a person of simi1P.r standing to be designated by ~he Rebrew
University, and a chairman to be selected by joint consultat:;'on bet·.ee~

Princeton, New York and Jerus lem.

5. We ass~ that it will take at lee.st a couple of montes before the
~ip~l contractual instrucent can be signed by the three ~tie6. The
work should not wait for the completion of the contract. He should
proceed i=diately to e. point an edl toriel board which woule. :::eet -to
deliberate about the meny problems to be solved before the work can be
started and to submit defin~te recommendations to the three contrecting
par-t:es. The editorial board would also have to make reconn:endations
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3. As far as the nroblems dealt with under Articles 2 and 4 of t.he
lemore.ndum of November 3 are conce=ed, we believe that they should. ':'ndeed

be part of a separate agree~nt between The Hebrew Univers~ty and Pr':'~ceton

'n~versity Press, as you seem to imply in the third paragraph of yo~ letter.
As suggested in the ove~ber 3 Memorandum, Princeton Univers~ty ?re=s ~nd

The Hebrew Universi ty should share equally in the cost of t::e edi tor.:..,.l
work and productio~. Contributions received from outside, solic~ted

e ~ ther by Pr~nceton - ni versity Press or mhe Hebrew Univers':' ty or the
Israel Academy of sc ences, should go into a common fund out of wh':'ch the
cost ~ould be paid. If the cost exceeds the contributions rece:ved. t~e

balance is to be covered by Princeton' niversi ty ?ress and 7he Eebre;;
University. It is obviously impossible to ~~t_cinate at this t ce
whether such ~~ excess of cost over receipts will' occur. Should ?r':'nceton
Univers ty :ress carry a larger share to~ard the cost than T~e Eebreft
University, the receipts from the sales of books should, in the :~rst.

place, be used to ref~~d Princeton University Press for that _ rt 0: its
expenses which are in excess of the expenses of The Hebrew University.
The seme, of course, should be the case if The Hebrew Univers~ty pays
larger part of the cost than Princeton University Press.

4. We share your view that Article 7 of the November 3 ~lemorandum should
be changed. 'e agree with you tl:.at we should not provide for the poss~-

b ili ty of any of the three parties to w thdraw from the project. ~he

reasons are obvious: If the Estate were to w_tndLraw, the project ~o2ld be
termine.ted regardless of how much work and ~nvestt::ents had bee~ ~c.e by
The He'orew Uni versi t J• and Princeton Uai versi ty Press. SiItilarly, -;;,,-e
Withdrawal of either Princeton university Press or The Hebrew Un':'versity
might mean a very severe, possibly fatal, blow to the pro,ject, depending
on the time and circumstances of such a withdra~e_. On the other ~~~d.

we realize that unforseeable developreents ray occur which ITE~e a c~~~ge i~

the relationship among the three parties desirable, if not unavo dable.
We '"onder if we should not rovide for an rbi tration board ·..hich, in
such cases, would either dvise the tp~ee parties about the e.ctio~ t,,- t
ought to oe taken, or would even have po~er to dec~de on s~c~ ection.
We would suggest that such an arbitration board consist of three nerr~ers:

One outstanding personality (for instance the President of the A~ric?n

Physic 1 Society) to be designated by Princeton Universi ty ?ress ".,:1 ~he

Estate; a person of simi~r standing to be designated by The Hebrew
University, and a cheirman to be selected by joint consultation between
Princeton, ew York and Jerus lem.

). We assu~ that it will take at ler.st a couple of months before the
final contractual nstrument can be signed by the three part~es. :he
work should not wait for the completion of the contract. we should
proceed immediatel,y to appoint an edi toriel board which woulc. ~e" -:;0
deliberate ebou~ the many problems to be solved before the work can be
started and to submit defin~te recommendations to the three contracting
part':'es. ~he editorial board would also have to me.ke recorrcrDndat·o3s

e.s to the appo ntment of an Editor-in-Ghief. Pr:'nceto:l 1.:"::1':' ·,e:-s':' t·~ ~e~3

and the Estate will be prepared to suggest three persons for t,,-e editorIal
board as soon as they ere notiried tr~t you a_prove 0: ~ts ~c~~~':'cn.

:srael would have to appoint three persons (end should be free to Gelec"':.
people en~oying its confidence who do not live in Israel but in "':.he ~~"ed

States). Jerusalem, New York and Princton would then have -:;0 ~~,ec ~~ "
chairman of the editorial board un.J.ess it will 'ce.rra.,ged t::c'_ tl... k"r::'
Yo'ill e_ect me of' its members to serve e.s Cha:?-!'"::.en ~ 'Ina f:rst n:.~et..:.~; ~

the board. should be in Princeton since all i..ne ~t.er:.p.l~:l docz..;".:'t..-· 'h":'c.'1
will eventually be incorporated in the project are lcca-:;ed cn t;:e t.rcr:·res
of the Estate in Princeton. The travel e~penses c~ t~e =e~be~s c_ ~te

bca_d would be part of the !lcost I! of the ~!"O':ect es e. who:e.

'. e realize that you and your colleagues will require some t":':Le to exa~e tte
Sl gestions outlined above. However, sL~ce we are most ll.IlY.ious to st,,-rt. ',':
the actual work as aoon a possible, we should be deeply gre.teful to heer
you at your early convenience.

With kind regards,

0-", .'tJl- ,
otto! athan
TF:UST~

m/: jb

(
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as to the atltlointment of en Edi tor-in-ehief. Princeton ''Ii '/ers~tj- "ress
and the Est~te will be prepared to suggest three persons for t~e e~tor:pl
board as soon as they re notified that you a.prove of its ~c~~~:c..
Isreel .ould have to appoint three nersons (P-nd should be free 00 se_ec~

people enjoying its confidence who ~o not live in Isreal but ir. ~~e ~~~ed
States). Jerusalem, New York and Princtcn would then have ~Q ~~roo ~~ ~

chairman of the editorial board unless it will ce r~6ed t~~t tL~ [c~rd

"dll elect me of its members to serve as ChairI:.!ln. Tile f:"rst t::eet.:........ :
the board should be in ?rinceton since all the I::' ~er':p.l P:lQ. dcc~f::'~:' . 'h': C:l

will eventually be incorporated in the project are located ~n t~e Arot:,es
of the Estate in Princeton. The travel eY-penses c~ t~e =eccers c~ o"e
board would be part of the "cost" of the :;!"O ~ec t llS e. who':"e.

Albert Einstein.

advice on procedures relevant to publication of the Papers of

Professor Valentine Bargnann, Hiss Helen Dukas,
Professor Freel.an Dyson, Professor Charles Gillispie,
Professor Hartin Klein', Professor Thomas Kuhn,
Dr. Otto lathan

John Hannon

This is

From:

To:

the report of an informal discussionAat which

Princeton University Press and the Einstein Estate solicited

JIIDU?ry 30, 1;;70- 3 -Professor E D. 3er~

C. Gillispie, Martin Klein, present as advisors; Miss IIel~n

Dukas, represent ins the Estate; Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., John

',Ie realize that you and your colleagues wil_ require sorr.e t::!:.e to exa:n:..ne the
Slggestions outlined above. However, si..'lce we are most anxious to stan ".,:
"De actual work as soon as possible, we should be deeply ~teful to heer
you at your early convenience.

With kind re rds,

Present: Valentine Bargmann, Freeman J. Dyson, Charles

Illness prevented Otto
{/", !tJI.,.....

otto Nathan
TRUST::!Z

W. Hannon, representing the Press.

Natllan from attending on behalf of the Estate. Thomas Kuhn,

although eager to participate, was unavoidably absent.

1. Complete edition. The scope of the project is to

ON: b
include the complete papers of Albert Einstein: scientific

papers, scientific correspon ence, and personal correspondence,

whether published previously or never published.

Hiss Dukas, who has catalogued and annotated the

personal correspondence, proposed a distinction between "per-

sonal 'l and "private'~ correspondence, letters in the latter

category to be exclu cd from the complete edition on the basis

of their relative unimportance to the world of scholarship and

science. Predominant opinion h~ld th3t biosraphers and others

•
who vill vork with tI,e material years hence would prefe! to
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have access to all the papers and to decide for themselvesTo: Professor Valentine Bargnann, ~(iss Helelt Dukas,
Professor Freel,an Dyson, Professor Charles Gillispie,
Professor Martin Klein', Professor Thomas Kuhn,
Dr. Otto 'athan

questions of comparative significance. Other opinion proposed

From: John Hannon
leaving this and sinilar distinctions to the Editor-in-Chief

and the Advisory Board.

Albert Einstein.

advice on procedures relevant to publication of the Papers of

Some of these have

Borgmann has been correct-

The edition will include the scientific writings with

are rife with typographical errors.

been publisl1ed and many, particularly the carlier writings,

which Professor Bargmann has been working.

isThis the report of an informal discussion" at ,·,lIich

Princeton University Press and the Einstein Estate solicited

C. Gillispie, 1artin Klein, present as advisors; Miss lleldn

although eager to participate, was unavoidably ahsent.

Dukas, representin!l the Estate; Hel"bert S. Bailey. Jr., John

Nathan from attending on behalf of the Estate.

Other

Suchthe papers and place them in their respective contexts.

exposition is not to be construed as suggesting a comprehensive,

opinion reconmen ed including brief exposition to introduce

originals, except for the correction of obvious errors.

estimated as the ~quivalent of three published volumes. He

recommends publishing them as faithful reproductions of the

scholarly interpretative, annotated edition, although a

ing tl'ese. and has completed 60 to 65 percent of the papers,

scienti.fic

Thomas Kuhn,

Illness prevented Otto

The scope of the project is to

Valentine Bargmann, Freeman J. Dyson, Charles

Complete edition.

Present:

1.

include the complete papers of Albert Einstein:

H. Hanuon. representing the Press.

papers, scientific correspondence, and personal correspondence,
scholarly edition must, all agreed, be forthcoming in due

holds the literary rights in the Papers, the Hebreu University,

project is to be a joint venture between the Estate. which

whether published previously or never published.

Miss Dukas, who has catalogued and annotated the

personal correspondence, proposed a distinction between "per-

sona1" and "private" cOl'respondence, letters in the latter

course.

2 • Cooperative effort. Hr. Bailey explained that the

category to be ~xcluded from the complete edition on the basis
which will o •• n the Papers at the expiration of the present

of their relative unimportance to the Horld of scholarship and

•who will uork Hith the material years hence would prefe! to
entities») and PriIlccton University Press .

s ci.cn cc. Predominant opinion hbld th3t biographers and others

Trust (the Israel Academy of Science is closely associated

with tI,e Hebrew University, although they are Legally separate

Cooperation will

be manifested in many uays during the course of preparing and

publishing t ,e Papers.
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have access to all the papers and to decide for themselves
3. Advisory Committee.

3

The Press and the Estate invited

questions of comparative significance. Other opinion proposed
proposals and recommendations of specific scholars to serve as

agreed to submi~ the names of additional candidates after
leaving this and similar distinctions to the Editor-in-Chief

and the Advisory Board.

advisors on editorial and procedural matters. Those present

The edition will include the scientific writings with
further reflection. They suggested, at the meeting:

which Professor Bargmann has been working. Some of these have
a. Russell McCormick, University of Pennsylvania

beell published ald many, particularly the earlier writings,
b. Gerald Ilolton, Harvard University

ing these, and has completed 60 to 65 percent of the papers,

Borgmann has been correct-
c. Martin Klein, Yale University

are rife with typographical errors.

estimated as the equivalent of three published volumes. He

d.

e.

Peter Bergmann, Syracuse University

Thomas Whiteside, Cambridge University, England

recommends pul.lishing them as faithful reproductions of the
f. Lawrence Badash, University of California, Santa Barbal

including brief exposition to introduce
HeCormick was first suggested as an excellent candidat~ to be

originals, except for the correction of obvious errors.

opinion reconmen e

Other
4, Editor-in-Chief. Of those named above, Russell

exposition is not to be construed as suggesting a .comprehensive,
written on aspects of Einstein, Lorentz, and Cavendislt.

the papers nnd place them in their respective contexts. Such
Editor-in-Chief. He is in his early 30's, very ~ble, has

Apart

scholarly interpretative, annotated edition, although a

scholarly edition must, all agreed, be forthcoming in due

from an editorial affiliation with the University of Pennsylvania

Prezs, he was thought to have fe\/ commitments, particularly

course.
long-term commitments. Professor Bargmann suggested that

2 • Cooperative effort. Hr. Bailey explained that the
Professor Klein would be the best choice as editor, and

project is to be a joint venture bet"een the Estate, which
Professor Klein remarked that he is very busy, but he did not

holds the literary rights in the Papers, the Hebrew University,
rule himself out. There was general support for Professor

which will own the Papers at the expiration of the present
Klein if he could be persuaded. Holton and ~hiteside, in

Trust (the Israel Academy of Science is closely associated
general, have numerous obligations that are likely to preclude

with the Rebrew University, although they are legally separate

as editor of Newton's mathematical papers) w~uld have too
entities). and Princeton University Press.

. .
Cooperation will

their accepting the major editorial responsibility. Whiteside,

be manifest d in many ways during the course of preparing and

publishing the Papers.

little time [or R prolonced association witl. this project.
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The Press ~nd the Estate invited

- [, -

All present believed, however, his fresh experience with

Newton's p~pers lould make him an excellent man to approach

proposals and recommendations of specific scholars to serve as immediately for editorial advice. They ~ncouraged the Press

Those present

into the background and procedures leading to publication of

advisors on editorial and procedural matters.

agreed to submit the names of additional candidates after

and the Estate to do so. Professor Gillispie suggested looking

further reflection. They suggested, at the meeting: the works of IIuygens Dnd the works of Stevins.

a. Russell McCormick, University of Pennsylvania 5 • Languages. The questions of in what languages and

b. Gerald I:olton, Harvard University in what formats the Papers will be published generated the

c. Martin Klein, Yale University least unanimity among the advisors. Clearly, editorial

d. Peter Bergmann, Syracuse University advisors must decide at an early stage for wl10m tlli Papers

e. Thomas Whiteside, Cambridge University, England are being published. As originally published, about 80 percent

f. Lawrence Badash, University of California, Santa Barbar: of the, papers are in German, 20 percent are in English. The

,
McCormick was first suggested as an excellent candidate to be

4. Editor-in-Chief. Of those named above, Russell translation agency of the Israel Academy of Science was praised,
-

and recommended against the time when a superior- translation

Editor-in-Chief. He is in his early 30's, very ib1e, has from German to English would be needed. These opinions

written on aspects of Einstein, Lorentz, and Cavendish. Ap~rt
emerged:

from an editorial affiliation with the University of Pennsylvania a. The only proper course is to publish the P~pers

h ht t h fe ll commitments, particularlyPress, he was t oug . 0 ave exactly as written (except for rectification of typographic~l

long-term co.mitments. Professor Bargmann suggested that and other obvious, minor errors) on 1eft-haltd pages and, on

rule himself out.

Professor Klein would be the best choice as editor, and

Professor Klein remarked that he is very busy, but he did not

There was general support for Professor

the facing right-hand pages, to publish the best obtainable

English translation, co.p1ete with full, scholarly annotation.

Any format otller than this would be unworthy of Einstein and

Holton and Whiteside, in
his work and a deplorable disservice, even a handicap, toKlein if he could be persuaded.

bl ' t' ns tllat are likely to precludegeneral, have numerous olga 10. scholars. The additional time required to prepare the Papers

their accepting the major editorial responsibility. I-1hiteside,

as editor of Newton 1 s m~tl1cmatical papers) would have too

little time for a pro10'nged association ",ith this project.
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and recommended against the time when a superior, translation

in "lhat formats the Paper's "11'11 be bl' I dpu lSle generated the

advisors must decide at 1 fan car y stage or whom thi Papers

Although

Therefore,

Because

Einstein's Papers

The world has

A third suggestion combined the previous two,

Precisely because the Papers have been inac-

c.

b.

matter and annotated translation on facing pages.

Next, not because it is less important, but because it will

due course, publication of a scholarly edition with original

proposing rapid publication of a facsimile edition and, in

this involves duplication, it does permit simultaneous

require far more time to prepare, would come the English

examination of tIle original and the translation, as docs

translation, complete uith scholarly annotation.

sequently, could be published in a comparativel~ short time.

all, it might reproduce the Papers in facsimile and, con-

that edition would need only minimum notation or none at,
immediately useful to the scientific community.

appe~l is not merely historical or biographical.

it is most important to 'publish an edition that will be

pass before they become widely available.

are valuable in terms of today's scientific research; their

cessible for fifteen years, as little time as possible should

edition can mal,e no difference.

waited fifteen years for access to the Papers; a fe,. years

in this format should not be a deterrent.

more before the appearance of a comprehensive, scholarly

The

praised
.~

,-

These opinions

Clearly, editorial

They encouraged the Press

Professor Gillispie suggested looking

As originally published, about 80 percent

The questions of in what languages and

a.

5.

and other obvious, minor errors) on left-halld pages and, on

the ~acing right-hand pages, to publish the best obtainable

The only proper course is to publish the Papers

exactly aR >lritten (except for rectification of typographical

emer[',ed:

English translation, co plete with full, scholarly annotation.

Any format otller than this would be unworthy of Einstein and

his work and a deplorable disservice, even a handicap, to

least unanimity among the advisors.

are being published.

from German to English >lould be needed,

of the,papers are in German, 20 perceni are in English,

and the Estate to do so.

into the background and procedures leading to publication of

the works of Iluygens nnd the >lorI,s of Stevins.

All present believed, however, his fresh experience with

Newton's papers would make him an excellent man to approach

immediately for editorial advice.

tranRlation agency of,the Israel Academy of Science was

scholars. The additional time required to prepare the Papers
Opinion a.
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in this format should not be a deterrent. The world has 6 .

- 6 -

Organization of volumes. Some fliscussion occurred

,
organized by content; organized by recipients (in the case

waited fifteen years for access to the Papers; a few years

more before the appearance of a comprehensive, scholarly

as to publishins the Papers: in chronological order;

edition can mal:e no difference. of letters); and other arrangements. The consensus held that

b. Precisely because the Papers have been inac- no a priori decisions were possible. Realistic judgments

cessible for fifteen years, as little time as possible should asSume familiarity with the Papers. Thomas Whiteside was

pass before they become widely available. Einstein's Papers again cited as a responsive, experienced source of gu"delines.

are valuable in terms of today's scientific research; their 7. Fund raisins. 10 discussion took place, Ir. Bailey

appe~l is not merely historical or biographi~al. Therefore, explainins that the Press and the Hebrew University would

it is nost important to publish an edition that will be be responsible for finding funds.

immediately useful to the scientific community. Because

that edition ,",ould need only mi·nimum notation or none at

all, it might reproduce the Papers in facsimile and, con-

sequently, could be published in a comparatively short time.

Next, not because it is less important, but because it ,",ill

require far more time to prepare, woul~ come the English

translation, complete ,",ith scholarly annotation.

e. A thi~d suggestion combined the previous two,

proposing rapid publication of a facsimile edition and, in

due course, publication of a scholarly edition ,",ith original

matter and annotated translation on facing pages. Although

this involves duplication, it does permit simultaneous

examination of the original and the translation, as does

Opinion a.
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